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May 6, 1991

Juanita Bowe
U.S. Department of Education
Grant and Contract Services, Grants Division
ROB #3, Room 3653
400 Maryland Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20202-4835

Dear Ms. Bowe:

Enclosed is the Final Performance Report for the following grant:

Award #V199A90118
Program Title: Coop/Demo Program jcir High Technology
Training
Funding Agancy: Office of Vocational and Adult Education,
U.S. Department of Education
Project Title: Women in Education for Apprenticeship and
Non-Traditional Employment: WEANTE
Revised Project Title: Building Futures in Industry and
Trades: B-FIT
Final Performance Report prepared May 6, 1991

We are extremely pleased that Portland Community College has
continued the complete B-FIT program with general funding for the
school year 1990/91. The program will continue as an on-going
vocational training program in the Building Construction
Technology Department at PCC. In addition, the program model is
being used as a guide in evaluating and restructuring other
vocational programs.

The following information is inclJded in the Final Performance
Report package.

Final Performance Report
Final Budget Report
Third Party Evaluation
Appendix

Catalogue Description
Course Training Outline
Training Objectives
Course Content Guides
Sample Class Schedule
Student Orientation/Screening Procedures
Brochure and Poster
News Articles
Job Placement Status Report
Advisory Committee
Training Video
Lift America Award Video

AN AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EQUAL CP0ORTUNITy INSTITUTION
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We are sending two copies of the Final Performance Report package
to each of the six Currivaum Coordination Centers and to ERIC
clearinghouse.

Sincerely,

Gail Smith
Director, Building Futures in Industry and Trades (B-FIT)

SS/sf

Enclosures

C: Bob Miller, Program Officer
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FINAL PERFORMANCE REPORT

Portland Community College formed a partnership with private

industry and public agencies to develop and implement a comprehensive

program at the college's Rock Creek Campus to enable wo A to enter

apprenticeship and other non-traditional employment in the building

trades. The partners were prompted by evidence in two areas: (1) the

urgent need of women to enter male-dominated occupations and close the

earnings gap which has made them the ma Irity of persons with incomes

below the poverty level in Oregon and the United States today: "All

other things being equal, if the proportion of the poor wh() are

female-headed families were to increase at the same rate as it did

from 1967 to 1977, they would comprise 100 percent of the poverty

population by about the year 2000 ("Wider Opportunities for Women,"

National Advisory Council on Economic Opportunity, 1983, p.1) and (2)

the shockingly low 3.4 percent of Oregon's apprentices who were women

in 1987, down from 5.9 percent in 1986. The program recruits, trains,

and places women in a wide range of non-traditional employment and

apprenticeship programs. The program provides the necessary

encouragement, physical-fitness training, hands-on shop courses

work/training, transitional worksite training, and networking linkages

that ensure success. In 1989, the Building Futures in Industry and

Trades program (B-FIT), under the name "Women in Education for
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Apprenticeship and Non-Traditional Employment," received full funding

from the U.S. Department of Education, Cooperative Demonstration

Program for High Technology Training, as an 18-month pilot program to

demonstrate that cooperation among the private sector, public service

agencies, and public agency in vocational education can design,

develop, and implement a successful program which:

El Offers the opportunity and facilitates the choices for women
to become self-sufficient.

El Recruits a broad :ange of women into non-traditional
employment in the trades.

El Successfully trains women to enter a wide range of non-
traditional employment and apprenticeship programs.

El Places women in non-traditional employment and
apprenticeship and enables them to succeed.

On September 30, 1990, this pilot project was completed. Through

B-FIT, a model has been developed to recruit, train, place, and

maintain women in apprenticeship and the trades where they earn

family-wage jobs. Barriers to the success of women in these fields

are being eliminated. Moreover, there have been unexpected results in

the number of women interested in participating in the program, the

number of program completers who have been employed, in the wages

program completers are earning, and in the national recognition the

program has received. B-FIT has an active recruiting list of 520

women from those who attended orientation and information sessions.
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Even more unexpected is the entry-level alary lf program completers.

The pre-program median wage of the students was $6.88 an hour.

B-FIT's expectations for completers were $8 and hour. Many of the

women are entering the work force with $11 to *14 an hour. The

average exit wage is now $9 an hour, with earning potential of $13 to

#21 an hour. Moreover, es percent of the graduates are employed.

Following the success of the model program in surpalsing its goals,

the Oregon Bureau of Labor and Industry nominated B-FIT for the

national labor Investing for Tomorrow--the LIFT--awards. Secretary of

Labor Elizabeth Dole presented B-FIT with the award in 1990, one of

sixteen awards in the nation and the only Lift America Award presented

to a community college.

B-FIT includes components to ensure that students successfully

complete training to enter industrial and building trades in a

comparatively short time and also to gain and maintain employment in

male-dominated workplaces with an expectation of earning a livable

wage. These components include:

[7 Building solid partnerships with Oregon's Bureau of Labor
and Industries, labor unions, employers and social service
agencies. Barriers are being eliminated by this
partnership.

C] Fast-paced, short-term program: 7 hours a day, 5 days a
week, for 6 months. This total immersion allows women to
complete the 38 required credits in two terms and quickly
return to the job markets with certified skills and
significant wage increases. The immersion more nearly
duplicates the demands women will face on the job.

3
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(7 Referrals and assistance in meeting personal crises. By
helping to solve urgent problems such as transportation,
financial emergencies, and child care, B-FIT assists women
to continue who would otherwise drop out of the program.

C] Unique and comprehensive approach to training which goes
beyond the teaching of basic trades skills. Training
includes building basic reading and math skills; tutoring to
meet entry-level apprenticeship program qualifications;
physical strength-building; computer; first aid and safety
training; hands-on work-site experience.

C] Job development. B-FIT program staff develops employment
opportunities for progrim completers. Job search skills are
a part of each woman's t:raining to help place her in a
competitive position for these opportunities. Job leads and
career advising are provided individually after graduation.

C] Support for graduates. Graduates are networked to existing
groups of working tradeswomen as well as to prior graduates
to provide job networking, problem solving, and support.
Formal on-going support is provided through monthly "Job
Club" following graduation. This peer and staff support
helps graduates deal with and overcome any difficulties they
may encounter at the worksite.

The first two B-FIT classes (1989-90) included 106 women. Of

these, 85 (80 percent) graduated and e6 percent were employed upon

graduation. Class 2 boasts 90.5 percent employed upon graduation.

Classes 3 and 4 enrolled a total of 86, of whom 79 graduated.

(Employment figures will be finalized six months after graduation of

these last two classes.) Enrollment for fall 1991 is already at 35.

The women of the first four classes have 218 children among them; 77

percent are single heads-of-households; 33 percent were assisted by

4 1.0
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welfare; 16.5 percent are ethnic minorities; and 41 percent received

federal financial aid and/or scholarship assistance through the

college foundation.

B-FIT was designed as a federal demonstration project witn the

goal of providing a blueprint for other community colleges and

technical training programs to follow. Focused efforts have been made

to foster replication. Staff have made presentations at national and

regional conferences, where visitations to the on-going program has

been solicited. Materials for distribution at conferences and at

program-site visitations include program design, project evolution,

curriculum, program promotional materials, sample lesson plans,

participating agencies and employers, evaluation of the project, and

placements. A video-tape of women training and at the worksite,

which includes teaching, coaching, and networking techniques, have

been featured at the conferences. Articles have been submitted and

published in local and national newspapers and professional journals.

-o ,..ate, complete project replication information has been

disseminated at the request of at least 75 other colleges and

organizations throughout the United States.

5
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December 14, 1990

Robert L. Miller, Technical Assistant
OVAE/DNP/PIB
400 Marilyn Avenue S.W.
Mary E. Switzer Building
Mail Station Room 4512
Washington, D. C. 20202-7242

Dear Mr. Miller,

I am enclosing the third party evaluation of the B-FIT Program a
Portland Community College that I hive just completed. Gail
Smith, Program Director, asked me to send you this report as a
part of the requirement for the demonstration project completion.

j p
As you will see from the evaluation, I think very highly of the
rogram and what has been accomplished during the demonstration

project.

If you have questions or concerns about the evaluation, please
feel free to contact me at the address below, or Gail Smith at

..-4.
rio the Program offices.

S. rely,

14 &tat N

Mau e Barnett, Consultant
5005 192nd S.W.
Lynnwood, Washington 98036



THIRD PARTY EVALUATION

B -FIT PROGRAM

PORTLAND COMMUNITY COLLEGE

December 14, 1990

Evaluator: Manrin !ialnwtt, Consultant

!)00') 192nd S.W.

1,ynnwood, Washington 98036
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I. EVALUATION PROCESS/SUMMARY

Composi this evaluation at the computer in the warmth of my

11
office in December, I realize that to fully capture the flavor of
my impressions when visiting campus last June and August is a

i:
frustrating and elusive task. However, having a period of
several months between the visits and writing the final report
has also allowed much of the wheat to separate from the chaff.

A Many of the small details that seemed so important while obser-

1

ving an interview, for example, have diminished in importance,
and strong initial impressions have become clearer.

The overall "big pizture" that has emerged is that of a pro-
gram which has a very strong foundation, with plenty of commit-

1

ment and creative energy to carry it forward. The program has
many, many strengths, and only a few weak spots; I hope that you .

will always keep that in mind when reading this evaluation. InA
K looking at both strengths and weaknesses, I focused on those

themes which repeated themselves in more than one way. Where
1 possible, I have tried to point out the places or ways a theme

Iwas repeated. My only real concern for this program's continued
success after such a strong start is that in merging into the
community college structure after the initial demonstration
period, the unique support its staff provides to the students

1

, will not be lost in the academic bureaucracy.
. Information for this evaluation was acquired by making on-
! campus visits, having some familiarity with the program prior to
1 the evaluation, and by reading and viewing the many programI

, materials supplied by the B-FIT staff. During the two full-day
campus visits, I observed instruction in weight training,
electrical-mechanical, and construction classes, toured all
facilities, met with students from class #2 for a 1 1/2 hour
program evaluation, sat in on orientation and two interviews with
prospective students, and conducted individual interviews with .

all staff, two employers, several graduates (working and
non-working), and an advisory board member.

The evaluation is divided into five sections:
I. Evaluation process/summary

II. Outreach/recruitment
III. Curriculum design and delivery
IV. job development/employment
V. Staff and support functions

it s my hope that this evaluation affirms the many strengths
of the H-FIT program, and also gives the administration, staff,
and students some new ideas to try. Even in the cold of
December, the warmth, creativity and spirit of the program has
stayed with me.

1 ()
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.10 II. OUTREACH/RECRUITMENT

Outreach, receuitment and orientation efforts are one of the only
al.eas of the program that I feel have come up with a mixed bag of re-
sults.

From my observations of such things as the outreach contacts list
and statistics, outreach is an area where B-FIT shines. The outreach
contacts list by itself isvery impressive, especially for a project
in its first year of operation. A measure of the outreach success is
in the quantity and quality of women who wrote or called for infor-
mation, attended orientation, and ended up graduating from the program.
A lot of groundwork has obviously been laid here; well-deserved recog-
nition should go to those involved in that outreach effort. That

effort has been further bolstered, in my opinion, by an advisory

rlo:01

group that shows strong commitment and concern for the program's
success.

Although the number of women reached is excellent, minority re-
"14 cruitment is a major problem that needs to be addressed. From my

Idiscussions with staff, students, and an advisory board member, all
are aware of this and have some strong ideas about increasing minority
recruitment and retention. One of those awarenesses is that there

1 needs to be at least one person of color on the staff; presently the
staff and instructors are all white. Another idea mentioned, which
I believe may be underway, is the establishment of a mentorship

0Aideas are good ones which should be acted upon. How-
program between students, and women of color already working in the
-trades. Both

P' ever, there is another aspect of the problem which concerns me, and
An that is the location of the program at a site too far away geo-
go graphically from diverse ethnic populations. A remedy for this
r/- situation is much more elusive.

k0Another area for improvement in the outreach effort is in the
:le quality of the video and printed materials the program uses. The
liX two videos that I reviewed were amateurish and do not represent the
jet program well to the public. I suggest that a professionally done

1 video which gives an overview of the program ani its successes to be
, an important part of the outreach/recruitment effort. The printed
4: brochures and posters were obviously professionally done, but could

§'

. , be more creative and eye-catching. This is an area that perhaps the
advisory board, using its professional contacts in the commanity,
could help with.

Orientation is included in this part of the evaluation be-
cause it is a basic recruitment tool in that it provides a potential .
candidate with her first look at the program. After observing an
orientation, reviewing the application packet, and sitting in on two

0 interviews, I would say there are almost an equal number of strengths
e and weaknesses.

t-1
Overall, the orientation covers a wide variety of things in an

efficient, compact manner, but not in much depth. This design is
ij both its strength and its weakness. From both my own observation

and student feedback, an area that needs to be examined in more
40 depth during that day is the information on skilled trades, and the

variety of work it encompasses. At the very least, using a video
(such as "Trade Secrets") can help provide a better overview of

1 blue collar work during orientation.
Particularly strong presentations during the orientation 1

attended were the discussion by the inh doveloper of the step-by-
stop process of conducting d lob search, and the explanation by
the program director of what a student can expect to accomplish
during the six month program. The stidi clearly demonstrates their

se enthusiasm for the prow-Jim in moments such ds these.



ill. CURRICULUM DESIGN AND DELA.VERY

The curriculum, which has obviously been drawn heavily from a
combination of existing college programs, is well-balanced and de-
signed, but it is the individual instructors and their translation
of the curriculum which makes he classroom experience so successful.
The three components I observed: electrical/mechanical, construction/
carpentry, and weight training, were all essentially strong and given
high marks by the students, with only a few areas needing improvement
in each. The one negative theme that I heard again and again, how-
ever, was the large number of students per instructor, especially
given the lab-type structure of the classes.

A. ELECTRICAL/MECHANICAL
Studeuts give this component high marks in terms (-1. making
them job-ready and competitive for the electrical trades.
The irwtructor, whose lack of teaching experience was iden-
tified as a problem with the first class, has obviously come
a long way fast. She exhibited a very relaxed, quiet style,
but one that I did not interpret as weak. The final prolectp.
demonstration I observed involved a wide variety of ideas, all
of which she obviously encouraged. I had the impression she
is a very creative teacher. Many students identified lack of
tools, supplies, and textbooks as areas needing improvement in
this component.

B. CONSTRUCTION/CARPENTRY
When I observed this class, students were enthusiastically
involved in the demolition of a large shed they had construct-
ed earlier in the year. The quality of work looked very good,
and the instructor commented that the st-dent had developed
better skills than he had ever anticipated. Students gave
the instructor a lot of praise for his support, lack of "game-
playing", and for being a positive role model. The curriculum
covered a lot, including some hands-on back hoe experience.
The shop, however, was very crowded, and obviously shared with
other programs. Safety was the other concern I had; during
my visit students were not wearing hard hats or safety goggles,
and most were not wearing work boots when involved in a poten-
tially dangerous project.

C. WEIGHT TRAINING
Again, this is a program component that is well-designed and
enthusiastically received by the students. The instructor has
an excellent background, including experience in police work.
Her class is well-organized, with a focus on making sure her
students see their strength and endurance improvement over
the six month program. Four hours per week of physical con-
ditioning is a minimum in preparing for blue collar work, how-
ever, and should be increased to six. Also, some students
saw the instructor as rigid and dogmatic at times, but said
they had good support from the program director for working
through this issue.

Other curriculum components, not observed first hand, were First
aid/CPR, Joh and career skills, and an introductory computer clw;s.
Feedback from some students indicates that improvement is needed in the
design of the computer class, and some feel it 1;hould be dropped al-

together. I tend to agree with the latter view; in most industry johs,

),worl,er- will not be using a computer, hut some will be using "computer-
ized equipment", which involves a different kind of training.

I ;I
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.-r4JV. JOB DEVELOPMENT/EMPLOYMENT

Job development and employment outcomes are the bottom line
measure of the whole program's effectiveness, and my assessment is
that B-FIT is off to an impressive start. The placement report for

4 July 31, 1990, not even a month after the second class graduated,
showed an over 75% placement rate. From my previous experience in
40a non-traditional job skills program, a 60% placement rate is an

gAaverage expectation for a new program. If the statistics seem
R" almost too good to be true, there are some solid reasons for this
0 above-average performance.

11
The program's job developer, Chris Jones, deserves very special

r0 recognition for her blend of caring and support she gives the
4

students during the program and in their job search process. She

also has worked very hard behind the scenes with employers, labor
kiplcontacts, and apprenticeship programs. Students mentioned example
tteafter example where she went the "extra mile" to support them and

k

Dlprovide them with information. Other behind the scenes support that
-ias contributed to this early placement sucess includes the net- '

working of the advisory board members and PCC staff, and the team
'work of the rest of the B-FIT staff.

Two employers that I spoke with, both of whom had hired more
than one graduate of the program, were very enthusiastic. Praise

Oitiwent to the program for the excellent job-readiness they saw in the
0

students they hired, and in some areas such as electrical knowledge,
kr they felt the women were better prepared than most of the male
64:apprentices. One employer had laid off one of the women she had
0,4
Achired, due to poor job performance, but even she was eager to hire
7-4a B-FIT graduate again.

Some students, during the time I spent with them in the program
glevaluation, pointed out a couple areas they want to see improved.
5E.They felt that not having a job search phone available to them during
ethe day was a disadvantage, and many felt frustrated that they had
11 only one job developer for 50 students. Several mentioned that they
,,..felt they had been mislead about placement from both a statement in
Ithe B-FIT brochure and in some overly-enthusiastic statements made

r

lby staff in orientation. They felt it was implied that they would
, 4be directly placed in jobs at the end of the program, and that

employers were eagerly waiting to hire them. After reading the bro-
* .chure, and sitting in an orientation, I can see how this impression
may have been given. It would be wise for the program to make sure
.it sends a very clear message about job placement expectations in
%printed and verbal form. I think it is an inherent problem in any
Ojob skills program that students may he,x only what they want about
eipromises of getting a job, and no amount of clearly-worded messages
ttwill change that. But the program has a responsibility to represent
47'itself as clearly as possible, which should eliminate some of the

isunderstanding.
In summary, the suggestions above are only a small part of the

Abigger picture, and like I stated before, the placement and job
Oklevelopment aspects of this program are excellent.

li
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V. STAFF AND SUPPORT FUNCTIONS

It's often the small touches that illustrate the true bigger picture;
things like the message center and suggestion box in the office, photo-
graphs of the students in their work clothes hung in a prominent place,
or a potluck lunch where students and staff sit together "oohing and

4
ahhing" over slides of the'latest OJT project. In these places, and
everywhere I poked and prodded, the bigger picture was that of an
exceptionally supportive and enthusiastic staff, providing the glue
that makes this program work so well.

This staff obviously functions as a strong team, and my sense is
that there are no weak players. There were many compliments, from both

)
i

students and staff, about Gail Smith's strong leadership style, her
ability to provide just the right mix of compliments and honest, con-
structive criticism. Many also mentioned her ability to develop
that sense of team, by valuing and including everyone on the staff

'V in decision-making and goal-setting. But there were just as many

1
compliments for Shirley Fugere, administrative assistant, about her
ability to "find things in a storm of paperwork", and the positive first
impression she provides for the program.

k
If there is a weakness in the staff support function, it is that the

0 program is managed with a skeleton crew, the bare minimum, and that in
Athe enthusiasm of a new staff for a new program, burnout is a definite

op possibility. My other concern, mentioned in the evaluation process/
w summary page at the beginning, is that as the program is absorbed into
e the college, and becomes tuition-based, that the uniqueness of the pro-
4 gram is not diminished. I believe that non-traditional skills programs
41: have "non-traditional" needs, including counselors, instructors, and
A support staff who are able to devote more time to the teaching, place-
.1° went and follow-up required to help the students succeed as they forge
v new ground in the job market. Placement of a woman on a construction
L site, as a new apprentice, requires more support than placing a student

1
e in a electronic technician job, for example.

If there is any doubt about the program's success, on the part of
,h any staff, student, or college administrator, I would like to leave
li you with the confession a recent graduate made to MR when I inter-

: viewed her about her experience at B-FIT:
4

"I got up every morning at five o'clock to take my
kids to daycare and hitchhike to school; I knew it
was dangerous, but if I didn't, I wasn't only let-
ting myseif down, but my mother too. Very few
women get the chance to do this; I am one of the
lucky ones....my mother wasn't...."

a
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B-FIT Program
(Building Futures in Industry and Trades)

Rock Creek Campus
Building 2, Room 102
244-'1111, ext. 7449

Career Description: This two-term certificate program gives students a
unique hands-on experience in many of the basic skills required to enter an
apprenticeship training program or other skilled non-traditional jobs in
industry. Program focus is on the construction, electrical and mechanical
trades.

Program Prerequisites: The B-FIT program is specifically designed for
women preparing to work in skilled trades jobs. Any student who meets
program qualifications is eligible. Students must meet the program
physical requirements, be able to read, write, speak and listen in English,
and have the ability to do basic math computations. Apply directly to the
B-FIT program and attend an orientation.

gligrse of Study: A series of courses structured to prepare students for
=try into apprenticeship programs and other non-traditional occupations.
Selected courses introduce industrial skills training in the construction,
electrical and mechanical trades, trades math, shop course work, physical
strength training, job safety, researching industrial occupations,
microcomputer familiarization, and optional coop-ed work experience.

PCC offers the following form of recognition. *Certificate of Completion -
34 credit hours as outlined in the sequence of courses.

TERM ONE

Course No.

BCT 3.201

BCT 3.202

BCT 3.129

BCT 3.203

9103.204

HPE 296

Title Lec Lab Cr
hr/wk hr/wk

Introduction to Applied Construction:
Part I (5-week course) 5 i5 5

Introduction to Electrical/Mechanical
Trades: Part I (5-week course) 5 15 5

Basic Trades Builders Math 2 2

Orientation To Vocational Training
for Skilled Trades and Industry 1 1

Targeting Occupations In Skilled
Trades and Industry 2 -)

Health And Fitness For Industry 1 4 2
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TERM TWO

Course No. Title Lec Lab Cr
hr/wk hr/wk

BCT 3.210 Introduction to Applied Construction:
Part II (5-week course) 5 15 5

BCT 3.211 Introduction to Electrical/Mechanical
Trades: Part II (5-week course) 5 15 5

BCT 3.222 Contemporary Worksite Issues 3 3

HPE 297 Health And Fitness For Industry 1 -4,
._,

-,)

BT 2.170 Introduction Micro Computer 1 1

WLD 9.050AC Welding (1 Week Course) 20 1

41k3.280AA Cooperative Education: Building
Construction (Optional Course) 1<12

*Students may earn a one-year certificate by completing the following
requirements:

1. One, three(3)-credit elective course
2. Nine credits general education courses
3. Meet PCC exit competencies

#155.wpc



INDUSTRIAL SKILLS
TRAINING COURSE OUTLINE
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I

I

Construction Trades Basic Skills

A. Basic and Trade Math

1. Basic math review
2. Fractions
3. Decimals
4. Percentage
5. Conversion
6. Problem solving
7. Linear measurement
8. Plane geometry
9. Metrics

B. Blueprint Reading and Drawing

1. Blueprint introduction and familiarization
2. General terms
3. Building and metal trade terms
4. Views
5. Dimensioning
6. Lines
7. Trade sketching
8. Working drawings

C. Personal and Construction Safety

1. Personal
2. Hand and power tools
3. Housekeeping
4. Scaffolding and ladders
5. Electrical
6. Machinery guarding
7. First aid
8. Height hazards

D. Use and Care of Hand and Power Tools

1. Hand tools
2. Small power tools
3. Power tools
4. Specific safety requirements
5. Practical application

E. Heavy Repetitive Tasks

1. Ditch digging
2. Lifting, carrying and stacking materials
3. Scaffolding climbing with material moving
4. Raising and lowering materials with pulley
5. Other tasks



F. Introduction to Welding

1. Welding safety
2. Soldering
3. Oxygen and acetylene cylinders
4. Regulators, torches and other equipment
5. Flame adjustment
6. Set-up
7. Straight line cutting
8. Piecing and hole cutting
9. Introduction to arc welding

Electrical/Mechanical Basic Skills

A. Electricity/Electronics

1. Electric circuits
2. Resistance
3. Resistors
4. Ohm's law
5. Series circuits
6. Parallel circuits
7. Series parallel circuits
8. Practical trouble shooting

B. Electro-Mechanical Devices: theory and uses

1. Tool use and identification
2. Lights
3. Switches
4. Relays
5. Solenoids
6. Motors
7. Transformers
8. Capacitators

C. Practical Application and Troubleshooting

1. Test instruments
2. Machine inspection
3. Machine diummemble
4. Machine assembly
5. Operation and cleaning
6. Wiring diagrams and schematics
7. Residential wiring
e. Component assembly
9. Parts identification and classification
10. Troubleshooting



Both Construction Trades/Electrical Mechanical

Lab Experiences:

Ninety hours of lab activities from this list

Ditch digging
Scaffolding - erecting and climbing
Heavy repetitive tasks
Cutting and measuring - using tape measure and micrometer
Nail hammering
Handtool I.D.
Power tool operation - table saw, circular saw, electric

drill, grinder, jigsaw
Care of tools
Electrical cords
Plumb bob
Carrying pipe
Boxes with holes drilled in them
Steel tying
Pipe cutting and threading
Soldering -pipe
Valve disassembly and I.D.
Concrete forms, footings and slabs
Steel grinding
Too), boxes, wooden cubes
Pipe assembly
Overhead nailing
Engine tear down
Oxy-acetylene cutting
Oxy-acetylene welding
Arc welding
Sheet metal construction
Laying block
Storage sheds and small structures
8 X B's
Miscellaneous jobs as available
Wiring
Piping
Transit
Use of electrical test equipment
Building circuits with switches, lights, etc.

Life Skills

1. Introduction to career planning
2. Values clarification
3. Goal setting
4. Problem solving techniques
5. Sexual harassment

411
6.
7.

Assertiveness
Support group



Job search Skills

1. Job seeking
2. Application and interview process
3. Employer expectations
4. Co-worker expectations
5. Wages, benefits and working conditions
6. The worker's respansi',Ilities
7. Apprenticeship system
S. Job club

Strength Building

CPR

1. Body Conditioning
2. Weight Lifting
3. Aerobic Exercise
4. Body/Strength Building

1. Anatomy and physiology of the cardiovascular and
respiratory systems.

2. Risk factors for heart attack
3. Prudent heart living
4. Recognition of heart attack
5. Signals and action for survival
6. Sudden death
7. Airway obstructions incidence, causes, prevention,

recognition
e. Manikin demonstration for one-rescuer CPR
9. Simulated demonstrat:on of airway obstruction in the

conscious victim and the unconscious victim.
10. Manikin practice
11. Performance and written testing

Introduction to the Microcomputer

1. Orientation to the microcomputer
2. Vocabulary of basic computer terms
3. Microcomputer operation
4. Developing a data disk filing system

Transitional Worksite Training

1. Orientation to project and worksite
2. Basic plans of construction and elecLrical/mechanical
3. Construction of project
4. Electrical installation
5. Evaluat.ion



ELECTRICAL/MECHANICAL BASIC SKILLS

Objective #1. Students will understand the basic theories of
AC/DC electricity, electronics, electrician
circuits, switches and symbols...

Competency A. Students will pass with a minimum proficiency
Measure: of 70% instructor-developed examinations.

B. Instructor observation.

Objective #2. Using approved test equipment, students will be
able to check accurately circuit voltages and
amperage.

Competency Instructor observation
Measure:

Objective #3. Using Ohm's law, students will be able to
calculate electrical circuit resistance, voltage
and amperage.

Competency A. Students will pass with a minimum proficiency

0 Measure: instructor-developed examination.

B. Instructor observation.

Objective #4. Students will be able to wire parallel and series
circuits, switches, lights and motors.

Competency A. Students will pass with a minimum proficiency
Measure: of 70% instructor-developed examinations.

B. Instructor observation.

Objective #5. Students will be able to disassemble and
reassemble internal-combustion engine components,
electric motors and valves.

Competency Instructor observation
Measure:

Objective #6. Students will understand basic math functions to
include whole numbers, fractions, decimals and
percentages.

Competency Students will pass with a minimum proficiency of

Measure: 70% instructor-developed examinations.



I
Objective #7. Students will demonstrate positive attitudes as

they relate to cooperating with co-workers.

Competency
Measure:

Instructor observation

Objective #8. Student will be able to troubleshoot a variety of
electrical and mechanical devices.

Competency
Measure:

Instructor observation of successful analysis.

Objective #9. Student will be able to repair and perform
maintenance on a variety of electrical and
mechanical devices.

Competency
Measure:

Instructor observation

Objective #10. Students will visit a job site that involves
electrical/mechanical jobs.

Competency

410
Measure:

Attendance, Instructor observation

EMPLOYMENT SKILLS

Objective #1. Student will explore personal values and how they
effect communication.

Competency
Measure:

Documentation:

Objective #2.

Competency
Measure:

Each student shall participate in a values auction
and accomplish a values identification.

Student will have assignment completion documented
in employment skills grade book.

Student will become familiar with problem-solving
strategies and how to avoid crisis both in
personal and on the job-site situations.

Students will participate in group activity
involving identifying local resources for problems
that may arise during training.

Documentation: Participation will be documented in attendance
record employment skills class.



Objective #3. Student will learn how to set and achieve goals.

Competency
Measure:

Documentation!

Objective #4.

Competency
Measure:

Documentation:

Objective #5.

Competency
Measure:

Documentation:

Objective #6.

Competency
Measure:

Each student shall project their goals for the
next two years.

Participation will be documented in attendance
record employment skills class.

Students will learn the concepts of effective
communication and how to be assertive.

Student will participate in an assertiveness role
play.

Participation will be documented in attendance
record employment skills class.

Student will become familiar with what constitutes
sex harassment, haw to handle it, and the legal
rights involved.

Each student shall participate in a role-play
about sex harassment.

Participation will be documented in attendance
record employment skills class.

Student will have the opportunity to do career
planning based on each individual skills and
competencies.

Student shall research at least five careers.

JOB SEARCH SKILLS

Oblective #1.

Competency
Measure:

Students will be able to explore three job
options.

Student submits at least three informational
interviews.

Documentation: Student will have assignment completion documented
in employment skills grade book.



Objective #2. Stodent will be able to complete resume that can
be used for non-traditional job search.

Competency
Measure:

Documentations

Objective #3.

Competency
Measure:

Student submits resume assignment and skills I.D.
assignments.

Student will have assignment completion documented
in employment skills grade book.

Student will exhibit ability to complete
employment applications.

Participation in employment skills class and
weekly job club. Completion of class assignments
in job search. Observation of Employment Skills
Instructor and Employment Coordinator.

Documentation: A copy of a completed master employment
application will be placed in student's file.

Objective #4. Student will exhibit capability in employment
interviews.

Competency
Measure:

Participation in employment skills class.
Completion of video-taped mock interview and/or
employer feedback of actual employment interview.
Observation of Employment Skill Instructor.

Documentation: Video taped interviews wi.l be kept on file for
limited amount of time.

Objective #5. Student will have basic understanding of
apprenticeship system.

Competency
Measure:

Documentation:

Student will complete an apprenticeship quiz at
70% or higher.

Participation will be documented in attendance
record for employment skills.

Objective #6. Student will have the opportunity to meet at least
five tradespeople to get the opportunity to
explore career choices.

Competency Observation of participation in class.
Measure:

Documentation: Participation will be documented in attendance
record for employment skills.



STRENGTH BUILDING

Objective #1. Student will learn basic health and nutritional
concepts that encourage strength.

Competency Student will achieve 707. higher on written exam.
Measure:

Documentation: Unit grade in student file.

Objective #2. Student will be able to lift properly 501bs.-
1401bs. objects from floor to waist.

Competency Instructor observation of performance recorded on
Measure: fitness activities grid.

Documentation: Activity grid in student file.

Objective #3. Students will build their cardiovascular
endurance.

Competency Student will demonstrate an increase in endurance
Measure: by pre- and post-test measure.

Documentation: Physical fitness endurance pre- and post-test in
student file.

CPR

Objective #1. Students will understand the risk factors,
recognize symptoms and airway obstructions in
relation to the cardiovascular and respiratory
system.

Competency Students will pass with 90% proficiency on
Measure: instructor constructed evaluation.

Documentation: Examination and grades in student file.

Objective #2. Students will practice on rescuer CPR and airway
obstruction removal.

Competency Student demonstration of proper technique.
Measure:

Documentation: Instructor observation and grade in student file.

Objective #3. Students will perform CPR techniques and written

111
test with 907. performance.

Documentation: Grades in student file and award of CPR card.



INTRODUCTION TO MICROCOMPUTER

Objective #1.

Competency
Measure:

Documentation:

Objective #2.

Competency
Method:

Documentation:

Objective #3.

411 Competency
Method:

Students will describe basic components of
computer and develop working knowledge of basic
computer. terms.

Students will be tested on basic component terms.

Grades in student file

Students will develop a working knowledge of the
computer and an efficient method for storing data
electronically.

Student performance of computer and demonstration
of techniques of storing data.

Student assignments evaluation by instructor and
grade in student file.

Students will demonstrate a working knowledge of
the computer.

Performance test.

TRANSITIONAL WORKSITE TRAINING

Objective #1.

Competency
Measure:

Students will apply competency skills learned in
construction (objectives 1-10) and
electrical/mechanical (objectives 1-10) training
in an actual construction project.

Application of construction and
electrical/mechanical (objectives 1-10) on-site
with instructor evaluation.

Demonstration: Unit grade in student file.

Objective #2.

Competency
Measure:

Students will learn application
teamwork compliance with orders
application of safety rules and
construction project.

Instructor evaluation.

0 Documentation: Unit grade in student file.

of cooperation,
"on-the-job"
regulations ont he
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B-FIT Program
(Building Futures in Industry and Trades)

Rock Creek Campus
Building 2, Room 102
244-6111, ext. 7449

Career Description: This two-term certificate program gives students a
unique hands-on experience in many of the basic skills required to enter an
apprenticeship training program or other skilled non-traditional jobs in
industry. Program focus is on the construction, electrical and mechanical
trades.

Program Prerequisites: The B-FIT program is specifically designed for
women preparing to work in skilled trades jobs. Any student who meets
program qualifications is eligible. Students must meet the program
physical requirements, be able to read, write, speak and listen in English,
and have the ability to do basic math computations. Apply directly to the
B-FIT program and attend an orientation.

Course of Study: A series of courses structured to prepare students for
entry into apprenticeship programs and other non-traditional occupations.
Selected courses introduce industrial skills training in the construction, 0
electrical and mechanical trades, trades math, shop course work, physical
strength training, job safety, researching industrial occupations,
microcomputer familiarization, and optional coop-ed work experience.

PCC offers the following form of recognition. *Certificate of Completion
34 credit hours as outlined in the sequence of courses.

TERM ONE

Course No. Title Lec
hr/wk

Lab
hr/wk

Cr

BCT 3.201 Introduction to Applied Construction:
Part I (5-week course) 5 15 5

BCT 3.202 Introductior to Electrical/Mechanical
Trades4 Part I (5-week course) 5 15 5

BCT 3.129 Basic Trades Builders Math 2 2

BCT 3.203 Orientation To Vocational Training
for Skilled Trades and Industry 1 1

BCT 3.204 Targeting Occupations In Skilled
Trades and Industry 2

HPE 296 Health And Fitness For Industry 1 4 2
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TERM TWO

Course No. Title Lec Lab Cr
hr/wk hr/wk

BCT 3.210 Introduction to Applied Construction:
Part II (5-week course) 5 15 5

BCT 3.211 Introduction to Electrical/Mechanical
Trades: Part II (5-week course) 5 15 5

BCT 3.222 Contemporary Worksite Issues 3 7
..J

HPE 297 Health And Fitness Far Industry 1 3 2

BT 2.170 Introduction M1.7.ro Computer 1 1

WLD 9.050AC Welding (1 Week Course) 20 1

BCT 3.280AA Cooperative Education: Building

*Students may earn a one-year certificate by completing the following
requirements:

Construction (Optional Course) l<12

1. One, three(3)-credit elective course
2. Nine credits general education courses
3. Meet PCC exit competencies

#155.wpc
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INTRODUCTION TO APPLIED CONSTRUCTION I
BCT 3.201
5-Week Course

5 Credits
5 Lecture

15 Lab
100 Clock

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
TECHNOLOGY

COURSE CONTENT GUIDE

Prepared by John Fulton
Bob Wolever
Glen Fors
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DEFINED OUTCOMES

This section is a statement of final learning outcomes and
does not attempt to state how, or in what order, the defined
outcomes will be presented.

The following factors will influence the student's ability
to complete the defined outcomes:

Motivation and attendance, speed of mastering the subject
matter.

4o



I. PURPOSE

The purpose of this course is to develop an understanding of
the hand tools and power tools used in the constru-.tion
trades. The student will be exposed to the various building
materials related to residential construction. These skills
will be put to use in a variety of hands-on projects
including floor and wall framing.

II. INTRODUCTION

After completing this course the student should be able to
identify the commonly used hand/power tools -Fe- the
construction industry. The student should be able to choose
the correct tool to do the work in a safe and competent
manner. Safety and care of the tools will be highly
emphasized.

III. COMMENTS ON COURSE ACTIVITIES AND DESIGN

The student's time is divided between
lecture/discussion/demonstration and lab experiences. The
student will be given a series of projects where they will
show their competence in the proper use and care of
construction hand/power tools and equipment.

III Iv. PREREQUISITE KNOWLEDGE AND SKILL

None

V. EVALUATION

Evaluation procedures will be discussed during the first
class session.

VI. COURSE OUTLINE

This is a topical outline and is not necessarily the
sequence in which the material will be presented.

1. Hand tools/power tools, use and safety
2. Power tools
3. Materials of construction
4. Drywall
5. Materials handling
6. Floor framing
7. Job site visit



110 HAND TOOLS/POWER T00L81 USE AND SAFETY

Objectives for the student

1.1 To be able to identify the correct tool(s) to do the
assigned projects.

1.2 To show competence in using the tool(s) to perform the
assigned projects.

1.3 To show the safe way to use the tool(s).

1.4 To show the proper care, maintenance and sharpening of the
tool(s).

1.5 To instill in the student the skill of understanding the
names, uses and purpo...;es of various materials of
construction found and used on the job site.

1.6 From a blueprint or instructor direction:

A. Be able to select the correct material for the
projects.

B. Be able to select the correct tool(s) to assemble
the projects.

C. Show competence in completing the projects in a
safe manner.

1.7 Hammers
A. Curved claw
B. Straight claw
C. Sledge hammer
D. Framing

1.8 Hand Saws
A. Crosscut
B. Finish
C. Rip
D. Back saw (miter box)
E. Dovetail
F. Compass (keyhole)
G. Coping
H. Hacksaw

1.9 Squares
A. Framing
B. Combination
C. Try
D. Sliding T-Bevel
E. Speed



41, 1.10 Planes
A. Block
B. Bench'
C. Smoothing
D. Jointer

1.11 Measuring Instruments
A. Flexible steel tape

a. 6-25 ft.
b. 100 ft

B. Folding (zig-zag)rule

1.12 Leveling and Plumbing
A. Spirit level
B. Builders level
C. Torpedo level
D. Line level
E. Water level
F. Laser-beam level
B. Plumb Bob

1.13 Hole Boring Tools
A. Hand Brace

a. Auger bits
b. Expansion bits
c. Lockset bit
d. Hole saw
e. Flat fact bit-for power drills
f. Twist drills-for power drills

B. Hand drills (eggbeater)
C. Push drill

1.14 Screw Drivers
A. Standard or flat blade
B. Phillips
C. Clutch head
D. Torx head
E. Square head
F. Spiral ratchet
G. Offset

a. Flat
b. Phillips

1.15 Files
A. Flat
B. Round
C. Half round
D. Square
E. Triangular
F. Slitting
G. Cant H. Knife
I. Rasp



1.16 Chisels
A. Wood
B. Cold
C. Brick
D. Stripping
E. Floor
F. Ripping (catspaw)

1.17 Clamps
A. Bar
B. Pipe
C. C
D. Hand screw
E. Locking
F. Spring
G. Web

1.18 Concrete Tools
A. Trowel
B. Float
C. Bull float
D. Vibrator
E. Edger
F. Groover
G. Finish broom
H. Tamper

1.19 Misc. Tools and Equipment
A. Dividers and scribes
B. Nail set
C. Tin snip
D. Putty knife
E. Oil stone
F. Butt gauge
G. Tap & Tap wrench
H. Stair gauge clamps
I. Chalk line
J. Wire stripper/crimper
K. Goggles
L. Hard hat
M. Safety shoes
N. Nail apron
O. Nail puller
P. Prybar
Q. Stapler
R. Awl
S. Ladders
T. Ladder Jacks
U. Safway Scaffolding
V. Built in place scaffold

4 ,i



III
2.0 POWER TOOLS

e

2.1 Table Saw
A. Blades

1. Combination
2. Chisel tooth
3. Rip
4. Carbide tip
5. Hollow ground
6. Dada

2.2 Radial arm

2.3 Portable-(hand held)

2.4 Miter

2.5 Band saw

2.6 Reciprocating

2.7 Jointer

2.8 Planer
A. Floor model
B. Portable (hand held)

2.9 Shaper

2.10 Bench grinder

2.11 Drills
A. Floor Model
B. Bench Model
C. Portable (hand held)

2.12 Sanders
A. Floor model
B. Disc/belt combination
C. Portable belt (hand held)
D. Portable disc (hand held)

2.13 Router

2.14 Rotary hammer

2.15 Pneumatic fasteners
A. Nailer
B. Stapler

2.16 Powder activated tools

2.17 Jig saw



PROJECTS

BCT 1.197 Hand/Power tools--Use and Safety

1. Hone a chisel
2. Build a saw horse
3. Various as assigned by instructor

3.0 MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION

3.1 Wood Lumber
A. Species
B. Grades
C. Sizes
D. Cuts
E. Identification
F. Moisture content
G. Uses
H. Strengths
I. Post/column

3.2 Wood Sidings
A. Plywood
B. Chip board
C. Flake board
D. Particle board
E. H.D.O.
F. LBR core
G. Grades
H. Identification
I. Uses

3.3 Beams/Girders-Wood
A. Milled
B. Laminated
C. Wood & Beam (mfg.)
D. Combo

3.4 Truss Wood
A. Floor
B. Header
C. Roof
D. Composite
E. Nomenclature (type and part)

3.5 Beam/Girder-Steel
A. Size
B. Type
C. Weights
D. Uses
E. Post
F. Header/Lintel



3.6 Fasteners
A. Brads
B. Nails
C. Spikes
D. Screws
E. Lags
F. Bolts
G. Rivets
H. Expanding fasteners
I. Toggle
J. Connecters
K. Plates
L. Pockets
M. Anchors
N. Adhesives
0. Staples
P. Studs
Q. Pins
R. Poured/Plugged

3.7 Concrete
A. Standard
B. Lite weight
C. Mixes
D. Strengths
E. Finishes
F. Pumped
G. Poured in place
H. Tilt up
I. Reinforced

3.8 Reinforcement
A. Re-bar
B. Mesh
C. Web
D. Anchors
E. Fiber
F. Horizontal
G. Vertical

3.9 Roofing
A. Composition
B. Build up
C. Shingles
D. Shakes
E. Wood
F. Metal
G. Slate
H. Clay
I. Masonry
J. Appropriate



4.0 DRYWALL

4.1 Standard
4.2 Type X
4.3 W/R
4.4 Corners
4.5 Tape
4.6 Edge finish
4.7 Mud types

5.0 MATERIALS HANDLING

5.1 Lumber
5.2 Plywood

6.0 FLOOR FRAMING

Objectives for the student

From a blueprint or instructor direction:

6.1 Be able to select the correct material for the project.
6.2 Be able to select the correct tool(s) to assemble the

project.
6.3 Show competence in completing the project in a safe

manner.

6.4 Joist system
A. Anchor bolts
B. Sill seal
C. Termite shield
D. Mudsill
E. Girder
F. Header joist
G. Stringer Joist
H. Bridging joists
I. Blocking
J. Framing for openings
K. Subfloor
L. Building codes



0 6.5 Post and Beam
A. Posts
B. Beams
C. Vapor barriers
D. Ventilation
E. Access holes
F. subfloor

1. T & G
2. Plywood

G. Building codes

po

e

6.6 Wall Framing
A. Sole plate
B. Top plate
C. Regular stud
D. Trimmer stud
E. Cripple stud
F. Headers
G. Corner assembly
H. Intersecting partition Assembly
I. Rough openings
J. Bracing

1. Let-in
2. Set-in

K. Metal strap
L. Sheathing
M. Partitions
N. Drywall nailers
0. Building codes

7.0 JOB SITE VISIT

Students will visit a residential job site during the rough
framing phase.

PROJECTS

1. Build a section of post and beam framing.

2. Frame a floor joist system from blueprint.

3. Frame a wall system from blueprints.



INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRICAL/MECHANICAL TRADES: PART I

BCT 3.202
5-Week Course

5 Credits/week
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BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
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COURSE CONTENT GUIDE
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GOALS OF THIS OUTLINE OF COURSE MATERIAL

1. For the student to get as broad a picture of the electrical
trades as possible and allow her to properly evaluate, as a
career.

2. Present the student with information that will be useful,
even if she choose not to be involved in the electrical
trades.

3. Determine the areas covered and the depth and degree o+
coverage.

4. So design as to let the instructor be the prime source of
information. References, tests, grading and course
materials are not part of this guide.
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COURSE HOURS

1. Materials Familiarization 10

2. Tools Used and Identification 10

3. Conductors 8
4. Electrical Terms 10

5. Electrical Laws and Regulations, Licensing 8
6. Basic Electricity: Concepts, Units, Meters and

Instruments 10

7. Conduit and Raceways 10

8. Schematic Symbols 20
9. Electrical Safety Practices 10
10. Basic Wiring: Lighting and Switching 20
11. National Electric Code, Article 100, Definitions 8
12. National Electric Code, Article 110, General 8
13. National Electric Code, Article 300, General 8
14. Appliances and Types of Appliances: N.E.C.,

Article 422 20
15. Motor and Control Concepts 10
16. D.C. Theory, Basic 20
17. A.C. Theory, Basic 30
18. Basic Electronics: Gaseous and Solid State Devices

(Demonstration) 4

19. Hazardous Areas 8

20. Electric Motor Basics 10

JOB SITE VISITATION

A. Residential, 2 trips and critiques 8
B. Commercial, 2 trips and critiques 8

C. Industrial Plant, 2 trips and critiques 16

APPROXIMATE COURSE HOURS DIVISION

Classroom Study, Lectures and Demonstrations 120
Laboratory Work, Hands on 94
Job Site Visitations

Total 246



INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT (1)

I. Objective

To establish a common vocabulary of electrical terms and
names of materials. To reach a point, as soon as possible,
where a common language of electrical terms and electrical
vocabulary exist, between instructor and student.

II. Method

Display of materials, explanation by instructor, and
material handling and questions by student.

1.0 Conductors

1.1 Wire, solid and stranded. Method of sizing (AWG)
Ref. Tables, National Electrical Code, Chapter 9.

1.2 Bus and bus bars

1.3 Insulation types TW, THW, etc.

2.0 Cables

2.1 NMC

2.2 MI

2.3 MC

2.4 AC

2.5 S.E. Cable

2.6 USE

3.0 Raceways

3.1 EMT

3.2 PVC

3.3 Rigid

3.4 Rigid IMC

3.5 Wireway

3.6 Flexible metallic racew.ly



4.0 Fittings

4.1 Bushings, locknuts

4.2 Support fittings, straps, etc.

4.3 Hangars

5.0 Boxes

5.1 Conduit boxes

5.2 Cable boxes

5.3 Specialty (large boxes)

6.0 Panelboard switches

6.1 Breaker panel

6.2 Fuse panel

6.3 Cartridge fused switch

6.4 Plug fused switch

7.0 Fuses

7.1 Purpose

7.2 Cartridge fuses: 250 volts, 600 volts

7.3 Plug fuses

7.4 Breakers

7.5 GFCI breaker

8.0 Controllers

8.1 Magnetic across the line starter

8.2 Pressure switches

8.3 Push button station

9.0 Motors

9.1 1 0 motors

9.2 3 0 motors



WORK SHEET QUESTIONS

WIRING MATERIAL

1. Electrical conductors are generally composed of

or

Non-metallic sheathed cable finds greater use for what type
of buildings?

3. List three insulation types.

t. List three metallic raceways.

5. Compare N.M.C. to raceways. List possible advantages of one

or both.
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WORK SHEET QUESTIONS

6. Why and where are bus bars used?

7. is S.E. Cable permitted outdoors?

8. Does the type insulation determine conductor operating

temperature range?

9. Where would you find bus bars in a residential electrical

installation?

10. U.S.E. can be used for

where other conductors cannot.



INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT (2)

ELECTRICAL TOOLS: USE AND IDENTIFICATION

I. Objective

To allow the student to obtain a basic understanding of
proper tool use, and to establish a basic tool vocabulary.

II. Method

Lecture and hands on. After each tool has been
demonstrated, the student should be allowed to handle and
use each tool in a variety of ways.

1.0 Measuring tools

1.1 Folding rules and steel tapes. &Use in scaling
blueprints, layout of locations, measuring cable
and conduit.

2.0 Threading tools

2.1 Taps. Drilling and tapping in metal and cleaning
threads.

2.2 Dies. Threading bolts and rods. Threading
conduit.

2.3 Cleaning threads.

3.0 Adjustable wrenches

3.1 Right method of applying torque in rotation away
from stationary jaw.

3.2 Demonstration of possible uses.

3.3 Care of adjustable wrenches.

4.0 Screwdrivers, flat blade.

4.1 Flat blade screwdriver.

4.2 Proper size to fit slotted screw.

4.3 Demonstration of proper regrinding.

4.4 Do not use wrench or pliers to increase torque.

4.5 Do not use as chisel.



INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT (2) page 2

5.0 Screwdrivers, Phillips head

5.1 Selection of proper size for tightening or
loosening screws, lugs and other phillips heads.

5.2 Do not use wrench or pliers to increase torque.

6.0 Six in one tool (terminal tool)

6.1 Demonstrate insulation stripping with tool.

6.2 Demonstrate conductor cutting, small sizes.

6.3 Demonstrate cutting of small bolts to maintain a
useable thread.

6.4 Demonstrate use in crimping small splicing devices
and terminals.

7.0 Slip joint pliers (gas pliers)

7.1 Demonstrate "limited" use for holding and
tightening.

7.2 Explain why use should be limited.

8.0 Needle nose pliers (long nosed)

8.1 Demonstrate use in forming small conductors.

8.2 Demonstrate cutting of small conductors.

8.3 Use in tight places.

9.0 Diagonal cutting pliers (dikes)

9.1 Demonstrate use for cutting small conductors.

9.2 Demonstrate use in stripping insulation.

10.0 Lineman's pliers (side cutters)

10.1 Demonstrate cable and conductor cutting.

10.2 Demonstrate forming of conductors.

10.3 Demonstrate twisting and splicing of conductors.

.J)



11.0 Electricians hammer

11.1 Demonstrate use in driving and pulling nails.

11.2 Demonstrate use of claw for
plasterboard and other materials.

12.0 Pocket knife (electricians knife)

chipping wood,

12.1 Demonstrate use as a stripping tool for large
conductors.

12.2 Demonstrate use as a cutting tool, emphasis on use
to avoid injury, never use as a pry.

12.3 Demonstrate sharpening technique.

13.0 Test light (neon)

13.1 Demonstrate use as voltlge indicator.

13.2 Demonstrate care in use to avoid contacting of
bare conductor and resulting shock.

14.0 Large slip joint pliers (pump pliers, channel lock
pliers).

14.1 Demonstrate use in holding and tightening
locknuts, bushings, conduit, etc.

14.2 Keep hinge joint tight.

15.0 Awl (scratch awl)

15.1 Demonstrate starting screws.

15.2 Explain danger of improper carrying method.

Suggested text:

"Wiring Simplified" by H.P. Richter, 32 Ed., 1977.
Pork Publishing Co.

6
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WORK SHEET QUESTIONS

TOOLS

1. Would you use side cutting pliers to cut hard steel wire?

2. Explain how you would grip side cutting pliers, and how are
they opened?

3. Describe a proper point for a flat blade screwdriver.

4. An electrician's hammer should have claws.

5. What type plier would you use to form and "eye" for a

binding screw in #14 copper?

(; )



WORK SHEET QUESTIONS

6. What are the six uses for a six-in-one tool?

7. With a hack saw blade properly installed, which way do the

teeth slant?

8. What tool does an electrician use to remove the insulation

from large conductors?

9. List as many uses you can think of, that the electrician
would have for large slip-joint pliers (channel locks,
"pump" pliers).

10. Would you say that "bargain basement"type tools would be a
good investment as compared to high quality tools? Why?

6



INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT

CONDUCTORS

Objective: To obtain a fundamental understanding of the many
types of conductors and iosulation.

Method: Lecture, display of conductor types. National
Electric Code and Job Sheets.

1.0 Solid (copper wire and cable conductors)

1.1 Sizing A.W.G. NEC

1.2 Ampacities NEC

1.3 Limitations

1.4 Insulations

2.0 Aluminum conductors

2.1 Comparison to copper

2.2 Relative ampacities

2.3 Limitations

2.4 Insulations

3.0 Bus bars

3.1 Copper

3.2 Aluminum

3.3 Ampacities



WORK SWEET QUESTIONS

CONDUCTORS

1. Aluminum has % of the conductivity of copper.

2. The symbol for copper used on terminations is

3. 15 and 20 ampere wiring devices suitable for use with

aluminum and copper are marked and

4. As used in the N.E.C., the work "covered", in reference to

conductor covering, means:

5. The American Wire Gauge System is used for sizing

conductors. What difference in gauge numbers indicates a

doubling of size?



WORK SHEET QUESTIONS page 2

6. Aluminum bus bar has a maximum allowed ampacity of

amperes per inch of cross sectional ares.

7. The maximum allowed ampacity for copper has is

amperes per inch of cross section.

Th-: type letters for a certain wire insulation has two H's

as THHN. What temperature rating is indicated?

9. One H in the insulation type letters indicates a temperature

rating of degrees C.

10. What is a circular mil?



TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Objective:

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT

The electrical terms are part of the electrical
language. It is essential that the student
understand and be able to converse in this
language.

Method: Lecture, film and/or film strips.

1.0 Volt

1.1 Definition
1.2 Pressure A.C. or D.C.

2.0 OHM

2.1 Definition
2.2 Measures unit of resistance or impedance

"t 0 Ampere

3.1 Definition
3.2 Electron flow or drift through conductor

4.0 D.C. current

4.1 Current flow in one direction
4.2 Pulsating D.C.
4.3 Steady voltage of D.C. current (not

pulsating)

5.0 A.C. current

5.1 Alternations
5.2 Cycle (2 alternations)

6.0 Power (rate of work)

6.1 Definition
6.2 Watt unit of power measurements



7.0 Conductor

7.1 Definition and purpose
7.2 Sized AWD
7.3 Table 8, Chapter 9, National Electrical

Code

8.0 Insulator

8.1 Definition
8.2 Types (glass, ceramic, neoprene, etc.)

9.0 Overcurrent devise

9.1 Definition
9.2 Devices to protect against overcurrent

(fuses, breakers)

10.0 Circuit

10.1 Definition
10.2 Intended
10.3 Accidental, ground fault or short

circuit

11.0 Series circuit

11.1 Definition

12.0 Parallel circuit

12.1 Definition

13.0 Thermostat

13.1 Definition
13.2 Types (open on rise, close on rise)

14.0 Ground

14.1 Definition. Circuit to earth or
equipment connected to earth

14.2 Accidental
14.3 Intentional
14.4 Type

a. Equipment
b. System
c. Service



WORK SHEET

ELECTRICAL TERMS

Match terms by connecting with a ruled

1. Volt

2. Kilowatt

line.

Rate of flow

Overcurrent device

3. Kilowatt hour THW

4. Conductor Power

5. Auxiliary gutter "Rigid"

6. Ampere Has a hinged or removable
cover

7. Fuse Pressure

8. OHM 1,000 watts for 1 hour

9. Horsepower Tubing

10. Watt N.M.C.

11. Insulator Ceramic, glass, etc.

12. Circuit breaker May also serve as a switch

13. Conductor insulation "Flex-steel"

14. Conduit 1,000 watts

15. E.M.T. Cycles per second

16. Flexible metal conduit Designed as a low resistance
path of current flow

17. Hertz 746 watts

18. Non-metallic sheathed cable Resistance
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INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT

OREGON STATE ELECTRICAL SAFETY LAWS AND LICENSING REGULATIONS

Objective:For the student to become familiar with safety laws and
regulations, and understand the necessity for these laws for
the public safety. Most areas of the United States have
regulations similar to Oregon laws.

Method: Lecture and explanation, work sheets (copy of laws as study
texts).

1.0. Basic Laws, O.R.S. No.

1.1 Permit system

1.2 Inspections

1.3 Responsibilities

1.4 Violations and penalties

2.0 Licensing Laws, O.R.S. No.

2.1 Types of licenses

2.2 Limitation of each license

2.3 Responsibilities

3.0 Consumer Protection

3.1 Product safety

3.2 Inspections, compliance

3.3 Responsibilities for product approval

3.4 Violations and penalties



WORK SHEET QUESTIONS

1. May an owner install wiring on property he owns, that is not

intended for sale, rent or lease?

2. What are the limitations of a limited journeyman's license?

Is a member of a corporation considered to be an owner under

these rules?

4. Does an electrical contractor have to be a licensed journeyman or

supervisor?

5. What experience is necessary to qualify for the general

journeyman's examination?

,
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WORK SHEET QUESTIONS

6. Can electrical work be performed by contractors without providing

for permits and inspections?

7. Are electrical inspectors required to be licensed electricians?

8. What types of electrical installations can be made by a general

journeyman?

9. What are the limits of an apprentice's license?

10. How is the electrical safety law administered in Oregon?



WORK SHEET QUESTIONS

ELECTRICAL LAWS AND REGULATIONS

1. At present, with what states, and what category of licenses, does

Oregon have reciprocity agreements?

2. How is the National Electric Code adopted and?or amended in

3.

Oregon?

How often are tests given for journeyman licenses? Fo.- general

supervisors' licenses?

4. What is the maximum penalty for making electrical installations

without being licensed?

5. Would this be a true statement: "Oregon Laws and Regulations

presumes all electrical products are safe unless proven

otherwise."



WORK SHEET QUESTIONS

6. What is the reason for "licensing" of electricians?

7. Are cities (municipalities) allowed to "administer and enforce"

electrical safety laws?

8. Can cities maintain an inspection and permit program?

9. The licensing period for supervisors is years.

10. Must licensed electricians continue with their electrical

educations, after receiving a license?

1'1 }
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INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT

BASIC ELECTRICITY CONCEPTS

Objective:Student to gain a knowledge of terms and meanings. At this
point, detailed information is not desirable. Concepts, not
theory, is the goal.

Method: Lecture, demonstration. Later units will provide greater
detail and hands on.

1.0 Electricity
1.1 Flow of electrons

1.2 Ampere, rate of current flow.

1.3 Coulomb, measure of quantity (not in general use).

2.0 Pressure
2.1 Volts

2.2 Water analogy

2.3 Insulation, voltage ratings.

3.0 Resistance
3.1 OHM

3.2 Difference between resistors and insulators.

3.3 Water (analogy useful)

4.0 Voltmeter
4.1 Demonstrate meter use for voltage measurement.

4.2 Low voltage, chime transformer

4.3 Higher voltage, line voltage 120/240, 480 etc.

4.4 High voltage, neon sign transformer's. (example)

5.0 Ohmmeter and Meggers
5.1 Measurement, demonstration

5.2 Very low resistance, cnnductors

5.3 Higher resistance, resistors

3.4 Extremely high resistance insulator

5.5 Demonstrate ohmmeter and meggar as examples of
measuring resistance and insulation.
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WORK SHEET QUESTIONS

BASIC ELECTRICITY CONCEPTS

1. What is electricity?

How are insulators different from conductors?

3. What kind of instruments are used to measure electricity?

4. What is a resistor,

5. What is the difference between an ohmmeter and a "Megger"?

'7 I



WORK SHEET QUESTIONS Page 2

6. Name as many forms of energy as you can, that can be obtained by
conversion of electrical energy.

7. Define "static: electricity.

8. Electricity can kill. Does it have to be a very high voltage?

9. Using water for comparison, what electrical term would equate

with gallons per minute?

10. Using the water analogy, what electrical term would equate with

pounds per square inch?

7:1
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INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT

CONDUIT AND RACEWAYS

Objective:Provide basic understanding of conduit and raceways, types
and typical uses.

Method: Demonstration by instructor and examination by students.

1.0 Electrical metallic tubing (EMT), N.E.C. Article 348

1.1 Advantages

1.2 Ease of handling

1.7 Limitations

a. Not for some hazardous areas.

b. Corrosion susceptibility.

2.0 Intermediate metal conduit (I.M.C.), N.E.C. Article 345

2.1 Advantages. Combines some of advantages of E.M.T.

and rigid conduit.

2.2 Uses

2.3 Limitations

a. Does not have great strength of rigid.

3.0 Rigid metal conduit, N.E.C. Article 346

3.1 Advantages (great strength), resistance to
mechanical damage.

3.2 Longevity of raceway under adverse conditions.

3.3 Disadvantages, heavier.

4.0 Wiremold, N.E.C. Article 352

4.1 Surface method not as unsightly as other conduit
raceways.

4.2 Adaptable, can be used in combination with
existing systems.

4.3 Ease of installation.

7i;



5.0 Flexible metal conduit (Flex), N.E.C. Article 350

5.1 Advantages

a. Flexibility

b. Ease of installation

c. Wide range of uses

5.2 Disadvantages

a. Limitations of use.

b. Necessity of using equipment ground.

6.0 Wireways, N.E.C. Article 362

6.1 Versatility and adaptability

6.2 Ease of installing conductors

6.3 Less use of boxes

7.0 Gutters, N.E.C. Article 374

7.1 Use load center, service and control center

7.2 Limitations

a. Length and areas of installation

7.3 Advantages

a. Versatile, splice point and junction point.

I



WORK SHEET

CUTTING, THREADING AND REAMING OF RIGID CONDUIT

1. Cutting of conduit to length

a. Proper use of cutting tools

b. Reaming

c. Threading, length of thread, lubricating of dies.

d. Use of threading machine or power threading.

e. Coupling of threaded conduits.

Proper use of slip joint pliers, small pipe wrench
and rule.

Cut, ream and thread

a. 1/2" - 30 inches long

b. 3/4" - 10 inches long

3. Install 30" length with locknuts and bushings between
two 4/0 outlet boxes.

4. Couple 10" length and 30" length with coupling.

7



INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT

COMMON SCHEMATIC SYMBOLS AND DEFINITIONS

Objective:Schematic symbols are a written language of the electrical
trades. It is necessary that the student be able to speak
and understand this language.

Method: Lecture and demonstration, student hands on work with
schematics as guided by instructor.

1.0 Transformers

1.1 Purpose

2.2 Types

a. Auto

b. Distribution (voltage)

c. C.T.'s, current transformers

2.0 Switches and contacts

2.1 Single pole

2.2 Multi-pole

3.0 Relays

3.1 Line voltage control

3.2 Low voltage control

3.3 Latching relays

3.4 Normally open

3.5 Normally closed

4.0 Fuses

4.1 Definition

4.2 One time

4.3 Time delay

7,) 0



e 5.0 Resistors

5.1 Definition

5.2 Fixed

5.3 Variable

6.0 Inductors

6.1 Definition

6.2 Fixed

6.3 Variable

7.0 Connections

7.1 Terminal

7.2 Splices

7.3 Crossovers

7.4 Ground connectors

8.0 Wiring devices

8.1 Definition

8.2 Receptacles

8.3 Switches

a. S.P.

b. 3-way

c. 4-way

9.0 Motors

9.1 Definition

9.2 D.C. universal

9.3 1 0 A.C.

9.4 3 0 A.C.



INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT

ELECTRICAL SAFETY, BASIC

Objective:Learning of those special safety practices that are 2fcu1iar
to the electrical trades.

Method: Lecture and demonstration (many good films are available)

1.0 Lethal currents

1.1 High voltage not necessary to be lethal.

1.2 120 volt causes most fatalities.

1.3 25-50 volts has caused electrocution under certain
circumstances.

1.4 Deep body out of current flow. Do not allow body
to be a conductor.

2.0 Grounding

2.1 Normal system and equipment grounding.

2.2 Safety, grounding

a. Grounding and bonding to prevent accidental
energizing during repair, maintenance or
installation.

2.3 Energized equipment

a. Never remove a grounding conductor, unless an
alternate ground path is first provided.

3.0 Tagging procedures

Use proper procedures. Do not deviate or short-
cut.

3.2 Nobody can protect you, except you.

4.0 Check and recheck for presence of voltage.

4.1 Make sure indicating device is working properly.

4.2 Never work "hot" circuits. Rarely is it
necessary.

5.0 Use safe practices with ladders and scaffolding
(covered in other units).



6.0 Ground fault circuit interrupters as safety devicet,:,

a. Principle of operation.
b. Where required. N.E.C. article 210-8.

7.0 Color coding of safety tags in signs.

7.1 "DO NOT START" tag.

a. White tag.
b. White letters on red square.

7.2 "CAUTION" tag

a. Yellow tag.
b. Yellow letters on black background.

7.3 "DANGER" tag.

b.

White tag.
White letters in red and on black square.

7.4 "OUT OF ORDER" tag.

a.

b.

White tag.
White letters on black background.

8.0 Safety practices for electrical tools.

8.1 Each tool should have proper guard where
required for safety.

8.2 Eye proter:tion should always be worn.

8.3 Be sure tool is properly grounded or double
insulated.

9.0 Major causes of electrical accidents.

9.1 Carelessness

9.2 Ignorance

9.3 Horseplay

Before a person engages in operation of any equipment or job
procedures, it is most necessary to be totally knowledgeable as to the
safe procedures and methods. This listing is only partially complete.
Equipment can be replaced and, when compared to people, is expendable.
People are "not expendable" and cannot be duplicated. There will
never be another you.



WORK SHEET QUESTIONS

ELECTRICAL SAFETY

1. Rubber soled shoes are an acceptable method of protections, whean

handling live wires. True or Falser?

ow, Will faulty or hazardous (grounded or shorted) tools always blow
a fuse or trip a breaker?

You have been told, "That circuit is dead". What would your

reaction be?

4. How would you help your partner, who has just come in contact

with an energized conductor and is being electrocuted?

5. Some people are immune to electrical shock. Do you think so?

f0,i
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Could you be severely injured by an electrical shock, because it

made you jump?

7. Jumpering a fuse can be justified if the reason for its repeated
blowing is not determined. What do you think?

8. Rules are made to be broken in some situations. Would you apply
this to electrical safety rules?

9. Why follow a precise safety rule, when you can think of several

equally good ways tu do the same thing? Give your reasons.

10. An old cliche says, "When working around electrical equipment,

keep one hand in your pocket". Of course, it isn't always

possible, but why would it otherwise be a good rule?



INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT

BASIC WIRING

Objective:Give the student hands on experience with fundamental wiring
circuits (residential, NMC).

Method: Student assembles simple circuits under instructor guidance,
using mock up of boxes and cable, emphasizing proper
splicing and terminations.

1.0 Light outlet and single pole switch

a. Proper stripping of cable.

b. Service cable properly to boxes.

c. Remove insulation from conductor, using proper
tools.

2.0 Light outlet and three way switches

4- Assemble using proper methods, as in above.

b. Troubleshoot to find simulated (bugged) problem.

3.0 Two light outlets, three way switches

a. Assemble correctly, as above.

b. Trouble shoot simulated faults (bugged).

4.0 Two lights, three way switches and receptacle outlet.

a. Assemble, as in 1 and 2, above.

b. Troubleshoot simulated faults, after assembly.

e



INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT Page 2

5.0 Power, "watts", "P"

5.1 Unit of measurement of electrical work.

5.2 Definition.

5.3 Use of power triangle:

a.

b. P= ExI

c. E= P

d. I= P

6.0 Demonstration of meter use for voltage measurements.

6.1 Parallel, always.

6.2 Always start on high scale, and change to lower
scales until "center reading" approximate.

7.0 Demonstrate meter use for amperage measurement.

7.1 Series never parallel.

7.2 Always start on highest reading scale and change
to lower scales until approximate center reading
is obtained.

8.0 Demonstrate meter use for measurement of resistance
(Ohms).

8.1 Ohmmeter not to be used where circuit is
energized.

8.2 Use scale providing as close to "center" reading
as possible.



WORK SHEET

TROUBLE SHOOTING OF BRANCH CIRCUITS

Objective:To allow student to get the feel of putting basic knowledge
of circuits to work as would be done in the field.

Method: Set up of breaker (or fuse), single pole switch light and
receptacle. Instructor "bugs" the setup: .

"Bugs":

1) Bad fuse or breaker

2) Bad lamp

3) Bad switch

4) Open conductor

5) Short circuit

6) Faulty receptacle

1.0 Use of test meter or neon lamp to determine presence of
voltage.

''l 0.4.. Use of ohm meter to determine continuity.

1) Install cellophane tape around end of conductor
terminating on fuse or breaker.

2) Cellophane tape on center terminal of lamp.

3) Use 250 volt lamp on 120 volts.

e

o



INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT

NATIONAL ELECTRIC CODE ARTICLE 100

Objective:Introduction to the National Electric Code and use.

Method: Lecture and class study of Article 100.

1.0 Article 100 Definitions

1.1 General terms

a. Circuits

1.2 Grounding

1.3 Bonding

2.0 Specific terms

2.1 Overcurrent devices

2.2 Voltages

2.3 Disconnects

2.4 Devices

a. Receptacles

b. Outlets

C. Devices



WORK SHEET QUESTIONS

ARTICLE 100, NATIONAL ELECTRIC CODE

Paraphrase code definitions, using your own words.

1. What is a branch circuit?

What is "accessible" as it refers to equipment?

3. What is a "ground"?

4. What is a receptacle?

5. What is a receptacle outlet?



WORK SHEET QUESTIONS Page 2

6. What is a series drop?

7. What is the N.E.C. meaning of "voltage of a circuit"?

B. What does the term "explosion proof" mean?

9. Would an Underwriters Label on an appliance cord indicate that an

appliance met'their standards? Why?

10. Wha is a feeder?



INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT

NATIONAL ELECTRIC CODE, ARTICLE 110

Objective:Familiarization with National Electric Code and use.

Method: Lecture, class study of National Electric Code, discussion
and Job Sheets.

1.0 General

1.1 National Electric Code 110-1 through 110-8.

2.0 Wiring methods and installation requirements.

2.1 National Electric Code 110-9 through 110-14.

3.0 Safety

3.1 National Electric Code 110-16 through 110-34.

9 I



WORK SHEET QUESTIONS

NATIONAL ELECTRIC CODE, ARTICLE 110

1. Does Article 110 of the N.E.C. apply to all systems, except low

voltage systems? Why?

2. Article 110-12 says that all work must be done on a "neat and

workmanlike manner". What, c ;actly, does this mean to you? Can
you apply an exact standard?

3. Article 110-16 requires a minimum "work space". Give your

reasons why this is required.

4. I have developed a new wiring method and it is thought to be a

very good one. What must happen before I can use it, under

N.E.C. rules?

5. The Ainimum headroom required in working spaces is
feet, inches.



INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT

NATIONAL ELECTRIC CODE, ARTICLE 300

Objective:To acquaint the student with the National Electric Code as a
safety requirement. Does not establish design. Establishes
safety parameters.

Method: Lecture, classroom study and discussion.

1.0 Installation methods (underground)

1.1 Burial depth of underground
1.2 Backfill
1.3 Protection of conductors

2.0 Installation methods in structure

2.1 Protection of conductors and cable
2.2 Securing and supporting
2.3 Electrical continuity
2.4 Mechanical continuity

3.0 Boxes and fittings

3.1 Where required
3.2 Not required on
3.3 Use of conduit boxes

4.0 Conductors in raceways

4.1 Limit of number
4.2 Limit of size
4.3 Vertical support

5.0 Prevention of spread of fire

5.1 Purpose of firestops
5.2 Where necessary
5.3 Alternate methods

6.0 Prevention of spread of toxic fumes

6.1 Conductor insulation types
6.2 Raceway types
6.3 Prohibits installations in environmental air

transfer system.



WORK SHEET

NATIONAL ELECTRIC CODE, ARTICLE 300

1. What is the reason underground conductors have minimum burial
depth requirements?

2. Does the N.E.C. allow other cables or raceways to be supported
from an existing raceway?

3. If I must install conductors in a long vertical raceway, does the

N.E.C. require any method of supporting the conductors?

4. How must conductors emerging from the earth and subject to

physical damage be protected, as required by the N.E.C.?

5. Can a buried conductor be spliced, without the splice being in a
box?



INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT

APPLIANCES

Objective:Student familiarity with range of household appliances and
fundamentals of operation.

Method: Lecture, demonstration and hands on repair.

1.0 Motor operated appliances

1.1 Washers, garbage disposals,etc.

1.2 Mixers, hand tools, drills and saws.

1.3 Control and disconnect requirements. N.E.C.
Article 422.

2.0 Heating appliances

2.1 Portable

"Fastened in place" baseboard central heating.

3.0 Lighting appliances

3.1 Portable lamps, table and floor

3.2 Trouble lamps

3.3 Install cords, switches and lamp holders under
instructor guidance.

4.0 Water heaters

4.1 Control

a. Modulating control

b. Non-modulating control

4.2 Examine, remove thermostats, heating elements and
replace.



WORK SHEET

APPLIANCES

1. Student should disassemble, test, and reassemble a simple major
appliance, such as

a. Water heater

b. Portable heater



INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT

MOTOR CONTROL CONCEPTS

Objective:Student to become acquainted with motor control concepts and
recognize there are safety parameters.

Method: Lecture, hands on of simple control circuits, and
demonstration.

1.0 Disconnect switch control

1.1 Start-stop.

1.2 Limitations, must be directly operated.

1.3 Size and current limitations.

2.0 Relay control

2.1 Across the line starter type, two wire control.

2.2 More versatile for complex systems.

2.3 Advantages of current handling capability.

3.0 Overload concepts

3.1 Purpose of overloads.

3.2 Why both overloads and fuses or breakers are
necessary.

4.0 Controls, proper sizing

4.1 Relationship of H.P. Rating to controls

4.2 Relationship of H.P. rating to size dinconnects.
Brief reference to N.E.C. Article 430-52 and 53
and 430-152.

5.0 Small motors (Appliances)

5.1 Toggle switch control

3.2 Cord cap and receptacle control

5.3 Unit switch control, vacuum cleaners, mixers and
other household appliances.



INSTRUCTIONAL PRINCIPLES USED FOR BASIC D.C. AND AIL.. THEMY

1. No attempt is made to make the stdent , "learne6 expert" in

electrical theory.

2. The student should make a serious effur.c to understand each new

piece of information as it is presented. On the other hand, we

cannot expect to be successful in every case. Sometimes a

seasoning process seems necessary, whereby the information takes

on meaning wito the passage of time. We become more convinced of

the truth and usefulness of information with the passage of time.

A famous psychologist said"We seem to learn to swim in the winter

time and ice skate in the summer". Rather than to be discouraged

if this new information seems too difficult, sleep on it, let it

grow with time.

A great French mathematician said, 'Go on and faith will follow

:ou". So it is with electrical cheory. These instructional

units will serve as a first exposure.



INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT

BASIC THEORY: D.C.

Objective:To obtain an understanding of Ohms Law, Kirckoffs Laws, and
Power Formulas. A "first" exposure to these fundamentals.

Method: Lecture and demonstration.

1.0 Volt "E"

1.1 Unit of measurement for pressure or

1.1 Unit of measurement for pressure or potential
difference.

1.2 Definition.

2.0 Ohm "R"

2.1 Unit of measurement of resistance or opposition to
current flow.

2.4 Definition.

3.0 Ampere, "AMP", "I".

3.1 Measurement unit of rate of flow not
representative of quantity unless time also
considered.

3.2 Definition.

3.3 Coulomb (rarely used term) represents quantity
(use of water analogy to illustrate).

4.0 Relationship of volt, ohm and ampere.

4.1 Ohms Law

4.2 Use of Ohms law triangle:

a. E= IxR

b. l= E

C. R= E
4
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I. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this course is to expose the student to basic
math commnly used in the normal work day of the builder. It

also will serve to acquaint the student to the nomenclature
phrases and language of another trade/occupation.

II. PREREQUISITES

Being able co do the most rudimentary functions of addition,
subtractions and multiplication, and being able to
understand the appropriate language.

III. REQUIRED EQUIPMENT

1. Textbook
"Practical Problems in Mathmatics for Carpenters"
Delmar Publishing Co.

r.)
.4- Notebook, tablet and pencil.

Calculator is optional.

IV. COMMENTS ON COURSE

The student will be exposed to the mathmatical calculation
of the following problems of estimation.

A. Linear accumulation
B. Various surface areas
C. Various configurations of volume
D. Decimals
E. Fractions
F. Square inch
G. Square feet
H. Square yard

Squares
J. Cubic inches
K. Cubic feet
L. Cubic yard
M. Board feet to $
O. "Field" squaring corners.

INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

Upon satisfactory completion of this course the student will
have knowledge of why and how the functions are both
necessary and important to the builder. The student will
have demonstrated so on a day by day basis. This will make
the student of considerable greater value to both themselves
and their future as builders.

VI. EVALUATION

Evaluation will be discussed at thu uut set u+ the course.



410 1.0 CONTENT OF COURSE

The following will delineate the problems the student will
mathmetically solve. It also gives the appropriate section
and or unit location in the text book that show the
proceaural steps of the function.

(CU.FT. & CU.YD.)
1.1 Earth excavation

A. Volume
B. Weight
C. Cost
D. Units 19 & 21

(CU.FT. & CU.YD.)
1.2 Backfill plus sand/gravel

A. Volume
B. Weight
C. Cost
D. Units 19 & 21

(Linear & Number)
1.3 Steel (vertical & flat) anchors

A. Numbers
B. Type
C. Size
D. Weight
E. Cost
F. Unit 18 & 22

(CU.FT. & CU.YD.)
1.4 Concrete

A. Volume
B. Weight
C. Cost
D. Units 19-20 and 21

(BD.FT.)
1.5 Lumber (see section 9)

A. Number
B. Board feet
C. Cost
D. Units 18 & 20

(M.FT.)
1.6 Sheathing (see unit 42)

A. Area
B. Sheets
C. Cost
D. Units 18 & 19



(SQUARES)
1.7 Roofing (see unit 45)

A. Area
B. Rolls
C. Bundles
D. Box
E. Weight
F. Cost

Unit 18 & 19

(SQ.FT.)
1.8 Sideing (see unit 43)

A. Area
B. Amount
C. Cost
D. Unit 19 & 20

(SQ.FT.)
1.9 Panels (see unit 42)

A. Area
B. number
C. Cost
D. Units 18 & 19

(SQ.FT.)
1.10 Paint

A. Area
B. Gallons
C. Cost
D. Units 18 & 19

(SQ.FT.)
1.11 Paper (see unit 48)

A. Area
B. Rolls
C. Cost
D. Units 18 & 19

(SQ.FT. & SQ.YD.)
1.12 Floor Covering (see unit 48)

A. Area
B. Amount
C. Cost
D. Units 18 & 19

(CU.FT.)
1.13 Insulation

A. Volume
B. Amount
C. Cost
D. Units 19 & 21

O
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(SQ.FT.)
1.14 Masonry

A. Area
B. Units
C. Weight
D. Cost
E. Units 19 & 22

1.15 Percentage
A. Waste and lap
B. Unit 15

1.16 Common fractions
A. Sect. 2

1.17 Decimal fractions
A. Sect. 3

2.0 PERCENTAGE

The student will be exposed to the calculation of
percentages relating to waste and overlaping of certain
building materials as follows:
2.1 Siding
2.2 Decking
2.3 Roofing
2.4 Shrinkage
2.5 Swelling
2.6 Appropriate

3.0 The student will be exposed to common fractions encountered
on a daily basis in the field of construction and how they
are dealt with.
3.1 Units of measurement
3.2 Measuring equipment

4.0 The student will be exposed to decimal fractions encountered
ona daily basis in the field of construction and how they
are dealt with.
4.1 Units of measurement
4.2 Measuring equipment
4.3 Rods
4.4 Cost



5.0 "Field" squaring corners
5.1 Square Cornurs by diagonal measurement.
5.2 Square conrers by 3-4-5 (or multiple thereof) method.

6.0 With this knowledge at hand the successful student will gain
a value based an self worth, .z.onfidence and of an employable
skill.

6/30/89
#22.wp3
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DEFINED OUTCOMES

This section is a statement of final learning outcomes and does
not attempt to show how, or in what order, the defined outcomes
will be presented.

The following factors will influence the students ability to
complete the defined outcomes:

Motivation and attendance, speed of mastering the subject
matter, and availability of material and/or equipment.

or

to



PURPOSE

The purpose of this course is to develop an understanding of
how certain physical, educational and mechanical skills and
aptitudes relate to success in skilled trade and industrial
occupations. For this outline Cle ten., "vocational
education" specifically means vocational training for
skilled trades and industry.

II. INTRODUCTION

Tne student will study those physical and educational skills
that relate to success in skilled trade/industrial
occupations.

This is a one (1) credit course that meets one hour per week
for ten weeks.

Transferability of credit depends entirely upon the
insti.::ution to which the student wishes to transfer.

The student should contact the Building Construction
Department with respect to the cost of materials for this
course.

III. COMMENTS ON COURSE ACTIVITY AND DESIGN

The students time divided between lecture, discussion,
and small group work. The student will be given a series of
class projects to demonstrate ability to idlpntify the
specific educational physical and situational
circumstances that relate to success in skilled trade and
industrial occupations.

IV. PREREQUISITE KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS

None

V. EVALUATION

Evaluation procedures will be d4.scussed during the first
class session.

VI. INSTRuCTIONAL GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

410

This is a topical outline and not necessarily the sequence
in which the materi.' will be presented.

1(



1.0 HISTORY

Instructional Goal

The goal is to develop an understanding of the historical role of
vocational education in the United States.

Objectives

Given lecture, discussion and small group exercises the student
will be able to:

1.1 Write a short essay outlining the important events in
the history of vocational education in the United
States.

1.2 Describe three reasons why vocational skills training
is in demand today.

2.0 TRAINING READINESS

Instructional Goal

The goal is o develop the student's ability to assess her/his
personal readiness to benefit from training and plan for
completing a program successfully.

Objectives

Given lecture, discussion and small group exercises the student
will be able to:

2.1 Describe five important characteristics of a successful
vocational student.

2.2 Write a five-step personal plan to finance a training
program using college and community resources.

2.3 Select a personal barrier and outline a solutinn
proptsal using campus or community resources.

2.4 Describe five major health issues that influence
success in vocational careers and make suggestions to
diminish risk in each area.

2.3 Write a personal self-assessment addressing both the
assets and barriers that he/she brings to a vocational
traioing program and include proposed solutions.

1



0 3,0 TRAINING ENVIRONMENT

Instructional Goal

The goal is to develop an understanding of the vocational
training environment at Portland Community College.

Objectives

Given lecture, discussion and small group exercises the student
will be able to:

3.1 Outline the educational options available through
Portland Community College: ABE/ENNL, GED, certificate
programs, one and two-year degree programs, transfer
programs, apprenticeship training.

3.2 Write a definition of competency-based training and
compare such training to the traditional learning
situation.

3.3 Writo an overview of education-industry partnerships
that aid vocational students and give five examples of
such partnerships.
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DEFINED OUTCOMES

This section is a statement of final learning outcomes and does
not attempt to show how, or in what order, the defined outcomes
will be presented.

The following factors will influence the students ability to
complete the defined outcomes.

Motivation and attendance, speed of mastering the subject
matter, and availability of material and/or equipment.



411 I. PURPOSE

The purpose of this course is to develop an understanding of
how to assess the career occupations available in skilled
trades and industry in relation to the student's personal
situation. For this outline the term "vocational education"
specifically means vocational training for skilled trades
and industry.

IT. INTRODUCTION

The student will study the particular characteristics of
careers in skilled trades and industry that will aid the
student in making informed career choices.

This is a two (2) credit course that meets two hours per
week for ten week.

Transferability of credit depends entirely upon the
institution to which the student wishes to transfer.

The student should contact the Building Construction
Department with respect to the cost of materials for this
course.

0 III. COMMENTS ON COURSE ACTIVITY AND DESIGN

The student's time is divided between lecture, discussion,
and small group work. The student will be given a series of
class projects to demonstrate her/his understanding of the
characteristics of careers in skilled trades and industry
that will influence his/her long term success in those
occupations.

IV. PREREQUISITE KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS

Students admitted to this course must have satisfactorily
completed BCT 3.203, ORIENTATION TO VOCATIONAL TRAINING FOR
SKILLED TRADES AND INDUSTRY.

V. EVALUATION

Evaluation procedures will be discussed during the first
class session.

VI. INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

This is a topical outline and not necessarily the sequence
in which the material will be presented. For this outline
the term "vocational education" specifically means
vocational training +or skilled trades and industry.

ii t



1.0 APPRENTICESHIP AND TRAINING

Instructional Goal

The goal is to develop an understanding of training opportunities
available in skilled trades and industry and the imoortance of
researching those opportunities realistically in terms of
individual circumstances.

Objectives

Given lecture, discussion and small group exercises the student
will be able to:

1.1 Prepare a hierarchia1 diagram that illustrates the
relationship of Federal, State and local agencies that
administer apprenticeship in Oregon.

1.2 Define the acronym: JATC, TA, DOL, BAT, BOLI, PR

1.3 Write a one-page overview of a selected apprenticeship
program which includes the DOT code and a summary
Standards and Scope of Work.

1.4 Write a brief description of one state certified
apprenticeship program and include information on
minimum entry requirements, selection method, starting
wage, length of training, and work processes.

1.5 Define the term "rerate" and compare work hours ano
corresponding rerate periods for two selencted
apprenticeship programs.

1.6 Prepare a five-step plan for making application to a
selected apprenticeship program beginning with the
"opening announcement", including the "selection
method", and "minimum requirements", and ending with
signing the "log" and receiving an "Intent to Hire", if
appropriate.

1.7 Write an essay in which she/he contrasts and compares
apprenticeship training with two traditional training
methods.



411 2.0 TRANSITORY WORK ENVIRONMENTS

Instructional Goal

The goal is to develop an understanding of the elements of the
work environment that are specific to skilled trades and
industry.

Objectives

Given lecture, discussion and small group exercises the student
will be able to:

2.1 Write a definition of "traditional work"

2.2 Describe five important characteristics of the skilled
trade work environment that differentiate the
environment rom th traditional.

2.3 Describe a work situation that illustrates a specific
transitory worksite problem and its solution.

2.4 Write a one-page essay describing a personal situation
that would positively or negatively, impact long-term
skilled trade employment.

2.5 Identify five skilled trades and/or industry
occupations that are most likely to be transitory and
describe specific aspects of each.

3.0 SELF-EMPLOYMENT

Instructional Goal

The goal is to develop an undertanding of self-employment,
independent contractor, and sub-contractor status in the skilled
trades and industry.

Objectives

Given lecture, discussion, and small group exercises the student
will be able to:

3.1 Write a one-page summary of the main points of Oregon
State Law riegarding contractor registration which
includes the categories of registration, the conditions
for qualifying in each category and the name of the
agency that administers the law.

1



3.2 Write a simple business proposal which includes a

summary of past work, market strategy, funding options,
and scope of work.

3.3 Describe the function of the Contractor's licensing
Board and include a description of how the technical
assistance unit of the Board can be used to assist
workers in the skilled trades and industry.

4.0 SELECTION METHODS

Instructional Goal

The goal is to develop an understanding of how to prepare for the
competitive selection methods in the skilled trades and industry.

Given lecture, discussion, and small group exercises the student
will be able to:

4.1 Describe four distinct procedures that are competitive
means when entering or advancing in skilled
trade/industrial occupations.

4.2 Describe at least two conditions of the skilled
trade/industrial workplace that explain why a valid
driver's license, good driving record and reliable
transportation improve the chances to enter and advance
in the skilled trades and industry.

4.3 Identify discriminatory language in questions from a
list of hypothetical questions which might be asked by
employers in skilled trades and industry.

4.4 Define the term "mechanical-spatial" and give three
examples of mechanical-spatial skills.

4.5 Describe five ways in which mechanical-spatial tests
assist employers in selecting applicants for
apprenticeships and trade training programs.

4.6 Identify two standard tests used in the skilled trades
and industry, identify the trades and write a
descriptive summary of each test.

1 2 H
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HEALTH AND FITNESS FOR INDUSTRY
HPE 296

I. INTRODUCTION

HPE 296 is specifically designed for students preparing to enter the
physically demanding industrial occupations. The purpose is to
increase awareness of health factors and directly increase physical
performance required for entry and success within the trades. The
following areas will be included: wellness, cardiovascular health,
physical fitness, nutrition and stress management.

This course will be offered for two credits .consisting of one hour of
lecture and four hours of laboratory per week per term. Data strongly
suggests that the additional hours of laboratory is essential for
students to achieve minimal standards required to enter the trades.

II. COMMENTS ON COURSE ACTIVITIES AND DESIGN

Lecture, group discussions, demonstrations and audio-visual materials
will aid the student in developing his/her knowledge. Health and
fitness principles will be applied directly through participation in
supervised laboratory activities.

III. PREREQUISITE KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS

There are no prerequisites for this course. A physicians medical
release is required on PCC form.

IV. EVALUATION

Evaluation will be based an:

a. Written exams

b. Lab performance

c. Course worksheets

d. Attendance

V. INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

The instructor will be required to cover the goals and objectives
listed in this Course Content Guide. The course content guides are
developed by college-wide subject area faculty and approved by
management.



1.0 WELLNESS

The goal is to develop an understanding of the holistic approach to
health and the concept of wellness and to be able to evaluate one's
own level of wellness.

Objectives:

1.1 Explain the philosophy of holistic health care.

1.2 Discuss the following as determiners of optimal well-being:

a. Self responsibility

b. Physical fitness

c. Stress management

d. Nutrition

e. Environmental sensitivity

1.3 Describe the Farquhar system of self-directed behavior changes.

1.4 Identify common health habits most conducive to improved health
status and long life as given by the instructor.

1.5 Describe the three levels of health care: primary, secondary and

111
tertiary prevention.

2.0 PHYSICAL FITNESS

Instructional Goal:

The goal is to be able to understand physiological and psychological
changes that take place as a result of a physical conditioning
program.

Objectives:

2.1 Define the following and explain how they relate to physical
conditioning:

a. Overload principle

b. Aerobics/anaerobics

c. Use it or lose it principle

d. Specificity

e. Warm up; cool down



2.2 Explain the following basic components of fitness and give
examples of activities that will influence each of them.

a. Muscular strength

b. Muscular endurance

c. Flexibility

d. Cardio-respiratory capacity

2.3 Describe the physiological changes which occur during exercise.

2.4 Identify the psychological changes that occur during exercise.

2.5 Discuss reasons for participating in physical activity.

3.0 CARDIOVASCULAR HEALTH

The goal is to develop an understanding of cardiovascular health
disease mechanisms and prevention.

Objective:

3.1 Identify the structures and functions cf the heart.

3.2 Explain the relationship of the following risk factors to
atherosclerosis:

a. Overweight

b. Smoking

c. Diabetes

d. Heredity

e. Stress

f. Cholesterol high density and low density

g. Lack of exercise



The ollowing objectives will be met during the laboratory portion of the
course.

4110 PRE-ASSESSMENT OF PHYSICAL CONDITION AND BODY MEASUREMENTS

Instructional Goal:

The goal is to test and measure the students' physical condition.

Objectives:

Evaluate your physical condition and body measurement by means of one
or more of the following:

1.1 Health related fitness test

1.2 Cooper 12 minute run/walk

1.3 Body measurement, weight, height recording and blood pressure

1.4 Strength test

2.0 COMPONENTS OF FITNESS

Instructional Goal:

The goal is to give the student a better understanding of fitness.

411 Objectives:

Discuss the following components of fitness:

2.1 Development overview (F.I.D.: "F"requency. "I"ntensity,
"D"uration)

2.2 Safety in performance

2.3 Progression

3.0 AEROBIC CONDITIONING/CIRCUIT WEIGHT TRAINING

Instructional Goal:

The goal is to gain knowledge and skills in aerobic conditioning
activities.

Objectives:

Practice the ollowing activities for aerobic conditioning:

3.1 Circuit Weight Training

410 3.2 Walking/Jngging

3.3 Aerobic dance/exercise (routines)



3.4 Pickle ball

3.5 Basketball

4.0 STRENGTH CONDITIONING

Instructional Goal:

The goal is to gain strength through conditioning activities.

Objectives:

4.1 Define the physiology of strength development

a. Static, dynamic

b. Atrophy

c. Adaptation and overload

4.2 Discuss skills/methods (progression and safety will be taught
with each of the following methods):

a. Posture evaluation and exercise prescription

b. Rhythmic exercise

c. Weight training

d. Weight lifting

e. Circuit training

f. Partner exercise

g Individual strength home workout sheets

5.0 FLEXIBILITY CONDITIONING

Instructional

The goal is to develop flexibility through stretch conditioning.

Objectives:

5.1 Discuss stretch oechanics and approaches

a. Stress awareness as it relates to flexibility development

5.2 Practice skills/methods (progression and safety to be explored
using the following methods):



6.0 POST-ASSESSMENT OF PHYSICAL CONDITION AND BODY MEASUREMENTS

Instructional Goal:

The goal is to test and measure the students' physical condition.

Objectives:

Evaluate your physical condition -nd body measurement by means of one
or more of the following:

6.1 Health related fitness test

6.2 Cooper 12 minute run/walk

6.3 Body fat measurement, weight, height recording, blood pressure

6.4 Strength testing
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DEFINED OUTCOMES

This section is a statement of final learning

outcomes and does not attempt to state how, or

in what order, the defined outcomes will be

presented.

The following factors will influence the student's

ability to complete the defined outcomes:

motivation and attendance, speed of mastering

the subject matter, and availability of material

and/or equipment.



111 I. PURPOSE

The purpose of this course is to develop an understanding of
how rw3idential construction practices relate to residential
plans. The student will also be exposed to a variety of
hands-on experience such as: foundations, framing, drywall,
equipment operation.

II. INTRODUCTION

The student will study typical residential construction
practices and residential plans.

III. The student's time is divided between lecture and hands-on.
They will visit various areas of the "on campus" building
construction program projects to observe in process/finished
assemblies. The instructor will use several different sets
of residential plans to acquaint the student with the
different construction methods and materials. Emphasis will
be on recognizing the standard material symbols,
abbreviations, architectural lines language, specifications
and terminology used on a set of residential plans.

IV. PREREQUISITE KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS

None

V. EVALUATION

Evaluation procedures will be discussed during the first
class meeting.

VI. COURSE OUTLINE

This is a topical outline and is not necessarily the
sequence in which the material will be presented.

1.0 Working drawings and blueprints
2.0 Reading elevation drawings
3.0 Reading floor plans
4.0 Symbols and notations used on floor plans
5.0 Scaling and dimensioning practices
6.0 Reading blueprints for structural information
7.0 Reading detail drawings
3.0 The plot plan
9.0 Reading blueprints for trade information
10.0 Reading a set of blueprints
11.0 Building codes
12.0 Walls and foundations
13,0 Roof and ceiling framing
14.0 Site work
15.0 Miscellaneous



1.0 WORKING DRAWINGS AND BLUEPRINTS

The first chapter clears up some misinterpretations of the
terms architect's plans, working drawings and blueprints.
The relationships among the owner, the architect and the
builder are covered. The contents of a set of working
drawings are suggested. Various methods of making
blueprints are briefly explained.

OBJECTIVES FOR THE STUDENT

1.1 To know the functions of working drawings and
blueprints.

1.2 To understand the relationship between the owner and
architect in developing working drawings.

1.3 To gain a general idea of the contents of a set of
working drawings.

1.4 To know about different blueprint making processes.

2.0 READING ELEVATION DRAWINGS

Elevation drawings are presented first because they show the
building as it might look in a picture. Before being asked
to study a blueprint the students are given information
about techniques used to conserve space on the drawing and
to save drafting time. These include symbols for material,
symbols for building parts such as windows and
abbreviations.

Elevations drawings must be read in conjunction with plan
views and one elevation must be compared with another.
Dimensions for the location of a window may be shown on a
plan view or an elevation view. Usually horizontal locating
dimensions are shown on a plan view and vertical locating
dimensions on an elevation view. Information on roofs
usually is obtained by studying and relating all of the
elevation views.

OBJECTIVES FOR THE STUDENT

2.1 To learn the symbols far materials.
2.2 To know how to interpret abbreviations (some should be

memorized.)
2.3 To learn the symbols for building parts.
2.4 To learn about roof types.
2.5 To learn the alphabet of lines.
2.6 To know how to read elevation working drawings for

materials, windows, roof shapes and dimensions.



111 3.0 READING FLOOR PLANS

This chapter provides a basis for reading the working
drawing of floor plans in Chapters 5 and 6. Some students
may have difficulty understanding floor plawl, which portray
horizontal slices through a building, with information on
only one plane. Basic rules for reading floor plans are
presented first. Then each type of floor plan is discussed
in detail using several examples. The houses have one, two
or one and one-half stories.

OBJECTIVES FOR THE STUDENT

3.1 To learn basic concepts, in reading floor plans such as:
A. Drawing to scale.
B. Interrelation of floor plans to other

drawings in a set of working drawings.
C. The location of the cutting plan that

produces the floor plan.

3.2 Studying a sketch plan for a one-story house to
understand room layout.

4.0 SYMBOLS AND NOTATIONS USED IN FLOOR PLANS

This chapter covers architectural symbols and abbreviations
used in working drawings. It also covers symbols for
plumbing and electrical equipment and devices. The working
drawings for a one-story residence are partially developed
in three progressive steps. The complete working drawing
for the first floor of a contemporary house is the subject
of the Trade Competency Test for the chapter. The elevation
views for this house were studied in Chapter 3 (figures 3-7
through 3-10).

OBJECTIVES FOR THE STUDENT

4.1 To learn the symbols for building materials on work
drawing plan views.

4.2 To learn the symbols for windows and doors.
4.3 To learn some common electrical symbols.
4.4 To learn some common symbols for plumbing fixtures.
4.5 To become familiar with abbreviations used on working

drawing plan views.
4.6 lo read floor plan working drawings.

I "



5.0 SCALING AND DIMENSIONAL PRACTICES

This cheater deals with measuring practices used in making
working drawings, reading them and using the measurements on
the job.

OBJECTIVES FOR THE STUDENT

5.1 To learn tho importance of drawing to scale.
5.2 To understand how the architect's scale is used.
5.3 To learn how to use a pocket rule to take measurements

from a blueprint.
5.4 To learn dimensioning standards for exterior walls,

partitions and the location of windows and doors.

6.0 READING BLUEPRINTS FOR STRUCTURAL INFORMATION

Previous chapters teach how to read working drawings for
information on layout, materials, and equipment. Chapter 7

shows how this knowledge is applied in using working
drawings to erect a building. Sectional views are used to
give most of the information about construction. The
builders fall back on their trade background to fill in the
details. The chapter covers basic types of work frame
construction including platform, balloon and plank and beam.
Basic brick veneer and masonry construction are discussed.
The process of prefabrication using building components and
panels is outlined. The chapter concludes with an intensive
study of vertical sectional views taken from the two-story
building examined in previous chapters.

OBJECTIVES FOR THE'STUDENT

6.1 To understand some of the problems involved in using
working drawings to build a house.

6.2 To learn the basic 4eatures and advantages of platform
framing (western framing is an alternative term).

6.3 To learn the basic features and advantages of balloon
framing.

6.4 To learn the basic features and advantages of plank and
beam framing.

6.5 To learn how wood framing and masonry construction are
combined using brick veneer or solid masonry
exterior walls.

6.6 To understand the process of building with components
and modules.

6.7 To make an exhaustive study o several sectional views.



7.0 READING DETAIL DRAWINGS

For most buildings the working drawings consisting of floor
plans and exterior elevation views must be supplemented with
the additional information contained in detail views.
Detail views are usually drawn at a larger scale and are
included in the set of working drawings.

Drawings of elevations of walls inside the building are
considered to be details. They show such things as the
fireplace, special wall treatment with paneling, kitchen and
bathroom cabinets, equipment and fixtures.

Other details of construction involve the foundation, the
manner of framing wood members, and the laying of brick in
some decorative way. Most windows and doors are delivered
complete with frames ready for insertion in the walls.
Detail drawings are often included among the working
drawings to show how the wall should be prepared to receive
the windows and doors and how the trim is to be applied.
Detail drawings are also provided for all the architectural
woodwork in the house. This would include fireplace mantels
and built-in millwork such as bookcases, chests of drawers,
kitchen cabinets, vanities and moldings. Exterior details
would include crjrnices, moldings, front entrance doorways
and decorative window trim.

OBJECTIVES FOR THE STUDENT

7.1 To understand the need for detail drawings and why they
are often drawn at large scale.

7.2 To review information on the use of section lines and
to understand how plan and elevation drawings are
keyed to detail views.

7.3 To discuss the use of detail views to clarify features
that are unusual in the construction of the

7.4 To discuss the use of detail views to clarify features
that are unusual in the construction of the
building.

7.5 To learn how to read detail drawings of windows and
doors.

7.6 To discuss the use of detail drawings to show
architectural woodwork.



8.0 PLOT PLAN

A plot plan is required for every set of working drawings
whenever the building is to be erected where building and
zoning codes are in effect. A licensed surveyor prepares a
survey plot of the property. This becomes a legal document
required by the building authority and loaning institutions.
The architect draws the plot plan to show the location of
the house on the lot, walks and drives, elevations of the
floors, location of utilities and sewers and other similar
information helpful to builders.

OBJECTIVES FOR THE STUDENT

8.1 To understand the role of the surveyor and the need for
the surveyor's plot.

8.2 To know something about building ordinances.
8.3 To understand the featurk:s of a plot plan including:

A. The point of beginning;
B. The location of the house in relationship to

the point of beginning and lot lines;
C. Elevations of the footing, basement, and

first floors;
D. Location of walks and drives;
E. Location of utilities and sewers;
F. Trees and landscaping to be removed or

preserved.
8.4 How contour lines are drawn to indicate the natural and

finish grades.
8.5 How to adjust elevation dimensions to produce a 10('-0"

base.
8.6 Student will draw plot plan

9.0 READING BLUEPRINTS FOR TRADE INFORMATION

A high degree of skill is essential for each type of
building mechanic. A clear-cut division of labor as well as
coordination o+ work between the trades is required for the
smooth operation of a construction job. This chapter
discuwses the way people in different key trades interpret
the parts of the blueprints that bear on their particular
work. (The work of carpenters has been considered in
several previous chapters because they are responsible for
the basic structure.)

Except for the location of outlets and switches shown on the
floor plans of the working drawings, the work to be done by
electricians is not shown. For residential buildings the
electricians must design an electrical plan showing the
division of the circuits leading to the outlets. They also
must check local and national electrical codes for wiring
the house.



Information for plumbers is likewise missing from the
working drawings except for the location of fixtures on the
flonr plans. No indication is made as to how water supply
lines and the sewage and drainage systems are to be
installed. Plumbers and carpenters must cooperate to
provide spaces in walls for piping and floor support for
heavy fixtures.

Sheet metal workers are involved in several areas of house
building. They provide the gutters and downspouts used to
carry rainwater away. They make waterproofing shields,
called flashing, at chimneys and over windows and doors.
Perhaps their most important function is to install warm air
heating and air cooling equipment. Duct work must be
planned before framing the house if ducts are to be placed
conveniently.

Other mechanics discussed in this chalter are cement masons
(who work with placing concrete), brir.klayers and masons.

Welding is a skill used by several trades. Some weld O.pe,
others weld strL,-tural shapes and still others weld sheet
metal. Blueprints that show welding symbols are generally
shop drawings.

OBJECTIVES FOR THE STUDENT

9.1 To understand the division of labor among trade groups
and the function of each in the building of a
house.

9.2 To understand what kinds of information the mechanics
need to execute their particular work.

9.3 To understand some basic concepts about prefabrication
using building components and modular sections of
houses.

9.4 To understand what is involved in modular dimensioning
and planning.

9.5 To understand the job of the plumber in running supply
and wastl lines and installing fixtures.

9.6 To understand the job of the sheet metal worker in
exterior work such as creating gutters,
downspouts, flashing and decks and in interior
work such as installing heating and air
conditioning systems.

9.7 To understand how the several types of heating plants
operate.

9.8 To understand the work of carpenters and cement
finishers in erecting form work and placing
concrete.

9.9 To understand some of the work of bricklayers and
masons.

9.10 To understand how several trades use welding, what
processes are and to know the symbols used.



10.0 READING A SET OF BLUEPRINTS

This chapter summarizes the blueprint reading techniques
taught throughout the book. It begins with a study of the
room layout to orient the students. See the sketch plai-ls in
figures 11-1 and 11-2. Elevation views from the working
drawings are discussed to give the students a complete
picture of the exterior. The floor plans are then studied
in detail. Each sheet is described in the text to point out
important features. After carefully reading the chapter and
studying the blueprints, the students should be prepared for
a final examination.

OBJECTIVES FOR THE STUDENT

10.1 To develop a systematic approach to reading a set of
working drawings as follows:

A. Observing the general floor plan layout.
B. Observing the elevation views.
C. Studying the floor plans thoroughly.
d. Coordinating the sectional view and

elevation views with the plan views.

11.0 BUILDING CODES

The student will study the uniform building code for the
necessary information relating to the permit process and
plot plans.

12.0 FOUNDATIONS

12.1 Concrete
A. Aggregate
B. Premix
C. Strength (PSI)

12.2 Footings
A. Contiluous
B. Stepped
C. Reinforcing
D. Key ways

9 '4
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12.3 Walls (foundations)
A. Concrete

1. Forming
2. Reinforcing
3. Pouring concrete

a. Direct
b. Moving with wheelbarrow
c. Pneumatic pumping

B. Monolithic
1. Concrete blocks
2. Flatwork

12.4 Daylight Basement
A. Combination concrete & wood walls

12.5 Crawl Space
A. Post ane, heam
B. Beam pockets

12.6 Miscellaneous
A. Vapor barriers
B. Anchor bolts
C. Drain tile
D. Rebar
E. Water proofing
F. Piling (when needed)
6. Soil bearing capacity
H. Site plan/location/layout
I. Building codes

13.0 ROOF AND CEILING FRAMING

13.1 Types of Roof Framing
A. Gable
B. Hip
C. Dutch hip
D. Shed
E. Flat
F. Gambrel
G. Mansard
H. Butterfly

13.2 Ceiling Joists

13.3 Rafters
A. Common
B. Hip
C. Valley
D. Valley
E. Hip jack rafter



13.4 Collar Beams

13.5 Ridge Board

13.6 Cornices
A. Fascia
B. Soffit (plancier)
C. Look out
D. Ledger
E. Screened vents
F. Bird blocking

13.7 Roof Trusses

13.8 Sheathing

13.9 Codes

14.0 SITEWORK

14.1 Elevations
14.2 Contour lines
14.3 Plot plan
14.4 Locate house corners on lot
14.5 Batter boards

5.0 MISCELLANEOUS
15.1 Stairs

15.2 Codes

15.3 Drywall

15.4 Equipment Operation

A. Fork Lift
B. Backhoe or Crawler

PROJECTS

1. Build a section of concrete footing/wall forms.

2. Frame a roof system from blueprints.

3. Apply and finish drywall

4. Construct set of stairs

5. Operate forklift

6. Operate heavy equipment
2/14/91sf
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INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT

BASIC A.C. THEORY

Objective:Give the student as much first time exposure to A.C. theory
as possible.

Method: Lecture and demonstrations. Brief general coverage of
principles.

1.0 Review Ohms Law.

1.1 Solve for ohms, volts and amperes, using ohms law
triangle.

2.0 Alternating current, A.C.

2.1 Definition (use of oscilloscope, films ,And other
visual aids.

2.2 Advantages of using A.C.

3.0 Frequency

3.1 Hertz. Unit of frequency. 1 cycle per second.

3.2 Commercial frequency in use is 60 hertz.

4.0 Voltage

4.1 Average

4.2 Effective equal to work done by equal D.C.
voltage.

4.3 Peak

5.0 Impedance

5.1 Similar to D.C. resistance

5.2 Measured in ohms, also.

5.3 Must include new terms and values of capacitance
and inductance.

1'



INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT

ELECTRONICS: (GASEOUS AND SOLID STATE ELECTRICAL)

Objective:7o illustrate to the student the part electronics plays in
the electrical fields.

Method: Lecture and demonstration of electronic units +or
measurement and control. *

1.0 Oscilloscope

1.1 Waveform

1.2 Measuring

11 0 Solid state test device

,, A Voltmeters

2.2 Ammeters

2.3 Frequency instruments

3.0 Controls

3.1 Programmable controller

*Note: Demonstration and lecture not to understand or "learn" the
devices, but to illustrate and demonstrate that electronics
can and does play an important part of the electrical
trades.

13



INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT

HAZARDOUS AREAS AND ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

Objective:To become familiar with the classes and divisions of
hazardous areas that require special consideration as regards
electrical installations, as required by National Electric Code.

Method: Lecture, examples of explosion-proof equipment and work
sheets.

1.0 Definition of class I locations.

1.1 Class 19 Div. I

1.2 Class I, Div. 2

1.3 Work sheets

2.0 Definition of Class II Locations

2.1 Class II, Div. 1

2.2 Class II, Div. 2

2.3 Work sheets

3.0 Definition Class III Locations

3.1 Class III, Div. 1

3.2 Class III, Div. 2

3.3 Work sheets

e



WORK SHEET QUESTIONS

HAZARDOUS AREAS

1. What is a Class I, Div. I hazardous area?

How would you describe an "intrinsically safe" system?

An environment heavy with would be a class II area.

4. What is the definition of "explosion proof"?

5. Why are the electrical trades so concerned with hazardous areas?

1 4..



WORK SHEET QUESTIONS

6. What purpose do "seals" serve?

7. What class hazardous area would be around gasoline pumps?

B. The area around a farmer's seed cleaning plant might be a Class

hazardous area.

9. Are the hazardous areas limited to certain wiring methods?

10. Can M.I. (Mineral Insulated Cable) be used in all hazardous

areas?



ob INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT

BASIC MOTOR TYPES AND USES

Objective:For the student to understand the wide range of motor types
and uses.

Method: Lecture, dqmonstration and hands on.

1.0 Appliance9 small motors, single phase

1,1 Dishwashers, garbage disposals, etc.

1.2 Single phase capacitor and split phase.

1.3 Basic difference in characteristics.

1.4 Size range.

2.0 Universal motors

2.1 Vacuum cleaners (portable), mixers, drills and
handtools.

n n4.4 Type description

2.3 Limitations

2.4 Size range

3.0 Three phase motors

3.1 Typical uses in industry.

3.2 Advantages

3.3 Size ranges

4.0 Disassemble and assembly of split phase motor or
capacitor motor.

4.1 Make witness marks (center punch) to aid in
reassembly.

4.2 Take motor apart. Identify major components: End
bells stator, rotor, bearings and centrifugal
mechanism.

4.3 Identify starting winding and running winding.

1 4



5.0 Three phase motor disassembly and reassemble 2-5 H.P.
motor.

5.1 Witness marks to aid in reassembly.

5.2 Take motor apart and identify major
cc,mponents: Stator, rotor, bearings, end bell and
housing.

6.0 Dual voltage motor

6.1 Student to follow nameplate or connection data and
connect for each voltage and run under supervision
of instructor.



WORK SHEET

SINGLE PHASE MOTORS; SPLIT PHASE

Objective:Familiarization with single, split phase motors.

Method: Demonstration of type and use by instructor. Hands on
assembly and disassembly by student.

1.0 Disassembly

1.1 Use of witness marks to aid reassembly.

1.2 Identification of rc_or, stator, running winding,
starting winding and centrifugal switch.

2.0 Reassemble and test run

2.1 Connect for both CW and CCW rotatiLd-m.

2.2 Dual voltage.

a. Connect and test run for lower voltage.

b. Connect and test run for higher voltage.

411 (Portland, Community College, Cascade Campus, has control and motor
lab).



WORK SHEET QUESTIONS

MOTORS, SINGLE PHASE

CAPACITOR

1. List the advantages that a capacitor motor has over a split
phase motor.

2. Are capacitor motors available in 1 to 3 H.P.?

3. List three typical applications for capacitor motors.

4. What is the purpose of the centrifugal switch?

5. Can the di.-ection of rotation be changed?

1 LI,



WORK SHEET QUESTIONS

MOTORS, SINGLE PHASE

SPLIT PHASE

1. What are typical uses for this type motor?

.71
AL. What are limitations of this kind of motor?

111
3. How can this motor be reversed'

4. Is this type motor available in 2 or 3 H.P.?

5. What is the purpose of the centrifugal switch?

/ 4 i;



INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT 3

JOB SITE VISITATIONS

Objective:Student may observe materials and tools studied in Unit 1
and Unit 2, and how they are used.

1.0 Residential Wiring Installations in progress.

2.0 Commercial wiring installations in progress.

After job site visitations, a critique should be held and student
questions and discussion encouraged.

1 4 ,



WORK SHEET QUESTIONS

RESIDENTIAL WIRING JOB SITE

I. How many receptacle outlets does the house have?

How many switches?

3. How many lighting outlets?

4. The front edge of outlet boxes is not even with the stud. Why?

5. Soldering is an excellent method of splicing conductors. Why
isn't it used more?



WORK SHEET QUESTIONS

6. How was cable fastened in place? What is the maximum allowable
distance between supports, as stated in the N.E.C.?

7. The kitchen receptacle outlets are on the so-called appli.ance
circuits. What is the minimum ampere ratings of these circuits?

B. What was the height to center of the meter base (above grade)?
Who sets the minimum and maximum height limits?

9. Why aren't houses and apartments wired, using conduit,

10 Residential wiring is highly competitive. What are your thoughts

on workers' speed and efficiency?

1.1



WORK SHEET QUESTIONS

RESIDENTIAL (JOB SITE)

1. How large is the service? (Amperage rating)

2. What type of heat did the home havC?

3. In your opinion, was this wiring done in a neat and workman-like
manner? List your reasons.

4. Does the homLA have an electric water heater?

5. Does the home have a dryer?

15H



WORK SHEET QUESTIONS

6. Is the home using a built in oven and cook top or wired for older

type conventional range?

7. How would you improve the electrical system?

B. If there is an underfloor "crawl" space, why wasn't more wiring
run in that space, instead of overhead?

9. Is the home wired for a door bell or chime?

10. Is t:le home wired for an outdoor receptac,e? List the Article
and SEction number of this N.E.C. requirement.



WORK SHEET QUESTIONS

COMMERCIAL JOB SITE

1. What type occupancy is the building intended for?

1 What wiring method is being used?

What type lighting fixtures are being used?

4. Compose a list of tools and machines necessary to make this
installation, as compared to a residential wiring installation.

5. Would you sAy this type of installation would require more or
less physical strength and stamina than residential wiring?



WORK SHEET QUESTIONS

6. List end name as may kinds of wiring materials as possible that
you observed on the job.

7. How many electricians?

B. Was there an electrician foreman?

9. What importance do blueprints have here?

10. Is there any good reason why some one cannot do this work?



WORK SHEET QUESTIONS

COMMERCIAL JOB SITE

1. What are the work hours for the electrical crew?

2. Are ladders and scaffolds a part of the equipment needed?

Are power tools being used?

4. Are work places relatively clean and free of debris?

5. Do the electricians in general work in teams or in close
cooperation, or singly and alone?



WORK SHEET QUESTIONS

6. Approximately, what is the wage scale?

7. In your opinion, are the electricians enjoying their work? Do
they appear confident and efficient? List your reasoning.

B. Do you see where there would be any satisfaction in making an
electrical installation and then having it work flawlessly? List

your reasons.

9. Can you see where there is room for innovation and initiative in
the electrician's job? List your reasons.

10. Competent electricians are a marvelous combination of mechanical
genius, engineering ability and an efficient workman. Why is
this true or not +.rue? List your reasons.



WORK SHEET QUESTIONS

INDUSTRIAL PLANT JOB SITE

1. When electricians perform maintenance for industrial plants, is a

high degree of skill necessary? Why?

2. Compare the maintenance electrician's job with the construction
electrician's job.

3. What is the approximate wage scale?

4. What kind of hours would the maintenance electrician expect?

5. Would knowledge of many different types of production machinery

be more important to the maintenance electrician or construction

electrician? Explain.

le.



WORK SHEET QUESTIONS

6. How many different types of lighting fixtures were there in this
plant?

7. List the different wiring methods used in the plant.

S. Is the use of electrical instruments (meters) an essential part
of the job? How many kinds did you see?

9. Would a thorough understanding of motors be a requirement? What
was the smallest and largest motor you saw (approximate H.P.)Y
Ask instructor or plant personnel.

10. Industrial plants utilize intricate and complex electrical
control systems. Would you derive satisfaction and enjoyment
from being proficient in finding troubles and fixing them fast?
Explain.
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DEFINED OUTCOMES

This section is a statement of final learning outcomes and does
not attempt to show how, or in what order, the defined outcomes
will be presented.

The following factors will influence the students ability to
ccmplete the defined outcomes:

Motivation and attendance, speed of mastering the subject
matter, and availability of material and/or equipment.



I. PURPOSE

The purpose of this course is to develop an understanding of
how the issues of safety, productive work habits, effective
communication, bid processing and selection, and continued
skills upgrading shape the work environment in the skilled
trades and industry.

II. INTRODUCTION

The student will study the elements of the work environment
that significantly impact successful transition into trade
work.

This is a three (3) credit course that meets three hours per
week for ten weeks.

Transferability of credit depends entirely upon the
institution to which the student wishes to transfer.

The student should contact the Building Construction
Department with respect to the cost of materials for this
course.

III. COMMENTS ON COURSE ACTIVITY AND DESIGN

The students time is divided between lecture, discussion,
and small group mark. The student will be given a series of
class projects to demonstrate her/his understanding of the
particular aspects of the skilled trade work environment
that make it distinct as a career choice.

IV. PREREQUISITE KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS

None

V. EVALUATION

Evaluation procedures will be discussed during the first
class sewsion.

VI. INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

This is a topical outline and not necessarily the sequence
in which the material will be presented. For this outline
the term "vocational education" specifically means
vocational training for skilled trades and industry.

1 6



110 JOB SAFETY

Instructional Goal

The goal is to develop an awareness of the current issues
regarding safety in the skilled trades and industry and the ways
in which safety standards effect personal work habits.

Objectives

Given lecture, discussion and small group exercises the student
will be able to:

1.1 Describe the function of safety regulatory agencies in
Oregon including naming the organizations that directly
influence worksites in the skilled trades and industry.

1.2 Formulate three hypothetical questions to ask when
comparing the safety standards of industry employers.

1.3 Describe a hypothetical situation that might occur in
industry when a safety decision is required and discuss
a solution.

1.4 Identify the five leading causes of loss-time injuries
among skilled trade workers in Oregon.

1.5 Describe six safety standards that apply to worksites
in the skilled trades and industry and can be
implemented by employees in daily work.

2.0 EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION STYLES

Instructional Goal

The goal is to develop pan understanding of how the work
environment effects communication between project owners,
contractors, trades workers, and subcontractors.

Ob'ectives

Given locture, discussion, and small group exercises the student
will be able to:

2.1 Define the terms: General Contractor, Prime
Contractor, Owner, Subcontractor, Design Professional,
Supplier, Inspector, Superintendent, Foreman, Engineer.

1 G



2.2 Chart the relationship between the Owner, General
Contractor, Subcontractor, Superintendent, Foreman, and
Skilled Trade Worker.

2.3 Analyze potential communications problems that might
occur and by working in small groups, propose a
workable solution.

2.4 Differentiate between effective and non-effective
problem solving language in a hypothetical situation on
a worksite in skilled trades or industry.

2.5 Describe what the phrase "ability to fit in" means in
the context of the skilled trade environment.

2.6 Write a description of how a construction job
progresses on a continuum from bid to final acceptance
including the general sequence of craft tasks.

3.0 BIDDING PROCESS

Instructional Goal

0 The goal is to develop a general understanding of the bidding
process in public works contracting and how the process shapes
the work environment.

Objectives

Given lecture, discussion, and small group exercises, the student
will be able to:

3.1 Define the terms: public works, Davis-Bacon, prevailing
wage, EEO requirements, bid, performance bond,
privatization, joint vinture, pay estimates, change
orders, plans and specs, and bid estimate.

3.2 Describe the major categories that comprise the bid
proposal and name the one category that would include
wages paid to skilled trades workers.

3.3 Describe how poor attendance habits from one skilled
trade worker could influence an entire construction
job.

3.4 Discuss possible solutions to a specific hypothetical
worksite problem within an assigned small group and
decide on one solution that contributes to a productive
work environment.



4.0 SKILLS UPGRADING

Instructional Goal

The goal is to develop a plan for continued skills upgrading
beyond journey level competency in skilled trade and industry
employment.

Objectives

Given lecture, discussion, and small group exercises, the student
will be able to:

4.1 Conduct an informational interview with a journey level
skilled trutdes worker to determine the work of the
trade over time including: promotion to supervisory,
transfer of skills to four year degrees, estimating,
busine7:s partnerships, and subcontracting.

4.2 Research the role of the community colleges and trade
associations in skills upgrading opportunities to
trades workers.

Instructional Goal



HEAL :4 AND FITNESS FOR INDUSTRY

HPE 297

Credit
1 Lecture
3 Lab

48 Clock

Course Content Guide

Prepared by
Michael Perrine
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HEALTH AND FITNESS FOR INDUSTRY
HPE 297

I. INTRODUCTION

HPE 297 is designed as the second part of a two-term course.
It is specifically designed for students preparing to enter the
physically demanding industrial occupations. The purpose is to
increase awareness of health factors and directly increase physical
performance required for entry and success within the trades. The
following areas will be included: wellness, cardiovascular health,
physical fitness, nutrition and stress management.

This course will be offered for two credits consisting of one hour of
lecture and four hours of laboratory per week per term. Data strongly
suggests that the additional hours of laboratory is essential for
students to achieve minimal standards required to enter the trades.

II. COMMENTS ON COURSE ACTIVITIES AND DESIGN

Lecture, group discussions, demonstrations and audio-visual materials
will aid the student in developing his/her knowledge of health and
fitness principles. Principles will be applied directly through
participation in supervised laboratory activities.

III. PREREQUISITE KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS

HPE 296--A physicians medical release is required on PCC form.

IV. EVALUATION

Evaluation will be based on:

a. Writtmn axams

b. Lab performance

c. Course worksheets

d. Attendance

V. INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

The instructor will be required to cover the goals and objectives
listed in this course content guide. The course content guides are
developed by college-wide sutJject area faculty and approved by
management.



The following objectives will be met in the lecture portion of the course.

0 CARDIOVASCULAR HEALTH

1.1 Identify atherosclerosis as a cardiovascular disease and explain
the three stages of the disease.

1.2 Explain briefly the treatments given for cardiovascular diseases.

1.3 Preventive measures that may be taker against cardiovascular
disease.

2.0 NUTRITION

tio

Instructional Goal:

The goal is to gain an understanding of the prir:iples of good
nutrition and be able to w.aluate one's own diet with respect to
nutritional needs and the control of body weight and composition.

Objectives:

2.1 List and briefly describe the following basic food componen-ts
needed by the body.

a. Carbohydrates

b. Fats

C. Proteins

d. Minerals

e. Vitamins

f. Water

2.2 Explain "Basal Metabolic Rate (BMR)" and influences upon the
basal metabolism and upon the energy needs of the individual.

2.3 Identify and explain the issues regarding the following
nutritional controversies:

a. Cholesterol and Triglycerides

b. Need for fiber

c. Food additives

d. Junk food/Fast food

e. Organic food

2.4 Identify the various forms of vegetarian diets and discuss their
advantages and disadvantages.



2.5 List the general functions of selected nutrients, their dietary
sources, the results of dietary deficiancies or excesses.

2.6 Distinguish between overweight and overfat.

2.7 Relate caloric balance to changes in body weight.

2.8 Discuss guidelines for weight loss/weight gain and relate them to
the fatness/lean body mass ratio.

2.9 Discuss the nutritional aspects of cancer.

3.0 STRESS AND STRESS MANAGEMENT

3.1 Define stress.

3.2 Identify physiological responses of the body to stress--short
term and long term.

3.3 Describe the three stages of Selye's General Adaptation Syndrome
(G.A.S.)

3.4 Identify psychological responses to stress--short and long

3.5 Compare eustress nd distress.

3.6 Briefly describe the constructive and destructive use of defense
mechanisms.

3.7 Distinguish between Type A and Type B behavior patterns.

3.8 Explain the implications o+ using maladaptive responses (e.g
drugs/alcohol) to cope with stress.

3.9 Describe constructive methods of releasing stress such as:

a. Relaxation techniques

b. Meditation

c. Awareness exercises

d. Biofeedback

e. Exercise

3.10 Discuss the concept of stressors.

3.11 Identify and analyze personal strr/ssors.

(;"i'



The following objectives will be met in the laboratory portion of the
course.

1.0 AEROBIC CONDITIONING

Instructional Goal:

The goal is to gain knowledge and skills in aerobic conditioning
activities.

Objectives:

Practice the following activities for aerobic conditioning:

1.1 Walking/Jogging

i.2 Basketball

1.3 Pickleball

1.4 Volleyball

2.0 STRENGTH CONDITIONING

Instructional Goal:

411
The goal is to gain strength through conditioning activities.

Objectives:

2.1 Discuss skills/methods (progression and safety will be taught
with each of the following methods):

a. Posture evaluation and exercise prescription

b. Weight training

c. Weight lifting

d. Individual strength programs

411



3.0 POST-ASSESSMENT OF PHYSICAL CONDITION AND BODY MEASUREMENTS

Instructional Goal:
411

The goal is to test and measure the students'
physical condition.

Objectives:

E/aluate your physical conditions and body measurement by means of one
or more of the following:

3.1 Health related fitness test

3.2 12 minute run/walk

3.3 Body measurements, weight, height recording, blood pressure

3.4 Muscular strength te.sting

3.5 Flexibility test

),;
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INTRODUCTION TO MICROCOMPUTERS: B-FIT
BT 2.170

1 Credit
0 Lecture
5 Lab

20 Clock

COURSE CONTENT GUIDE

Prepared by J. Smith

Existing course



I. INTRODUCTION

This course provides an overview of microcomputer technology
as related to practical business and office administration
applications. Students will become aware of what can be
done with a personal computer; apply the basic concepts and
terminology of computers; and acquire hands-on skills of
operating computer.

Course credit: 1 credit hour for 8 lecture and 4 lecture/lab
hours.

Certificate and Degree requirements are met as determined by
the Business Subject Area Curriculum Committee.

II. COMMENTS ON COURSE ACTIVITIES AND DESIGN

This course has the flexibility to be taught either in a
lecture format or in a self paced "hands on" format. The
student will have course materials and will use the computer
to complete various exercises.

III. PREREQUISITE KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS

To successfully complete this self-paced introductory
course, students need the language skills and reading
ability necessary for reading, understanding, and following
written and oral communication.

IV. EVALUATION

This class is Pass/No Pass. In order to pass, the student
must attend class, complete an objective test with a minimum
of 75 percent accuracy, and demonstrate proficiency with the
basic nperational functions of the microcomputer.

V. INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

The instructor will he required to cover the goals and
objectives listed in this Course Content Guiden The Course
Content Guides are devcloped by college-wide subject area
faculty and approved by Management.



410 1.0 ORIENTATION TO THE MICROCOMPUTER

Instructional Goal:

The goal is to present the basic architecture of any computer and
then explain how the microcomputer fits that structure.

INTRODUCTION TO THE MICROCOMPUTERS-BASICS

Objectives:

1.1 Define the basic architecture of any computer.

a. Compare microcomputer components with other
computers

b. Describe the unit features of the microcomputer

2.0 VOCABUI tY OF BASIC COMPUTER TERMS

Instructional Goal:

The goal is to develop a working knowledge of basic computer
terms as applied to microcomputers.

411 Ob'ectives:

2.1 Define various computer terms

3.0 MICROCOMPUTER OPERATIONS

Instructional Goal:

The goal is to develop a working knowledge of microcomputer
operations.

Objectives:

3.1 Describe the operating system
3.2 Start the system
3.3 Perform basic operations

a. File directory
b. Formatting a blank disk
c. Copy
d. Erase
e. Command
f. Checking the Disk

3.4 Access and Save Programs
3.5 Describe, use, and maintain data disk filing systems.



4.0 EVALUATION

Instructional Goal:

The goal is to demonstrate a working knowledge of basic system
operations.

Objectives:

4.1 Demonstrate the basic system operating functions of
starting the computer, formatting a disk, checking a
disk, making a back-up copy, inputting and running a
simple program, and loading and running an applications
program.

4.2 Pass with at least 75 percent accuracy, a comprehensive
objective test.

9/16/89s+
#4.wp4a



WELDING PRACTICE
WLD 9.050AC
1-Week Course

1 Credit
20 Lab

COURSE CONTENT GUIDE



WELDING PRACTICE
WLD 9.050AC

This course provides training in S.M.A.W. (shielded metal arc
welding), G.M.A.W. (gas metal arc welding), F.C.A.W. (flux-cored
arc welding), 0.A.W. (oxy-acetylene welding), 0.A.C. (oxy-
acetylene cutting), and basic fabrication. Course covers uses,
safety, nomenclature, equipment operation, and set-up, shutdown
procedures and basic fabrication.



WORK EXPERIENCE
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION

BCT 3.280AA

1-12 Credits
1 Credit = 50 Clock Hours

COURSE CONTENT GUIDE

Prepared By W. Nilsen

Existing course
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I. INTRODUCTION

Building Construction Work Experience is designed to help
the student develop career objectives by linking their
portland Community College course work with off-campus
learning experiences in the construction industry.
Participation in the course can be beneficial for students
who are making career transitions, determining educational
goals related to their present occupation, or wanting on-the
job experiences which are related to their career goal.
Work experience is also used to measure a student's progress
and skill level.

This course will focus on demonstrating knowledge of

construction techniques, materials and equipment, and on
gaining a general understanding of a construction company's
work procedures. This is a 16-credit-hour course, requiring
40 hours per week on the job site for 12 weeks.

II. COMMENTS ON COURSE ACTIVITIES AND DESIGN

This "hands-on" work experience course will give students
the opportunity to test the knowledge and skills gained in
the classroom and lab. The availability of suitable iob

training sites and the students' individual skill levels
help determine where they are placed. Students are
encouraged to develop their own job sites. Students will
maintain contact with the college while on work experience,
through their instructor. Job sites will be carefully
monitored, and students will be evaluated buy their
instructor and the job site supervisor. Alternative "work
experience" projects will be available in the school shop.

III. PREREQUISITE rNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS

This course is offered to students whose class standing
and/or skill levels have been approved by their instructor.

IV. EVALUATION

Students will be evaluated on their ability to function on
the job site, on their maintaining contact with their
instructor, and on written evaluations from their job site
supervisors.

V. INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

Upon successful completion of this course, the student will
have satisfactorily accomplished the goals and objectives
listed in this Course Content Guide. The Course Content
Guides are developed by college-wide subject area faculty
and approved by management.



1.0 WORK EXPERIENCE

INSTRUCTIONAL GOAL:

The goal is to develope skills and knowledge of work procedures
by training on an approved job site.

OBJECTIVES

1.1 Demonstrate a positive attitude and the ability to work
well with others on the construction site.

1.2 Demonstrate knowledge of equipment and tools used in
construction.

1.3 Interpret various types of specifications and
blueprints used in construction.

1.4 Estimate the amount, cost, and labor cost of materials
required in various types of construction.

1.5 Demonstrate use of various construction materials.

1.6 Demonstrate proper safety procedures in all phases on
construction.

147 Fulfill the number of clock hours required to earn the
work experience credits for the term.

1.8 Understand the use and interpretation of contracts used
in construction.

*/12/89sf
#24.wp4
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2.0 COMMUNICATION WITH COLLEGE

INSTRUCTIONAL GOAL:

The goal is to maintain on-going communication with your
instructor during the work experience phase of your program.

OBJECTIVES:

2.1 Establish communication with your instructor at the
beginning of the term to complete written forms and
receive assignments.

1
°.Jet up meeting times or seminar schedule with your
instructor to discuss job site progress during the
term.

2.3 Be available to discuss job site and employer
evaluations with your instructor.

9/11/89sf



Time

7:00-8:00

Sample Class Schedule Term #1, B-FIT Program

8:00-9:00

9:00-10:00

3/25/91
Monday

GYM
Early PE

GYM
Late PE

Career
Development
Orientation
Group I & II
3/124

10:00-11:00 General
Orientation
Group I & II
3/124

11:00-12:00 Lunch Break
-------------

12:00-4:00

Orientation
Construction
Group I
2/204

Orientation
Elec/Mech
Group II
3/124

411! Thu

B-FIT Class Schedule
Week of March 25-29

3/26/91
Tuesday

GYM
Early PE

GYM
Late PE

Trades Math
Group I
3/124

Trades Math
Group II
3/124

Lunch Break

Construction
Group I
2/204

Group II
3/124

3/77/91
Wednesday

GYM
Early PE

GYM
Late PE

9:00-11:00

Career
Development
Group I & II
3/124

Lunch Break

3/28/91
Thursday

1

!GYM
!Early PE
1

1GYM
;Late (:)E
1

!Trades Math
;Group I
13/124
1

1

1

1

!Trades Math
!Group II
13/124

Construction
Group I
2/204

Elec/Mech
Group II
3/124

3/29/91
Friday

1

19:00-11:00

IJob Club
:Group I & II
!3/124

1Lunch Break 1Lunch Break

1

1

!Construction
!Group I

12/204

lElec/Mech
!Group II
13/124

1

:Construction
:Group I
12/204

lElec/Mech
:Group II
13/124

18i



B -FIT

Building Futures in Industry and Trades

Student Orientation/Application Packet

Portland Community College



4

B-FIT (Building Futures in Industry & Trades)
PROGRAM APPLICATION

DATE OF APPLICATION SOCIAL SECURITY #

LAST NAME FIRST NAME M.I. DATE OF BIRTH

STREET CITY COUNTY STATE ZIP

PHONE:( )

HOW HEARD OF PROGRAM:

CURRENT FORM OF TRANSPORTATION: (List make and year of car if applicable)

DRIVERS LICENSE # I do not have a drivers license

CURRENT MARITAL STATUS:
Single (never married)
Married
Divorced
Separated
Widowed

How long have you been separated, divorced, or widowed:

not applicable less than one year 1-5 years

more than 5 years.

Are you the primary source of support for your household? Yes No

Number o-F children at home?
Under the age of 18
Under the age of 3

CURRENT CHILDCARE ARRANGEMENTS:

How will your children be cared for while you are attending class or
working?

AlpENT HOUSING:
Rent Own Other (Ex. living with parents)

_Apartment House Other (please specify)
Number of people currently living in your household

1 s



B-FIT

Estimated Budget for 5 Month Training Proaram

Instructions: Estimate expenses for
yourself and anyone dependent on you
for one month during the training
program:

Fixed Expenses Monthly

Food $

Housing (rent/mort)

Utilities:

heat

electricity

phone

other utilities

Child care

Transportation:

Amicar: gas & maint.

11. public transit

=rWratmomMig=0

.1.01171. MINIMMOIS MOO

10.=11=111%

Medical

Dental

Debts (min.mon.paymts.)

Household & misc.

Work expenses

(such as dues, tools)

TOTAL fixed expenses $

1Wil

samsamm.illmmali 60.1msaMIN.romb

SUBTRACT YOUR EXPENSES FROM YOUR INCOME_

WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE?

Instructions: Show projected MONTHLY
income during training period:

Income

Wages from job

Public Asst.

AFDC

General Asst.

Foodstamps

WIN childcare

Child support

Benefits:

Unempl. Ins.

Veterans'

Pension

Disabirty

Other

Savings

Loan (fam/friend)

Pell Grdnt

arearova=m1.

Mneraii1*

amowl'allmemaloft1!0

I .07 MONamINO Ilm

-1m.em

roTAL Projected monthly
income $

(CA'F'1:)



PROJECTED SUBSISTENCE BUOGET--page 2

411 The Gap, if any:

1. If your income total is larger, breath easier.
Now, list any possi.ble personal and/or financial problems that might arise.

2. What steps can you start taking RIGHT NOW to keep these from becoming
problems, or to be prepared for them when they come up?

03.

List steps to take care of each problem:

If your exlenses total is larger, what are your plans to deal with more
expenses tlan income?

List step by step plans to deal with this:

List all financial resources available to you (emergency funds you know about,
family and friends, something valuable you can sell, ways to reduce any of your
expenses, assistance you might qualify for RIGHT NOW, and so on.)

Applicant signature, date BFIT interviewer synature, date



GOALS:

1. What trade or trades are you considering?
a1

b.

C.

d.

2. Why do you want to participate in the B-FIT program and what do you plan
to gain from it? (use additional space if necessary)

1.S0



EDUCATION:

1. What is the highest degree or certificate you have earned? None
High school diploma or GED Some college Technical

certificate Apprenticeship/military/vocational school
Associate degree Bachelor's degree Graduate degree

2. List all relevant courses: (Ex. math, woodworking, shop, p.e.)

VOLUNTEER AND UNPAID WORK EXPERIENCE:

List all your activities, beginning with high school. (Include such things
as fixing electrical problems in your appliances or house, yard work and/or
landscaping, doing your own car maintenance, etc.)

410ample:

Activity car maintenance Length of time I've done this 3 years

What I did: changed oil and filters, changed plugs and points_

1. Activity Length of time I've done this

What I did

2. Activity Length of time I've done this

What I did

3. Activity Length of time I've done this

What I did

4. Activity

What I did

5. Activity Length of time I've done this

What I did

Activity Length of time I've don this

What I did



ADDITIONAL EXPERIENCE:

SPECIAL QUALIFICATIONS:

Licenses held (now or in past; list whether current or expired);

Union memberships (now or in past):

Special courses/training/workshops:

REFERENCES: (Please list the names, titles, and phone numbers of two
non-family members who can speak to your character and qualifications)

(#161 wp, 5/19/89)
1 S



PHYSICAL INFORMATION:

Height Weight

Smoker Non-smoker

Drug/alcohol addiction (please explain)

Under treatment for any physical or emotional cond: ion? (please
explain)

Taking medication? (for what conditions?)

Physical limitations? (please list)

Allergies (please list)

Previous injuries (list dates and details)

Previous hospitalizations (list dates and details)

Previous worker compensation claims (list dates and details)

Personal Fitness: (Do you exercise: How often? What do you do?)

List any additional conditions, injuries, medical needs, handicaps, etc.
which could have an effect on your class/job performance:

NOTE: WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO REQUIRE A PHYSICAL EXAMINATION OR DR.
APPROVAL TO PARTICIPATE IN THE PROGRAM.
(#14, wp2)
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4.

WORK HISTORY

DIRECTIONS: List a I ihe jobs which you have held
d work backwards.

starting with your current or most recent job

EMPLOVER DATE STARTED DATE ENOED

STREr ADDRESS CITY STATE PHONE

jog 'TITLE HOURS PER WEEK HOURLY WAGE

S

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF OuTIES ANO RESPONSIBILITIES

WAS THIS A JOB WITH AN EMPLOYMENT ANO TRAINING PROGRAM? 0 0
YES NO

WHY MO YOU LEAVE?

EMPLOYER DATE STARTED DATE ENDED .

STREET ADDRESS CITY STATE PHONE

408 TITLE

2

HOURS PER WEEK ----HOURLY WAGE

s
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DUTIES ANO RESPONSIEBUTIES

WAS THIS A J08 WITH AN EMPLOYMENT ANO TRAINING PROGRAM? 0 0
YES NO

WHY DID YOU LEAVE,

EMPLOYER DATE STARTED DATE ENDED

STREE7 ADDRESS CITY STATE PHONE

3

JOB TITLE HOURS PER WEEK HOURLY WAGE

s
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DUTIES AND RESPONSIBIUTIES

WAS THIS A JOB WITH AN EMPloYMENT ANO TRAINING PROGRAM? 0 0
YES NO

WHY 010 YOU LEAVE?

4

q.--
EMPLOYER

.
I_

DATE STARTED DATE ENDED

STREET ADDRESS CITY STATE

.

PhoNE

.
JOB TITLE HOURS PER WEEK HOURLY WAGE

$

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

WAS THIS A J08 WITH AN EMPLOYMENT ANO TRAINING PROGRAM? 0 E
YES NO

WHY DID YOU LEAVE?

EMPLOYER DATE STARTED DATE EN:MO

STREET ADDRESS CITY STATE RHONE

:OB nTLE HOURS PER WEEK ,.01JALY WAGE

S

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DUTIES ANC) RESPONSIBILITIES

WAS THIS A JOB WITH AN EMPLOYMENT ANO TRAINING PROGRAM?

YES NO

WHY OIO YOU LEAVE'

EMPLc.vE DATE STARTED DATE ENDED

STREET ADDRESS cITY STATE PHONE

B T'TLE

4.J

HOURS PER WEEK HYCUPL WAGE
S--T:SC,Ipi.ION pc DUTIES A-NO RESPONSIBILITIES

W-AS:+15 AT;Ot3 WITH AN EMPCOYMENTAND TRAINING PROGRAW

(L O

1

S N

1

.

WHY Om You LE E

i_....--



EQUAL OPPORTUNITY / AFFIRMATIVE ACTION DISCLOSURE

The information contained an this page will be kept confidential and will
not be used to discriminate against potential applicants. Your assistance
in this is requested.

Mark the category that you feel best fits you:

American Indian/Alaskan Native

Asian or Pacific Islander

Black

Hispanic

white

411
Check One:

Male

Female

Date of Birth:
Month

6/2/89
(#13.wp2)

111

Day Year



Portland Community College

PHYSICAL EXAMINATION REPORT
(Mr.)
(Miss)

Name: ivirs.) Social Security No.
(Lost) (First) (Middle)

Address:

Fhone No Birthdate.
(Month) (Day) (Year) (Age) (Height)

Married Single
(Weight.

TO BE COMPLETED BY PHYSICIAN:

The above-named person has been examined by me, and I recommend the following physical activity
prcgram. (Physician, check appropriate line.)

UnlimitedNo restriction in exercise, sports, and athletic programs.
Restricted(Specify what must be omitted.) For how long?
ProhibitedUntil permission is given, no exercise or sports program con be carried on.

Physician's Remarks:

Physician. Date Examined:

Address: Phone No..



B-FIT
BuildingFuturesie

Indusay&Trades

JOB INTEREST SURVEY

The following questions are designed to help you focus on your
personal likes and dislikes concerning working conditions in the blu
collar trades. Answer as honestly as you can.

1. Do you like physically moving around on a job ) or
sitting/standing in one place ( ) or a mixture ( )?

2. Which do you like better, working inside ( ) working outside
) or some of both ( )?

3. Do you mind working at heights? Yes ( ) No( )

4. Do you enjoy driving? Yes ( ) No ( )

5. How many miles are you willing or able to travel to a job site?
Less than 20 miles ( ) 20-50 miles ( ) 50-100 Miles (

6. Which do you like better, working as part of a team ( ) or
working on your own ( )?

7. Can you stand constant noises? Yes ( ) No )

8. Do you prefer doing fine, intricate work ( ) or work that usel
your whole body ( )?

9., Do you feel comfortable working with tools? Yes ( ) No (

some tools (

10. Which of the following schedules would you be willing to work?
(check as many as apply.)

Night work ( ) Seasonal work ( )

Changing shifts( ) Lang hours(for
Overtime ( ) more than eight

hours per day ( I

11. Would you feel uncomfortable sharing restroom facilities with
male co-workers? Yes( ) No( )

12. Do you like doing puzzles and figuring out problems? Yes ( )
No ( )

13. If money were no problem what is the maximum amount of time you
would be willing to invest in an apprenticeship or other trainir
program?

Less than one year ( . ) One to two years ( )

Three to four years( Five years ( )

14. Which do you like better, fixing things ( ) or creating new
things )?

1 13 ti



B-FIT
Building Futtnes in
Industry & Trades

QUESTIONNAIRE

1. What do you think of when you think about trades work?
What words come to mind?

2. What are some of the difficult aspects of trades jobs?

3. What would be the most satisfying part of doing trades work?

4. What kind of person does best in trades work? What kind of
background should you have?

#37
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B-FIT
Building Futures in

Industry & Trades

MYTHS AND FACTS ABOUT BLUE COLLAR, NON-TRADITIONAL WORK

Employers complain that mast women lack sufficientupper body strength.

2. One of the easiest jobs for A woman to get and holdis that of a flagger on highway projects.
3. The average starting pay for blue-collar jobs is*13.00 per hour.

4. When you go for a non-traditional job interview1you should wear your best clothes, just as youwould for any other job interview.

5. Non-traditional work helps women lase weight.
6. Most people can get into good physical shape in4 to 5 weeks.

7. If you work hard and do your job well, the menon the job will like you.( It's easy for a woman to get a non-traditional
job because most employers now have quotas.

9. Non-traditional work is steady and secure, withgood benefits.

10. These days there are enough laws ta make workingconditions safe and clean on non-traditiortal jobs.
11. One nice thing about ron-traditional work is that onsunny days you can wear a halter or shorts ileyou work.

12. On a non-traditional job, if your supervisor asksyou to do something and you are afraid or unprepared,you can just tell them the,problem and they will giveyou something else to do.

13. If you love nature and the outdoors, non-traditionalwork is a good choice for you.

agree disagree

agree disagree

agree disagree

agree disagree

agree disagree

agree disagree

agree disagree

agree disagree

agree disagree

agree disagree

agree disagree

agree disagree

agree disagree



hegisterea
Apprenticeship Programs

in Oregon
1. Appliance Repaker
2. Asbestos Worker
3. Audio,VideoRepairer
4. Auto Body & Fender

Mechanic
5. Automotive Machinist
6. Auto Mechanic
7. Auto Painter
8. Auto Mechanic-Air

Cooled Engines
9. Assistant Manager

(Forested
10. Baker
11. Boilermaker

(Construction &
RePair)

12. Soder Operator
13. Bookbinder
14. Bricidayer
15. Bricklayer Helper
16. Business Elopement

Manager
17. Car Builder
18. Carbide Saw Smith
19. Carpenter (industrial)
20. Carpenter

(Residential/
Commie])

21. CATV Lineman
22. Cabinetmaker
23. Cement Mason
24. Choke Setter
25. Cook (Biodenlioast

Cook)
26. Cook (Culinadan)
27. Cook (Fry Cook)
28. Cook (Pastry Cook)
29. Concrete Finisher
30. Constniction Laborer
31. Dental Technician

(Denture)
32. Diemaker, Diecaster

& Plastic Molding
33. Diesel Engine

Mechanic, Marine
34. Diesel Mechanic
35. Drywall Applicator &

Related Acoustical
36. Electrician
37. Electrician, Sub-

station
30. Electrician Estimator
29. Electrical Meter

Repairer
40. Electrical Repairer

41. Electric Mr4or Wilder
& Repine(

.42. Electronics
Technician

43. Environmental Control
Systems Servicer

44. Exterior and klterior
Specialties (Dorado

45. Extrusion Die Maker
46. Extrusion Die

Oxrector
4/. Farm Equipment

Mechanic
48. Faller (Logging)
49. Fue Fighter
50. Fee Mecfc
51. Forester
52. Forest Worker
53. Forest Ail-Crow

Leader
54. Front End Mechanic
55. Furniture Finisher
56. Gas Waking Equip-

ment Mechanic
57. General Supervisor

(Forestry)
58. . Glass Installer (Auto)
59. Glazier (Construction)
60. Grinder Set-up

Operator
61. Gunsmith
62. Hearing Aid

Technician
63. Heavy.Duty Bus

Mechanic
64. Heavy Duty Truck

Mechanic
65. Heavy Equipment

Mechanic
66. Industrial Electriciai
67. Industrial Air-Condi-

tioning & Refrigeration
Mechanic

68. Industrial Blacksmith
69. Industrial Carpenter
70. kidustrial Instrument

Repair
71. Inclustiial Painter
72. Industrial Pipefeter
73. Industrial MacNne

Operator
74. Industrial Mobile

Equipment Mechanic
75 Inhalation Therapist

Ironworker

Vside Electrician
ktstrument Mechanic

79. Lebow
80. Land Inspector

(Forestry)
81. Letterpress Operator
82. Limited Energy

Electrician
83. Limited Energy.

Technician
84. limited Journeyman

Sign Electrician
- Sign Erector

85. limited Residential
Electrician

86. Line Installer/Repairer
87. Locksmith
88. Machinist
89. Maintenance

Machinist
90. Maintenance .

Madithist (industrial)
91. Maintenance

Mechanic
92. Maintenance

Mechanic (Foot:
Prooessing &
Freezing Equipment)

93. Maintenance
Mechanic (Wood
Products)

94. Maintenance
Mechanic (Industrial)
Millwright
(Construction

96. OA ne Driller
Operator (Forestry
Access Road
Construction)

97. Manufacturing Plant
Electrician

98.. Manufacturing
Jeweler

99. Master Maintenance
Mechanic

100. Meatcutter
101. Metal Trades Pipe-

fitter Metennan
103. Meter Installer/

Repairer
104. Millwright
105. Millman &

Cabinetmaker
106. Molder



FINANCIAL AID RESOURCES B-FIT
90-91 ACADEMIC YEAR

PORTLAND COMMUNITY COLLEGE

The B-FIT program is not responsible for processing financial aidapplications for program applicantri.

To make application, contact the Rock Creek financial aid
advisor, Charlene Carter, Building 2 Room 122,
244-6111 ext.7216.

1. Financial aid resources available through Portland Community
College.

A. Federal Financial Aid
B. Pell Grant Awards
C. Student loans

2. Tuition deferrment plan/deferred notes installment paying

A. Contact the Business Office, see attachment.

All,,financial awards will be made according to individual
elia4lity and not because student is registering for the
B-FIT program

3. PCC Foundation Grants

Contact Foundation Office for information about special
grants. 244-6111 X 4382

0#67.



ADULT AND rAMILY SERVICES ELIGIBILITY
for B-FIT Students

Aid to Dependent Children (ADC) is a program that provides
cash and medical benefits to needy children and their par ts,
when one of the child's parents is absent, incapacitate , or
unemployed. This program may be able to help B-FIT student.4 pay
for basic household expenses while they attend school.

AFS also has JOBS program for persons who are receiving ADC.
The JOBS program may pay for a B-FIT student's day care,
transportation, and other expenses while they attend school.

How does a student obtain ADC and JLAS benefits?

IF A B-FIT STUDENT IS NOT AN ADC CLIENT, the student should
do the following:

Contact their local AFS branch and ask to apply for ADC
assistance. The student will be given instructions how to apply
for assistance. The application procedures will include an

diprilmtation appointment, and an eligibility determination
Inppointment. If the student is eligible, ADC benefits will be
paid within 45 days of the day she requested assistance.

Once the student is eligible for ADC, the student will be
given an appointment for JOBS orientation and screening. At the
screening, the student should inform the screener she is a B-FIT
student. Should the student be accepted into the JOBS program,
AFS will help pay for the student's day care, transportation, and
non-educational expenses.

IF A B-FIT STUDENT IS AN ADC CLIENT, and wishes to receive
AFS support services payments while they are attending B-FI', the
student should do the following:

Contact their on-going AFS worker, tell the worker they are
attending the B-FIT program, and request support payments
for childcare, transportation, or other support service
need.

The worker will arrange to have the student screened for the
JOBS program. Should the student be approved as a fully
supported JOBS participant, AFS will help pay for day care,
transportation, and other non-educational expenses.

#173.wpdoc
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B-FIT Recommendation and Referral Form

npplicant Name Date

Interviewer Name

________

Outstanding needs or barriers that might prevent applicant from
entering the B-Fit program at this time:

Recommendations for Applicant's readiness to enter

Referrals (specify name & phone number):

(#24. 4.). 5/2:3/0P)
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1 B-FIT INTAKE ASSESSMENT FORM

Applicant name

Interviewer's Name

Date

1. Healthy, Physically Fit 1 3 4 sJ

Comments:

Demonstrated non-traditional
background or aptitude

1 -)
a:- 3 4 5

Comments:

3. Demonstrated commitment to
complete course

comments:

1 4

4. Employment readiness a+ter B-FIT 1 4 =

Comments:

5. Reasons for entering trades:

Comments:

1
tr, 3 4

6. Over.all .amployability potential 1 4 5

Comments:

7. Math skills rating
1 4

.:omments:

S. Readina skil1 ratino 1 4

CrIMMPint1;:

9. li-2e issues under control; 4

Commpnt:

10. UuAandina noeds/barriers:
1 4



B-FIT
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

1. Why do you want to enter the trades and what are your goals
after completing the s-Fr- program?

If you are selected for the program, how do you plan to
handle your budget during the six to nine months between
entering the program and becomi,g employed in the trades?

3. What barriers or hurdles do you have, if any, that would get
in your way of finishing the six month training program?
What are your plans for overcoming these barriers?

4. Interviewer describes situation. Asks interviewee to
respond.

"You are assigned to an apprenticeship position in the

411

trades. You find /ourself having difficulty with a co-
worker or possibly your supervisor."

"Describe the behavior of this person that is causing the
problem."

"What steps would you take to respond to the situation?"

5. Ask additional questions concerning the completed
application, particularly incomplete sections, reasons for
leaving employment, personal difficulties or health problems
listed by the applicant.

4,1 8
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PROGRAM FOR WOMEN
SEEKING NON-TRADITIONAL

CAREERS
By Carole Anderson

Portland Community College
has received a $312,000 federal
grant designed to increase the
success rate of women entering
apprenticeships and non-traditional
employment. .

Resulting from a high level of
cooperation between private

, industry and public agencies, the
Mfomen in Education for
IIIPApprenticeship and Non-

Traditional Employment
(WEANTE) program will recruit,
train and place women in a wide
range of non-traditional
occupat...is.

"We are optimistic that this
program will help break down the
barriers that traditionally have
prevented women from succeeding
in non-traditional careers," said
Daniel F. Moriarty, president of
PCC.

"The under-utilization of
women in the workforce is not
only a gross injustice to half our
population, but also a tragic waste
of a valuable human resource," he
said. "This project represents the
best of what can happen when
business, industry, government, and
education work together to address
a problem too complex for any
entity to solve alone."

The U.S. Departent of Labor
sports that in 1987, only 3.4

percent of Oregon's apprentices
were women.

"It's still a rarity to see
females in non-traditional jobs."

said Charles Gantcr, chairman of
thc WEANTE advisory board and
training director for Freightliner.
"With the projection of 80 percent
of the workforce in the year 2000
being minorities and females, many
of us in the apprenticeship
community recognize the net.: to
,saelp women develop the skills
needed to qualify for and succeed
in these kinds of jobs."

Carl Sorensen, Oregon
director of the Bureau of
Apprenticeship and Training,
initiated the project and formed an
advisory board to invegigate
funding sources.

After much research, the
group decided to pattern its
program after a model
apprenticeship program for women
in Renton, WA., with a few.
modifications. Sorensen contacted

"It's important to
accept women's
changing roles without
putting down past
roles."

NIMIIIIMIN111111111111.

PCC to discuss funding options.
and the college succeeded in
gettine the grant.

With its broad base of
support. WEANTE takes a
mukifaceted approach to helpina

On

women succeed in non-traditional
employmeit and meeting labor
force needs.

Participants will receive a
total of 660 contact hours of
training in basic skills for the
construction, mechanical, and
'electriml trades; life skills; job
search skills; strength building; first
aid; microcomputer skills; and
transitional worksite training.

Advisory board member
Dan Faddis, training director at
Metro Electric, stresses the
importance of the physical training
component of the program.

"The biggest problems
women face in our industry are
the physical requirements for
heavy construction," he said. "We
think this is a good way to
prepare women to enter the non-
traditional world of work."

"I believe this program will
be a positive 'force in blurring the
stereotypical view we have of
'women's work," said Labor
Commissioner Mary Wendy
Roberts. "Women possess the skills
and the knowledge and the drive
to be successful in occupations
traditionally held by males."

The new program includes
a number of unique components
designed to help women succeed
Seventy percent of the women
who participate will be guaranteed
jobs. providing the economy
remains stable. There will be no
low-iiicome requirements. Women

21



will have the benefit of a trouble-
shooter or mentor. Participants will
have ample hands-on, worksite
experience.

Thc grant-funded portion of
the program includes tw-, training
sessions. The first was scheduled
from May through September of
1989; the second operates from
mid-October of 1989 to the end of
March, 1990.

Women already in the
construction field are upbeat about
non-traditional cireer opportunities.
Maxine Pierce, owner and
president of M-R Picrcc
Construction, Inc., started a
construction business in 1981 with
two of her sons.

1 didn't have an opportunity
when 1 was younger to get out in
the business world and learn," she
said. "My granddaughters arc
learning thcy don't have to spend
their lives in the kitchen if they
don't want to. They have other
options.*

1 think it's important to
accept women's changing *roles
without putting down past roles."
she said.

Gail Smith, director of sales
and marketing for Adair Homes,
Inc., has worked in all facets of
the.housing construction industry
over the past 15 years. Although
she has a teaching deuce, she
decided to pursue a career in
construction.

1 grew up in a family
involved in building, so I have it
in my blood," she Fait!.

"Women do well in this
business. We're very conscious of
details and very well organized."

She sees the construction
industry as a cood carter path for
women.

"The work k good for women
who do not want to be confined
to a sink location." shc said.

*Many women likc more active
work. And they can make a lot
more money."

Smith described the satisfaction
of learning a specific trade or

physical skill. "The work is
interesting and there arc a whole
range of opportunities."

Carok Anderson is Director of
Community Relations, Sylvania
Campus, Portland (.*mummify
College.

Continued from p. 20

and a half visit with Royal
Shakespeare Company actor, Tony
Armatrading. The students
enjoyed the candor, theatrical
sense, and warm personality of the
actor they had seen performing the
role of Banquo in an RSC
production of Ivlacheth.

Numerous benefits flow to
both students and teachers who
participate in this Oregon London
program. Among the advantages
for students is the opportunity to
become acquainted afith students
from other colleges and
universities. In both academic and
co-curriculatareas, students gain
an international exposure by virtue
of studying in one of the world's
major capitals. London itself and
thc surrounding arca to which
students arc introduced become
classroom and laboratory for
students and their teachers. All
the cultural opportunities facilitated
by AlFSexcursions to Parliament,
the law courts, evening walking
tours, day trips to Canterbury,
Oxford, Bath, and Stratford--
augment classroom instruction.
The benefit or cultural immersion
is invaluable, of coursc. Our
students did not xisit London, thcy
kitzt there. They used the
Underground system daily; they
had to adjust to several Tube
strikes; they played softball with
teams made up of production
crcws from popular West End
shows like MiscraNes and
Phantom of the Opcut, they
visited Wales, Ireland, Scotland;
they frequented London's museums
and concert halls. For ail of our

Oregon students, leaving London
meant separating-from new found
friends and saying a difficult "good
bye" to a wonderful experience in
learning and in life.

Eric Hoeft; is an instruaor in the
Literature and Composition
Division at Mt. Hood Community
College. He and Mary Forestieri
served as instructors for the 1989
London Quarter Program.

CALL FOR
PAPERS

As The
Connection
combines to
grow, we appreciate your support
and your contributions. Through
the efforts of our reading audience,
we are able to maintain the quality
and integrity befitting a
professional publication.

Send articles on Campus Activities,
the Future of Oregon Community
Colleges, Vkwpoints, Humor,
Satire, etc. to the editors lor the
Spring issue.

Your support got us started. Your
continued support will help us
grow.

11!
Call For Papers

COMPUTERS & COLLEGE
WRITING: CURRICULUM &
ASSESSMENT OF THE
1990'S
National Project on Computers &
College Writing City University 01
New York
June 1-3, 1990
Vista International Hotel.
New York City
DEADLINE-- Nov. 15. 1990
(for more inlornuahnt, contact
Grem Berlie. Blue Alinsntain (',
Poulleton. OR. 00;27h-12W)
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plicrimination against women .seen in, engineering classrooms.
Foreign faculty members, often brMiant

engineers, do not provide the role models
necessary to attract and keep Annan and
minority students, Page said.

But with so fa* women and minority
engineering students seeking advanced
degrees, "it's very difficult to hive an effect
on the cycle," Page said. "No one has figured
out how to solve it."

One of the ironies is that engineering
graduates with bachelor's degrees can
cornmand starting salaries of $28,000, more
than double what a graduate assistantship
would pay.

And msny companies will pay employees
to work part time on graduate engineering
degrees, eliminating incentives for students
to pursue full-time academie work or
professorships.

Foreign engineering students, by contrast,
come to the United States specifically to' pursue graduate work unavailable in their
homelands.

Berman said there was no doubi the United
States had benefited from the influx of
foreign engineering graduates. But she and
other educators say they must continue torecruit untapped U.S. talent into
engineering, starting with efforts to improve
math and science education in elementary and
secondary schools.

Gannett News Service
WASHINGTON When Marilyn

Berman, associate dean of engineering kt the
University of Maryland, met recently with
local high school girls interested in
engineering and asked why more weren't
there, she heard "appalling stories."

If their school only offers one physics
course with 20 places, the teachers say it's
more impytant for the boys to take it. Girls
get whatever is left.

And peers, school counselors, even parents
actively discourage them from taking
calculus or other advanced math, telling
them it'll too hard and they won't need it
anyway.

Berman said the counuy was "backsliding"
on efforts to attract women into non-
traditional careers. "Universities can't do it
alone," she said.

Such stories Illustrate the quandary
engineering schouls face these days,
particularly at the graduate level, wham
foreign students routinely make up more
than half of doctoral candidates. U.S.-born
women and minority students arc barely
more than a handful,

The picture is somewhat better at the
. undergraduate level, where just over 2

percent of 1975 graduating classer were
women, compared with 15 percent a decade
later.

But there are signs that proportion is
dropping,

Popular television programs such as "LA.
Law" are said to have increased the number
of young women going to law schools, a
traditionally male preserve, said Robert
Page, who'holds the endowed Forsyth chair
of mechanical engineering at TOM A&M
University.

"We don't have any programs liko 'LA.
Engineers," he said.

Engineering educators say a key to
attraetin women and minorities lies in

rnädelson college faculties. But
facul dawn from the ranks of those
holding domes in engineering, who

kr,hay

_

Increasingly are foreign born..
A study by the National Research

Council, an arm of the National Academy of
Sciences and National Academy of
Engineering, found that by 1985 more than
half of all assistant professors under age 35
were not U.S. citizens. Disproportionately
large numbers come from tho Far East, India
and the Middle Bast, with sharply
cultural backgrounds from thos*:
undesgraduates they teach.

More than language difficulties are at

issue, the educators say, although language
problems can besevere.

"If a professor is Middle Eastern and
believes women should be veiled and
barefoot, then it's going to come through in
the classroom," Berman said.

No one has systematically studied cultural
discrimination in engineering classrooms,
but some educators are convinced it is a
factor in discouraging women and minority
undergraduates to the point where they
swkch majon.

U.S. women and minorities, the fastest-
growing segment of entrants to the U.S.
labor market, constitute "a significant talent
pool that is not being tapped," Bermon said.
"That's really a negative for our society."(c) Mk USA TODAYMppls Collegs WormatIon Network.
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BNIFIT takes direct aim at opening industry doors to womenIn an effort to check the na-
tion's looming labor shortage
crisis and help motivated Wu-
men lind higher paying jobs In
industrial occupations, a coali-
tion consisting of AGC, the LI,S.
Department of Labor, labor un-
ions, employers and Portland
Community College launched
the "Building Futures in Indus-
try & Trades," program at
PCC's Rocli Creek Campus
last week.

Nicknamed "B-FIT," the fed-
erally funded demonstration
program with PCC matching
funds, stems from a growing
awareness in recent years by
the Bureau of Apprenticeship
and Training, the Bureau of
Labor and Industry and several
regional apprenticeship pro-
gram coordinators that the
number of women applying for
apprenticeship positions is ex-
tremely small and steadily de-
clining.

To reverse, the trend they set
about designing strategies to
increase female participation in
apprenticeship programs and
formed an advisory board com-
prised ol concerned citizens
from the business community,
various apprenticeship pro-
grams and public service agen-
cies.

The board's task was clear,
to Incitilete tho linnsition ot we
mon sh10 apinottlioushih pm-
ot:tms OW other non-tra(titionpt

4
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occupations by means of a pro-
gram which provides industrial
skills training, physical-fitness
training, shop course work,
transitional worksite training
and support groups to provide
encouragement and ensure re-
tention.

"The ,B-FIT course is de-
signed to help women enter ap-
prenticeship programs in con-
struction related mechanical
and electrical trade fields," says
Gail Smith, the program's di-
rector of operations and a 16
year veteran In the construction
industry.

"Over 200 women came to
our 40 initial orientation meet-
ings. Of that group, 130 women
completed the full application
process. We eventually
selected 52 women for the first
course. The remaining women
have the opportunity.to attend
the next course in January or to
be re-enluated."

"We maintained a rigorous
selection process that searched
for a yery definite profile," says.
Smith. "We wanted strong wo-
men, leaders, women capable
of opening doors for others in
the future. B-FIT Is a. pilot pro-
gram and we'll be judged by
our first graduating class. The
initial group is blazing a trail for .

all women interested In non-
traditional occupations and we
wanted them to have the right
stult,"

Dan Saltzman, PCC board
m4mber, compares the B-FIT
women to Rosy the Riveter,
symbolic Industrial heroine of
World War II,

"if successful, the BAT pro-,
44M.Mmo.11441=-.

I.

I

1

gram will provide a blueprint for
Other communities to follow to
reverse the sharp decline of
wthnen in skilled trades and
their lopsided concentration in
lower .paying ..service. and, clod-

cal lobs.
"We all have an interest in

eliminating inequities ass0-
ciated with the concentration ol

) "

41
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See B-FIT, Page 18

1,1 I ; ,
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4

Otie
.Judy Campagna, an electrical/mechanical .11.-PIT instructor, waits while 'students complete theirfirst class quiz during day one of the ati-Woinen trades training program at P.C.C.'s Rock Creekcampus,
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John Fulton, B-FIT construction instructor (left), Gail Smith,program director, Marjorie Carson, associate dean of businessand industry for FCC's Rock Creek campus, and Jim VanDyke, executive dean of the campus, are optimistic about 13-FIT's role at incorporating women into higher paying Indus-trial jobs.

Daily Journal of Commerce
Monday, July 31, 198c.
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B-FI TContinued from Page 17

women in lower paying occu-
pations. The Labor Depart-
ment's Workforce 2000 study
notes that the aging workforce
and Caclining birthrate will pro-
duce a shortage of workers un-
less those groups that have
been traditionally underutilized
entel the labor pool."

"The college has a lot at
stake in the program," says
Smith. "If we are successful,
they will beable to offer more
short term,'. intensive training
programs that prepare workersto falter new fields. Today's
economy demandp that workers
be trained quickly and cost-ef-
fectively and the community
college system is well-posi-
tioned to Gzixomplish the task."

The first group of B-FIT wo-
men range in age from 18 to
49, with an average ao of 30.
Educatiohal backgrounds rangefrom WO school dropouts to
college graduates. The group's
total combined paid work ex-
perience is 305 years. Some 70
percent of the students are the
major or sole support of their
immediate family.

"It is obvious that education

rewricfri trq. hi/ r`nrstrmt r4°)
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doesn't do much to boost the fore is because they didn'tearnings of women," says know how to go about it orSmith. "The average earned didn't have the overall basicwage of this group prior to the skills to qualify fol LIII ilppreflprogram is only $5.62 an hour. ticeship program hen thisAccording to federal labor sta- group graduates in December.tistics, a woman with 16 years they'll be bettor qualified thanof education makes the same most beginning apprentices."as a man with only an eighth B-FIT's comp! ehensivegrade education,
course outline for basic skills"Upon graduation, we will include trade math, blueprintplace the women into training reading and draw,ng, personalpositions that begin paying and construction safety. useabout $7 an hour. The program and care of hand and poweris designed to get them jobs tools, heavy repetitive tasks,that will eventually pay any- and an introduction to welding.where from $10 to $17 an hour. In the area of electilcal and"Each student fits a non- mechanical skills. titudents willtraditional profile, a specific learn all about electricity andquality we looked for in the electronics, elcctro.mechaniealapplicants. They also had to devices (theory and uses), plusdemonstrate a solid plan of ac- practical application and trou-tion for taking the five month, bleshooting.five day-a-week class, Many of Students must also completethe women have made difficult 90 hours of shop or practicalpersonal sacrifices to be a part experience. Subiects are pickedof the program. While the from an extensive list that in-course is free, students don't cludes everything from ditchearn a wage."

digging and scaffolding erection"Many are holding down to steel grinding and oxy-weekend jobs, some have acetylene cutting and yielding.scholarships, others are receiv The Course also piovides m-ing family support. Mothers in struction in lite skills. Includingthe program are taking care of career planninci. 3exuill harass.their own childcare arrange ment and asseitivenes hainments. Adult and Family Ser- ing; job Search skillc

REST COPY MUM
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Training Rosies for City of Roses ,

Ily DAN SALTZMAN AM. The te-month program funds two five-

Rosy the Riveter the symbolic heroine
of World War II is about to return to the
Portland woek force.

A partnership of labor unions, employers.
social service agencies and Portland Com-
munity Collette is behind a federally funded
demonstration program to increase the num-
ber of women in high-paying skilled con-
struction. mechanical and electrical trades.

If successful. the "Building Futures in
Industry & Trades" program will provide a
blueprint for other communities to follow to
reverse the sharp decline of women in
skilled trades and the lopsided concentra-
tion of women in lower-paying service and

jobs.
World War II brought about a most

pro ound increase in opportunities for
women to train and work at skilled trade
and industry jobs, it was unfortunately also
the high-water mark. Over the past six
years, in Oregon and the nation, the number
of women applying for apprenticeship post-
dons has been extremely small and declin-
ing rapidly. In 1987, only 3.4 percent of Ore-
gon's apprentices were female, down from
5.9 percent id MG.

We all should have an interest in elimina-
ting inequities associated with the concen-
tration of women in low-paying occupations
and their limited access to broader oppor-
tunities to provide adequate family support.
Despite efforts to close the earnings gap.
women place shockingly lower in wage level

Dan Sait:11t3:1 is president of Environ.
mental Management Solutions of Portland
and is on :he Portland Community College
bawl of dime:ors.

Mr MY OPINION

than men averaging 44 cents for each
dollar earned by men in 1964. Yet, the num-
ber of famllies maintained by women is
growing rapidly and increased almost 90
percent between 1970 and 1985.1ids phenom-
enon led one national advisory commission
to the dire prediction that female-headed
families would comprise 100 percent of the
poverty population by the year MOO.

This prediction need not come true if we
have a robust economy and the commitment
to provide specialized training and assist-
ance for women to enter and to succeed in
the trades.

The economy is doing its patt The US.
Department of Labor predicts that carpen-
ters and electricians are in the top 30 occu-
Rations that will have the largest projected
job growth through 199$. The Labor Depart-
ment's *Work Force 2000" study notes that
the aging work force and the declining birth
rate will produce a shortage of workers
unless those groups who have been tradi-
tionally underutilized enter the work force.

Clearly, there wilI be jobs for women in
higher-paying, male-dominated trades. Just
as clear, however, is that they will be unable
to take advantage of the opportunities with-
out appropriate training. That is where the
Building Futures in Industry & Trades pro-
gram comes tn.

Its focus and intent is to demomirate that
cooperation among the private sector, public
agencies and a community college can over-
come obstacles women face in work in the
trades: recruit, train, and place women in
skilled trade and apprenticeship positions:
and enable them to succeed.

210

month sessions at PCC for 50 women each.
The sessions are seven hours a day, five
days a week.

Unlike similar programs, the local demon.
stradon program targets a wide spectrum of
women, not just those of low income. Each
applicant will have a personal interview and
a skint; assessment before admission. Those
not admitted will be referred to advisers a;
PCC for gdidance into other non-tradidonal
or traditional, higher-paying career pro-
gram

The program's comprehenstve approach
goes beyond the teaching of basic trade
skills. It includes building basic reading and
math skills; tutoring to meet entry-level
apprenticeship program qualifications:
physical strength-building; computer and
hazardous materials training: hands-on
work-site experience th the accomplishment
or a charitable project preparation for job
interviews; and a support group of women
working in trades to providejob networking.
problem solving and support. During the
participant's first three weeks on the job, a
troubleshooter from the program acts as a
mentor to reduce problems for both
employee and employer.

Two reaions Pordand was selected for
federal funding are the substantial in-kind
contribution of teachers and equipment pro-
vided by FCC and the commitment of unions
and employers to guarantee that at least 70
percent of the program's participants will
hnve jobs upon completion.

We are optimistic that the first 100 gradu.
ates of this program will be but the first
wave, securing higher-paying jobs and nth:-
Inc poverty with the same dedication Rosy
the Riveter brought to winning :he war.



in 13-FIT,
By REBECCA

IIVTERWORTil
Staff Writer

Remember whcn some folks
used to say a woman's place was in
the home,

Now, mith the help of training
under way at PCC's Rock Creek
Campus, a woman's place might
well be on a construction site,

A group of nearly SO women is
midway through a five-month prc4
gram designed to teach them about
non-traditional trades such as con-
struction work INnd to help them
attain thc pksical strength needed
to perform these jobs alongside
men.

The program is known as "B-
ITE."

Those women trainees learn
everything front Ohm's Law to
sheet metal sizing.

In the classes the trainees work
together as a whole unit striv.ing
for the knowledge that this program
giveS to them.

Trainee Robin Barker ex-
plained: "Women work together --a
sisterhood type thing, it's not just
me alone but all of us, and the
competition is against me; to better
m ysclf."

Ei lea Beveridge calls it "a
mnted front for women,"

B-FIT offers free tuition,
supplies and textbooks under a
S3I5,000 federal grain.

Trainees first arc isten an
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Chris itrunkluirt photoAlex Kearny, foreground, practicor to improve her proficiency with hummer and !mils
orientation to determine if tin,
wish to enter the program. Then
they are counseled and arc given a
personal interview to assess their
skills and interests,

During the program, the

women receive 245 hours of work
on electrical and mechanical basic
skills and about 230 hours of trades
basic skills. In addition, they devote
time to physical strength.building,life skills such us communication,
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problem solving and goal setting,
and job search skills.

They learn CPR and first aid,
ale introduced to microcomputers
and they spend 50 hours training on
wurksites,

Classes begin at 8 a.m. and e.:
at 3:30 Mondays tInoii±

-Fridays.
Sallee Walters, a mothert,

two.grown children, said "wher
beard about the program on TV;.:

.:Was like a light shining througl-:
'door, I feel positive doing thiL
'with my hands and seeing what
-made,"

la one of their classes, .the,
Fit trainees gather in a shect:itte
Workshop in groups of four or I'F";
,Each group is given a discussi.:.:
topic, such as the types and siksT
wires, Each member will prcsu
information and instruct others-,-
the group about the topic,

"We plan models and demi:,
strate thcm to class; show tin
what it looks like," said Walters,

"We are just getting slan(.
Time more wc learn is fun a
exciting."

Such demonstrations "allow
to experience all kinds of differ('
projects and find more areas
interest," Walters said.

This first class is a oil
program and its success will he,
part, determined by the success
its graduates, says Shirley .

Rome, nrogram seeretnry.
Walters says this class

involved in working Out all
"bogs" and smoothing die path I .
future classes.

"We're pushing for petcc

(Please Torn to l'agt
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B-FIT women graduates complete training progran
Oregon's construction Indus-

try got an enthusiastic shot in
to arm as nearly 40 dedicated,
hard.working and thoroughly
prepared women entered the
work force.

The B-FIT (Building Futures
in industry Trades) Program
marked the completion of its
first phase last Tuseday at gra-
duation ceremonies held at
Portland Community College/
Rock Creek Campus.

The prooram is a federally-
funded partnership. with PCC
end the trades aUsd at bring-
ing more women int0 the ttadi
tiOnally mare-dominated con-
',emotion industry. Demographic
realities facing the trades in this
last part of IN 20th Century
are demanding such programs.

Fully two-thirds of IN new
entrants into the work force In
the next &cede will be women.
and with construction in Oregon
akeady using every sidled per-
son k cert. Mkt program has
been closely followed and
praised by many.

Vie thank el of you for your
hard work your dedication and
Me spirit wigs which you have
embraced this Program saidCharles Gimlet, disk c4 tie
B-FIT Advisory Board. Vs
know you will continue this de-
dication as you enter the
trades.'
Ginter was followed by Dr.
an Morlarity, presrdent ot

PCC, *to spoke of the knpor-
lance of the ecadetric-indualty
parksership embodied in the B.
FIT program. He also rancour-
aped 11* women lo keep Wu-
cation as their 100.11 as they
progress trough the trades.

Special program swards
were Men handed out by Car01
McCann. the programs rktysical
conditioning instructor. One of
Me key ingredients to the pro-
gram was areort:s. physical
conditioning
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The &at graduating class ofOAT women are reedy logo to work. Some 40 belt** and Instructorscelebrate completion of the *men* training prooram providing the select group ofwomen withnecessary skits to enter trade apprenticeships.

°A lot of this program is ler Silt °They saw this pm-about giving women the conk-. 'grant as a reel opportunity, theydance that they can do Ws *doted themselves, they wenttype of work Mel they can mac- Mr IL I em proud of every one ofcud,' stye McCann. 'Physical them. Exceptional students.wefl-being and cudlioning is a Vary Manske are* contributiongreat tool for self-esteem.% la wri BIM hiring 111111.7...,.These women now have **IV - The group makeup ..wasduos in 111111t Mites and Ibeir.'-'.vene with some.vonten corn-
Poi=gamine : ay al ter sway as Malik and01 the women made Veneta kr attend ciesseavitichoutstandng progress, inoreas- begin a1 7 a.m. each day.

.hog thee Wel strangth by over There were 78 children be-70 percent Outing the Curse or . been the women and Oref 70the program This type of dedl- pement of the participants heldCation was the standard for al down fobs outside their funthe women in all aspects ol the classload schedales. Thereprogram.
were aiso nine women with;his was one dedicated
perfect attendance, making itgroup of women,' said John every Monday-Friday for sixFulton, carpentry skills instructor wens, .

The Majority. ot Vs women
have Nmady bed up son* M.
Malty connecasn and will be
continuing thee work as sp-
prentese. Ii tact some women
were absent kom Me ammo-
nies u they .vare. aerpody on
the Ob...

*This Is .tiot sn
Gall Smith,. program .111**or.`T:
"Mott* group of. women J.

.begin '11-FIT I( In eft Jiro
ary. We are aisb dedicated lo
$3113wing up with this kat group
of women, helping Mem with
continued training and job
plabetnent. I cant wait to see
some of these women in two or
three years and see Mut kind
of an enpact theyre had on
trades.

°The industry needs to recruit
good women, and these wo-
men are some of the best.
They will be excellent role mod-
els for women in the future,'
she said

gra lough to say'goodbys to
tttis Or %up.' says Fulton.
They'vr set an awfully high
standard for the next group.
And I'm sure I'll be hearing
kern twee women in the future.
W. al wiL1

The women honored for their
partickitabn In BFIT were:

Patricia Adamson
Trudie Dunbar
KalhrYil Eaelsa
Tamara Baker
Carol Green
Moe Scheer
Robin Bark*
Calhy Hamer
MON ShoNY
Shantou Babies&
Donne Hough
Juno Solomon
Dean Beveridge
Kenn Jolvison
Cirt* Stephen
Mott Br/ent
Susan *frest Kearny
Manna TaMerkaa
Janet Bothell
AIM Owen
Uterine Term
Shannon Casa
Sharon Pate
Kristen Tatty ,vo'eftroiefor;;
Dont Patterson
Debi Unecteld
Desks* Chamberlain
Dottie Padon
Darlene Vinson
Syble Corey

rire;nn Post

Laura Davidson
Tonle Riegle
Karen Ward
Sallee WaiveMr. T meets long, tall Stan A DramatizationOpinion by Chuck Sides

k really isn't vary glarrormis,
Ws business of raiding slate
offix. Take the example at Ted

r Kuionoosid, our Natal
insurance Commissioner.

1 I

tk. T recently issued his Irro
poked Rights Manifesto' lo Me
Stale Accidert insurance Fund
(SAW) and its president Sian
Long. Mr. T. Mid Stan that his
1900 corpora* plan was a fiat
too damn ugly, piped* since

.iirmementel

Ur. Ts boss, Gov. Rip Van
Goldschmidt, has been snoring
eau, dreaming of re-election.

Yar see, not only did Stan
; MIN 10 throw 7,000 small ern-
sayers out of SAIF's ranks
(awny of whom had been with
SNF for a long lime), he also
waled ki tell another 20,000
that ft was some sort of crime
Mat they weren't paying at least
BLOM ennually in premiums.

1k.Tceitainlydldntwantlo
wire Gov. Rip and inform him
MN his quasi-putttic protector
of workers' cump rights was
cobs as stick it to a bunch or
snua businesses so that large
computes could have subsi .
dilest workers' comp reduc-
Sons.

And so, the drams
unfolds ...

Mr. T: Hello. is Stan Long
there?

Stan: Hi Ted. Are just been
Out with my Workers' Comp

Terrorists, and SWAT Team.
I've been tying to get them lo
find something wrong el this
system, to keep Mee Obit, you
undeteland.

Mt. n Weil, God's speed and
mom power to Mem. Let's keep
uncovering the fraud In the
system. But Stars. I called as
UM 10 yOu abOut your proposed
1990 corporate plan.

Stan: We started Mal three
months ago and ...

Mr. T: You were SUppOted tO
ask and wart for my pemission.

Stan: We were? Hey, t norm
wanted this job, pal. Your Gov.
Rip, et, Neil. He ceNed Mi. Of-fered me a $110.000 annual
salary it I'd come in here andclean up SAW. And that's ex .
achy what I'm doing.
thankleSS job. Ted. Although
have been getting some Christ-
mas cards from large emplOy-
ers who lust got our recent 20
percent premium discount. I

even cpt a smoked tUrkey from
one.

Mr. T.: An appropriate gilt
Stan?

Stan: I think I miss your
point, Ted.

Mr. T: My point is, you're
giveig 20 percent reductions tosome of your Isrger clients
while puttino the screws to the
small ones. There are some
people out there tettO raMantbar *nen SAW was Created to
help small businesses in the
first piece. This just wont stt
well wilh the publiC.

Stan: Tingle, lint it Ted? A
freak set of circumstances has
forced us ici dmo 7.000 or thestate's small businesses.Namely, we wets getting 516
million in p(smiums from this
group white paying out nearly
$30 malion in claims.

Mr. T: But 0001 you make
over $100 million a year on 01

See ma. T, Peg* 22
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A.. Rock-Creek's new executive dean is Dr.
s

''.1.13etty;Duvall. She arriv ec, 1 from St.

'' "4.
0;ousis (Mo.) Comniunit ege, where she

dean of instruction e Florissant
Valley, campus.

,r10,4:ckstV..

-45M
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Sheemphasizes Rock Creek's diversity,' .. .. .

.saying she wants to make sure peopl. .
Aealize it's Pa coin rehensive colle e with a.'

full P ' g - , :'range of p:ograms and services.".r,.. .,. ,
it. .;She,notes that about its."fulltime
111.. %equivalent enrollment"; is in traditional'
" classes: Thatls, theyre taking courses that
', t tiwill enable, them to transfer to a four-year
.tik "college,for a bachelor's:degree.' ;'''
Ih*::These academic programs.are Rock .
-TIN Creck's' fastest growing,',with'enroliment !,.p :

i ii:i lti:!fpercent this terrn..compaked witli.iav.
9 ;Wir4er4what'aCCOUntikfor,the-growth, .'

4 . -Duvalliyeas`asked.V.KV011';':'' : '':. .

,., Por,suryeyeeoniistenitlY ihow that '.1.'
Istudents usuallygivitwo reasons.7That ..'::
. we'reaffordable and;thae.we're close to ::.''.. , . .,

wnorpMey,liie;/Access'iwhat:community"
..rcollegea are all ab3ut.",IV...1.!'!'.f .' -..'"--,' :=-.woo ..,,,, ....fr ,k ,:4 .Rock:Creek'also.offers awide rangeof ..,,
vocational and technical'prOgrams, in- .tkti- .

t4cluding several not 'offered at other l)CC11,.. ..4,,campuses..:. 1. . , . -,...:..> ,. ..
17-'1,...'" For example,' it has a 'working farm for
144i:students training for agricultural work'or to.
1*)''Oecome veterinarian assistants. The entire1.campus,is a living laboratory for landscape

.technology'stUdents. A' hangar houses ''
avintion' technology courses..- .. -.

Y 'V,Vocational-technical students tend to be a; ..;i:,.
;' ,. ;litlie'older than the campus average, Duvall
::::il. says: "These programs attract adults

.I ' s..%liftrrirAlig+ ' "1.0.1'..?":"who've already tried some other occupationett....:i.g.t.i.,,;.r.e;,...... :- i..41:44;'.4.1....:', i ,,- .. : '' ,..tf -, ,.. i ... -, , . and are here to get new skills."
Story, by'Doug Browning:l.';' FCC also has contractswith business,

Rhotos by Michal Thompson.
f ,;. ''' 1:'.-:',,cf,:;::,..;industry and labor unions to train workers

..(,".: .--. exclusively for them.
,,.,. ' i ,--
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RESOURCES
HELP EASE

LABOR CRUNC
By John Kirkland

If you've got even a small measure of skin in the build-
ing trades, there's a job waiting for you in metropolital
Portland.

Such is the message of area builders and subcontractors
who, while enjoying the fruits of the housing boom, are
seeing the supply of labor in the arca being stretched to its
limits. Some are simply having a hard time finding
workers.

But although workers can be hard to find in these times,
labor resources are available that can provide builders with
an alternative to the usual newspaper want ad. They
include employment services aimed strictly at the building
trades, and training programs that turn unskilled laborers
into valuable craftsmen while they pair them with employ-
ers.

The services are needed more than ever before because

(Continued on page 7)
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Instructor John Fulton demonstrales the use of a power naikr to the all-women Building Futures in Industries and Tradesprogram at Portland Community College. It is the first program of its kind in the United States.
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RESOURCES HELP
EASE

LABOR CRUNCH
(Continued from page 1)
of the level of building activity happen-
ing in and around Portland. Even in
winter, a slow time for many builders,
the labor crunch can be felt.

"In this industry, there's definitely a
shortage of skilled labor," satcl Steve
Shupe of Shupe Roofing, Inc.

Shupe, whose work involves pri-
marily large apartment complexes on
the Southwest side, said he is having
more than the usual amount of diffi-
culty finding skilled laborers, and is
sometimes forced to take on people he
wouldn't nonnally hire. "When we get
desperate, I'll take unskilled people
and try to train them," he said.

One resource for people like Shupe
is the Building Construction Technol-
ogy Program two-year course at
Portland Community College's Rock
Creek Campus that not only trains
students in construction skills, but
links them with arca builders.

During the first year of the program,
students spend most of their time in
class with hands-on projects in con-
crete, framing and other construction
basics.

In the second year, the students
refine their skills while they work for
actual builders, often spending their
mornings on the job, and their after-
noons on campus.

By thd ttrne studdrits graduat? ?ht4
have a tl of wtable skills, and theyare wet uinted with employers in
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,), %so. %swig oukiumo tit outtittv, tituy
. have a wealth of salable skills, and they
arc well acquainted with employers in
the arca. These days, the demand for
graduates is overwhelming.

"We can't even come close to
matching students up with what the
people want out there," said Ceylon
Huff, head of the program. "We've
never had a year like this one; it's a
rare day that I don't get a phone call."

Tom Kelly of Neil Kelly Company
has been involved with the PCC
program since it started, and has found
it invaluable in selecting future em-
ployees.

INIVIDEMPOI '211101WIBIEWILI: 1.111111r' ' r"1"1"" .11111111111111.1r4.01111=1.1.11nammetnnPollard Community College instructor no6 metier guides students through the process of installing a window on a new house. St wients ale, from41, John Lafleur, Sean Conaway and Rick Craycraft,

50 openings, demonstrating the strong
need and desire among women to enter
trades that heretofore were dominated
by men.

Dan Saltzman, a PCC board mem-
ber, said PCC, Associated General
Contractors and the trades unions are
working together to obtain jobs for up
to 70 percent of the graduates. The
same groups are looking for funding
sources to make the program a perm-

.nent fixture.

Goodwin, a graduate of the program in
1956, and its director of carpentry
instruction since 1986.

All wages arc paid by the employ-
ers, and the program is funded through
a trust fund of the Oregon Washington
Carpenters Apprenticeship Training
Program.

Another option for employers
one that just began in the last two years

is the Contractors Temporary
Employment Service, which provides

"We can't even come close to matching students up with what the
people want out there," said Gaylon Huff, head of the program.
"We've never had a year like this one; it's a rare day that I don't
get a phone call."

4

A.new program at PCCis Building
Futures in Industries and Trades
(BFIT), the first course of its kind in the
country designed to bring women into
the building trades.

The program started in July 1989
with funding from an 18-month federal
grant, and involves six-month sessions
of training in job skills, physical fitness
and team work.

asses are five days a week, seven
hows a day. When it started, the
program received 500 applications for

n 0;

The Willamette Carpenter Training
Center in Northeast Portland takes,a
different approach by having its
applicants find jobs first, and then
enter the program to learn skills. The
employees earn low money and receive
few benefits when they start out, but
make considerably more as they
progress through the four-year pro-
gram. Although the employees start
out relatively unskilled, the program
will train them for their employers'
immediate needs, according to Garry

temporary labor for most construction
tasks, from unskilled workers to skilled
carpenters.

The firm was founded in 1988 by
Nick Jacobsen, a concrete contractor
who had trouble finding workers,
according to account executive Duane
DiCola. There were other temporary
services available, but none geared
toward construction or that didn't have
tight restrictions on the amount of
weight their employees could lift.

"Our temporaries either want to

work in construction or have worked
in construction; you have to have the
mentality of 'I'm using my body for in)
job," DiCola said.

The company's temporaries work
between 30 and 40 hours a week.
Contractors Temporary Employment
Service provides workers compensa-
tion coverage through Saif Corp., and
offers a benefits package and vacation
pay. It has its own safety program, an(
each of its workers are required to take
and pass a drug screening program.

The company is able to provide suct-
benefits because of the volume of
temporaries it handles. During remod.
eling of the downtown Portland
Nordstrom department store by a
California construction company,
Contractors Temporary Employment
Service was able to provide 75 workers
to the job at once, and at the same time
fill the needs of smaller contractors.

"This Is a competitive market, and
the fact that the building industry is
booming has a definite effect on our
growth," DiCola said.

Companies in need of workers are
encouraged to call any or all of these
services; Building Construction
Technology Program, Gaylon Huff,
244-6111; Building Futures in Indus-
tries and Trades, Gail Smith, 244-6111:
Willamette Carpenter Training Center,
Garry Goodwin, 287-3708; and Con-
tractors Temporary Employment
Service, Duane DiCola, 238-6856.

John Kirkland is the editor of the
Building Industry Journal.
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ents in Judy Campagna's B-Fit electrical/mechanical skills
learn the concept of electricity and its industrial

cations.
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B-FIT II bringing more
women into the trades

'90s have been high-
fas a `decade for' diver-
is the demographic .shifts

nation's workforce bring
and more women into the
?t.

ditional. bastions Of male
)yment are seeing drama-
anges as two-thirds of the
3ntrants to the workforce
iomen. The construction
sy has seen its own dra-
changes in attempts tc

me, recruit and train wo-
or careers in construction.
Portland Community Col-

Campus.
f the eering procrams

for this training is entering its
second strccessful phase. 0-
FIT (the acronym for Building
Futures in Industry and Trades)
is a fast-tracked, total immer-
sion training program designed
to broaden interest in careers in
the trades and prepare women
for apprenticeship or entryleve
employment.

The first BFIT group begar
their training in late summer o
last year.

The program screened ove
200 applicants foi the first pilo
group and of the 50-plu:

See B-RT, Page 2
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Students help one another in B-Fit's

electrieal/mechanical skillscoimse.e:

tielected, over 40 completed
the intense tik-month course,
graduating in December. The
secon group was screened
and selected and began their
training in mid-January.
a.Now, two-months into .their
training, "B-FIT II" ie showing
all of the promise of success oftne first group.

"The two groups are compar-able,* says Chtis Jones, empldienent coordinator. "The en-
thusiasm is something that runsthrougn :loth groups. I thinkthat, irom a program pers;Led-ti.ie, we ha..,e ail learned a lot

.

from the fi st group. The tre-
mendou success of the fire
proup has really built the conui
define level of the women ic
this second group. It's also buil?
Ott. confidence. We knew WE
had a good program, knew the!what -e were doing was abso-
lutely right-on. And to see sudha great success from the fir5group juSt reinforces that fdtus."

The: enthusiasm and visibdof the prooram is sznteth(ng
that has spilled over Octh in
trades c...)rnmunity atiO e::-!-
c:Aon:?3 con.r.nunity.

22krrhe General Construction
c".4-
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.
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one considers a previously. untapped seg- .7apprenticenble occupationi in Otegon, -.

42 ment of the populationl- women. Out 9f , according to jobs director Chris Jones.
ar the 503 job fields Oen to men;" there are This is where the industry comei in, she.et
ca only 19.being"filled by women; she noted - - 'says.

*:
a By training -women in these : non.. ..- .-- "They help withadvisory and job

traditional job fields, a new source of placement, serving mainly as a liairon
wealth for skilled-trade employers is

.

. opened up. (Please Tont to Page .7)
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u-FIT II launches
'Great 48' into work force
E uslasm was the key

vo uring the graduation
:er nies of the second
youp of women to coresplete
he innovative B-FIT program at
portend Community College -
lock Creek.
8-FIT (which stands for

Wilding Futures in Industry &
*rades) is an ail-women trades
Vining program designed to
repare women for a career in
* construction industry.
With an expected two-thirds

f the new workers during the
ext decade to be women,
Joh programs are vital to the
idustry as it looks to new

sources to meet growing labor
needs.

The graduation of the second
13-FIT group completes a one-
year cycle which saw close to
100* women trained and gra-
duated. This B-FIT II group.
dubbed the "great 48" showed
their spirit and the fresh per-
spective they will bring to the
industry during graduation and
recognition ceremonies held
Thursday June 7 at the Rock
Creek Campus.

Guest speaker Mary Wendy
Roberts, Oregon's Commis-
sioner for the Bureau of Labor &

See 8-FIT, Page 21

Industries, warmed to the wo-
men's enthusiasm and encour-
aged them with her own mes-
sage.

"I am proud of each and ev-
ery one of you and your ac-
complishment," said Poberts.
'Proud and erscourajed by
you, gedication, your commit-

-. mefi 4nd your enthusiasm. The
;armed you, not lust for
HS, but for these quali-

ties you will bring with you.'
Roberts spoke of the long

traditior. of women In the trades
and how, for the first time in
modem history, that role is
chaeging.

'The first copy of the Consti-
tution 'of the United States was
produced from a press run by a
woman," said Roberts. °The
circular saw was invented by a
woman. Throughout the history
of this country, women have
been called upon to step into
the trades, particularly while
men were at war, only to be
expected to quietly return totheir roles as wives and
mothers when the men re-
turned.

"Today, women's place in
non-tradihonal careers and the
trades is establishing a new
and permanent tradition. You
women are the pioneers."

The success of B-FIT has
been phenomenal. The first
group, which graduated last
Decalpr, has a 90 percent
rate Wmployment among its
israduates.

Half of those employed are
involved in an apprenticeship
program.

Among the 8-FIT Il group.
many have already found
promised employment in the

IMMIMMIE1111MININiw

gram, but there is the possibility
that it will become a permanent
fixture at the PCC-Rock Creek
Campus.

"We're currentl exploring the
possibilities for funding which
would allow B-FIT to continue
indefinitely," says Gail Smith,
B-FIT director. I think we've
been very successful with our
training, as well as being very
successful in getting the trades
to notice what we're doing
here. Between the two pro-
grams, we graduated nearly
100 women. We had easily
three times that many inter-
ested in the program.'

Part of B-FIT's unique ap-
proach has been a total training
regimen focusing on strict
physical conditioning training,
career planning and personal
development skills classes as
well as introduction to electrical,
carpentry and mechanical appli-
cations needed to enter the
trades.

°This program is really the
next logical step for women,"
says Chris Jones, program
coordinator and lob counselor.
"There have been numerous
'women-in-transition' programs,
but never the next step: taking
work-ready and even work-ex-
perienced women and giving
them career and networking
skills. There has been nothing
available to teach or encourage
women how to network within
this industry."

One of the final phases of
the program was putting the
lea-ned skills to extended prac-
tic .1 use.

While some women struck
Out on on-the-job trai
grams they researci Three haPPY

B-FI

rielftn,E11.

TContinued from Page 21

Representative from the Boy
Scouts were on hand to thank
the women and present them
with commemorative mugs for
their work. -

The women selected two
spokeswomen from their group
to offer comments and a per-
spective on their six-months.

'As important as any of the
skills with tools and materials
was what we learned about
ourselves,' said Carol Wright,
one of the spokeswomen. "The
knowledge that, yes, we can do
this work, that pride in seeing
the work of our own hands, that
was wonderful. I hope that we
will always slay in touch and I
know that wherever we end up,
this team of women Mil some-
how always be supporting us.
The challenges we face as
tradeswomen will be many.

'What we have to remember
is that we can't hope to go out
there and immediately change
the attitude that we can't cut it.
If we are Just oursetves, and
successful as ourselves, we will
change their attitudes. It will be
inevitable.'

AGC otters its hearty con-
gratulations to the B-FIT Gradu-
ates from the Spring of 1990:

Christine Mains
Patty Allen
Karen Auol

,
. -
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. 11
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Judith Cook
Sara Doughty
Jrook Everett
Anne Galisky
Sherry Gillespie
Janice Glover
Shelly Harrison
Jody Hendrickson
Amy Hightower
Cassie Jo Curtis
Claudia Lee
Brandi Utke
Marley Mack
Sarah Maenza
Ann McFarlane
Sharon Menicosy
Kathy Miller
Suzanne Monk
Ingrid Nazkrchyk
Angie Parcel
Sharon Parsons
Deaborah Phillips
Terry Potter
Teresa Pritchett
Chris Rachko
Vershell Rogers :

Barbara Rowland
Catherine Schillinge
Card Schm*. z

Carolyn Sal teider
Katharine Settle ;
Rebecca Smith
Travem Snell
Nanette Sta*
Jennice Taylor
Jill Tracy
Sheri VanLoo
Jeanette Wagner
Barbara Weathersby

members of the "great 48" nroun mnrkinn thrt Ronnriri cm".
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Opinion

From Rosie the Riveter to a New Generation
of Skilled Women Workers
By Dan Saltzman
Trustee
Portland Community College, OR

Rosie the Riveter - the symbolic heroine of
World Wall is about to retum to the Portland,
Oregon workforce.

In 1989, a partnership of labor unions, em-
ployers, social service agencies, and Portland
Community College (PCC), OR, launched a
federally-funded demonstration program to in-
crease the number ot women in high-paying
skillei construction, meehanical, and electrical
trades.

One year later,1the program's second class
of graduates is ready to enter the skilled trades
marketplace and union apprenticeships.

The goal of theli uilding Futures in Industry
and Trades," or B-FIT program, is to provide a
blueprint for other communities to follow to
reverse the sharp decline of women in skilled
trades and the lopsided concentration of women
in lower-paying service and clerical jobs.

While World War Il brought about a most
profound increase in opportunities for women
to train and work at skilled trade and industry
jobs, it was also the high water mark. Over the
past six years, in Oregon end the nation, the
number of women applying for apprenticeship
positions has been extremely small and rapidly
declining.ln 1 990,only 4.4percent of Oregon's
2pprentices were female, dowrifrom5.9percent

-.::? in ,1986:m1,;11.7totSoef,c-44.4- .",, ii!.:d-,-
n'e..% We all hay interest in eliminating inert.
4 ifft, associ ith the concentration of

women in low. occupations, with limited
access to broader ofponunities to provide ad-.. II In

the earnings gap, women place shockingly lower
in wage level than men iiveraging 44 cents
for each dollar earned by men in 1984. Yet the
number of families maintained by women is
growing rapidly and increased almost90percent
between 1970 and 1985. This phenomena led
one national advisory commission to the dire
prediction that female-headed families would
comprise 100 percent of the poverty population
by the year 2000.

This prediction will not come true if we have
a robust economy and the commitment to pro-
vide specialized training and Mist11210 for
women to enter and succeed in the trades.

The economy is doing its part. The US
Department of Labor predicts that carpenters
and electricians are in the top 30 occupations
that will have the largest projected job growth
through 1995. The Labor Department's
Workforce 2000 study notes thst the aging
workforce and the declining birth rate will
produce a shortage of workers unless those
groups who have been traditionally underutilized
enter the workforce.

I '
Clearly there will be jobs for women in high-

paying, Mile-dominated trades. Just as clear,
however, is that they will be unable to take
advantage of the opportunities without appro.
pciate training. That is where the B -FIT program
comes in.

that cooperation among tile priv ate sector, pub-
lic agencies, and a community col lege c an over-
come obstacles women face in work in the
trades; recruit, train and place women in skilled
trade and apprenticeship positions; and enable

'them to succeed.
The B FIT demonstration program is unique

in its aPproach and scope. The 18-month dem-
onstration program funded two five-month
sessions.atPCC for 50women each. The sessions
are seven hours a day, five days a week.

Unlike similar programs, 13,FIT targets a
broad spectrum of women, not just those from
low -income hou seho Ids. Each applicant receives
a personal interview and a skills assessment
prior to admission. Those not admittad are re-
famed to advisors at PC C for guidance into other
non-traditional or waditional, higher-paying
career programs.

For Many women, working in the skilled
trades Means a lifestyle change. That is why B.
FIT's comprehensive approach goes beyond
the teaching of basic trade skills.

It includes building basic reading and math
skills; tutoring to meet entry-level apprentice-
ship program qualifications; physical strength-
building; computer and hazardous materials
.training; hands-on work site experience in the
accomplishment of a chari table 'project; prepa-
ration for job interviews; and a support group of
women working in trades to provide job net-
working; problem-solving and support. t

Two reasons Portland was selected for fed-
unding are the substantial in-kind conui.
n of teachers and equipment provided by

PCC and the commitment of unkns and ern-
Awes% iff InsersmIlas. $1.

Dan Saltzman
Am/

comeletion. Over 90 percent of the first class of
graduates are employed. Jobs are waiting for
the second class of 48 women finishing the 13-
FIT program this month.

Over 500 applicants for the first class of 100
is a strong sign that many women are ready for
the challenge and the opportunity that B-Fri
embodies. Portland Community College is
committed to continuing B-FIT beyond the
federally-funded period as long as appropriate
to meet the needs of both women and industry.

We arc optimistic that the first graduates of
B-FIT are but the first wave assault, securing
higher-paying jobs and fighting poverty with
the same dedization Rosie the Riveterught
to winning the war.

Dan Sakflitiri is president of Environmental
Manatemosi Solutions of Ponaind, OR, in act.
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ranging front appliance repairer to
parts worker to web. pressman. : ' '.' - .

What B-FIT does do, she says, is to the job Will be put, towards an
-give students the .basic skills ..apMuticeship in heavy equipment.
necessarytoiandaneittry:level job .....; Skil:ed tradeswomen like
in the trades. ...."... ,... ._ '. UmScheid are in dethand :.With

-*: . "We've delivered what we emplojPers, says the B-FIT staff. In
promised,"-JoneS maintains. . :...- .: fact,-statistics show' a shortage' of
, Prograin Director Gail Smith .. skilled liadesworrien thiOiigh the
added that what is Promised and year 2600. Do the entry-level skills
delivered is a "foot in the door" for '.:. taght by'n,Frr make a difference?
women and .minorities to get into :. !Toll '; bet." says lAticlrey
the skilled trades. "Our Whole focus Castile:: president . of -S &-'1.J
is for graduates to go on to other Con'itruCtion, who. has .'prOgrarri

graduateiemployed at heicoMpany; .

training," through apprenticeships ,. z B-FIT graduate.s;Caitile'noted,
.and other forms of preparation. have.a.Clear idea of whit:will be

One wOman taking full ad- expected of them in the'workforce
vantage of B-FITs opportunities is through ' their ..trainine ;"(The

-Debbie U:ascheid, who is employed training] definitely -helps the
.by - openhagen Utility and : employer," she said. . -.
C ction. She is learning 'on ..-:As for B-F1T employees who
the , and the skills she learns on do not hold down their jobs, t'astile
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. "

says, "There Were' some who had a
lack of understanding of what was
involved in ..:.the work, -.an
.underestiffition*.of the physical
strength involved:or just a lack of
commitnielit 63.4 ldnd of wink."
. - Smith ;noted ,that she' could
spot lack :Of .iinderstandisigind..
committilent 6efoie employment..
"The ones that' were the-inoit
difficult Tv,tu,:**Oik With
Program, theones that were hC,it
to work with arid Place, iere the
ones who out."

.Chris Jones says, -"There halie
been disappointments for me, too
employer-emploYee relationships
that didn't..work out, but that's
reality." . . .

Still, for Jones, every cloud of
disappointment. has . iLS silver .

230

- lining. "Listening to e%eryone.' st
:says, "and being sure their voice

are heard is a challenge I enio,
. Talking to graduates and listenin
to their feedback helps me tc d
better."

Ivania

SYLVANIA-Tht. Sylvac
ASPCC is spousdrin g a ser:,cs
forums entitled 'Val' in the M;w:ii:
East."

Dr. Mel Gurzsv, a P5
instructor who. species 'L...

foreign policy. v. ill ikin
at noon in the Ceda.- .)oin
p.m. in the Plr.0 T.3111, :;*



. Labor Department Announces Winners
Of Its Work-Force Quality Competition

By CATHY Taw
staff Reporter of inn W ALL Slimes Jousu.

WASHINGTON - While many compa-
nies are bemoaning the flagging quality of
the work force, others are winning Labor
Department awards for their solutions to
the problem.

On Wednesday, the agency offered up
the winners of its first work-force quality
awards. Not surprisingly, one of the com-
mon threads is training.

The awards-called LIFT America (an
acronym of labor Investing for Tomor-
row )-are given to employers, unions, edu-
cational organized= and communities to
recognize "creative solutions" for upgrad-
ing the quality of the work force. Sixteen
winners were chosen from 500 nominees:
they run the game from local vocational
programs to industrial giants.

Vermont Heat* & Ventilating Co. was
cited for its embrace of programs to en-
hance skills and motivate workers. John
Stearns, head of personnel training, says
the 250-employee company in Colchester.
Vt., spends 10% of gross revenue on train-
ing and education programs. Elaine
Druki, who rose from a journeyman sheet-
metal worker to vice president. adminis-
tration, credits mach of ber success to the
company's motivational efforts. "Without
the educational help," she says, "it
wouldn't have happened."

International Business Machines Corp.
was honored for its employee "work /life"
programs. The IBM programs. addressing
family-related needs, include assisting em-
ployees with child care and elder care,
spouse relocation, schedule flexibility and
leaves of absence, and a broad array of
seminars, educational and career assis-
tance for retirees. The company also has
committed $25 million to increase the sup-
ply and quality of child-care and elder-
care services in areas where employees
work and live.

Though the IBM programs involr,- both
women and men, they partly reflect IBM
projections that over the 35-year period
ending in 2000 its male employee popula-
tion will have dropped by 25c1 while the
number of its women employees will have
tripled.

Several other award winners also stress
efforts to improve opportunities for women
and minorities. Building Futures in Indus-
try and Trades, a program run by Port-
land Community Coilege in Oregon, is a
"fast track" six-month training course de-
signed to put women on paths for such non-
traditional skilled careers as electricians.
plumbers, carpenters and sheet-metal
workers in jobs that pay $15 to S25 an
hour.

Previously, women weren't striving to.
ward such jobs, program officials say.
Many of the women students, whose aver
age age is 36, were working in low-paid
jobs-such as in fast-food restaurants -
when they entered the program. About 35;
were unemployed and on welfare: 701-,
were single heads of household.

The program.fills women's "skill gaps"
througli immersion courses in everything
from learning bow to wire electrical proj-
ects to a physical-fitness program to.ca-
reer planning. The women build a house
from the foundation up, do upperbody
training, and even hear from sex-discrimi-
nation attorneys on how to file a complaint
if a problem arises. Since the summer of
1969, when the program started, 106 .

women have completed tnining-an 876/:
graduation rate. Of the graduates, 90%
went on to apprenticeship or on-the-job-:
training positions.

Katharine Settle says she entered the
program because "my lusband had just
recently left after 34 years of marriage:
and I found myself thinking about what I
was going to do for a living." Though she
hadn't bad a job in 26 years, she thought
the training program would help her ac-
quire skills to be a residential-construction
contractor and thus make use of experi-
ence already gained while helping to build
and renovate houses with her former hus-
band. She's now pursuing an associate de-
gree in building-construction technology
and sayr the training program was "inval-
uable" hi helping her reach her goals.

The Labor Department also selected a,
program created by the National Urban
Coalition and funded by Shell Oil Co., part
of Cie Royal Dutch/Shell Group, to better
equip minority and women students with .

math, science and technology skills. The
program, begun in 1987 at nine elementary
schools in Houston 'and Washington, D.C.,
has expanded to 30 schools around the
country. Specially trained teachers . use
new techniques to teach skills, and stu-
dents are also required to spend Flturday
mornings at school or on field trips Mb a
parent or family member for family learn-
ing sessions. The teachers link science
skills to the children's own heritage, and
use special role models to motivate stu-
dents, including minority astronauts, en-
tertainers and athletes. Follow-ups show
the program made positive differences in
test scores, attendance and motivation
levels of participating children.

"Most companies are beginning to real-
ize the changing demographics of the work
force and the fact that the schools are in
a crisis." says Paula Saizan. Shell's coor-
dinator for the program, which is called
-Say YES to a Youngster's Future."

Chevron's Spanish Properties
SAN FRANCISCO-Chevron Corp. put

its oil and gas properties in Spain back on
the market after withdrawing them last
year for lack of any "appropriate bids."

The properties include an 18.92 inter-
est in the Casablanca offshore oil field.
25("( interests in a smaller onshore oil field
and in an onshore gas complex. and vari
ous exploration permits.

The oil company said net proved re-
serves of its interests in the three fields
are estimated at the equivalent of about
sis million barrels. of which about SO% is
crude oil and the rest is natural gas.
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The Oregonlan/ROBERT BACHJohn Fulton, a PCC Rock Creek instructor, teiches women In a building trades program proper use of an electric,saw.as.prograniiiirector Gall Smith (tar right) listens.
.

: ,
(44 etit awardConstNction.tainiog,I.

By STEVE KADEL
Correspondent, The Oregonian

ROCK CREEK A program
that trains women for careers in
the building trades has won an
award for excellence from the U.S..
Department of Labor.

Building Futures in Industry'
and Trades, a six-month program:,
offered through the Rock Creek
campus of Portland Community
College, was one of 16 honored
nationwide from among 520 nomi-
nees for the I.IFT America Awards.

Ninety percent of the 87 women
who comple he course last year
now are e yed in building
trades, with n average starting

23 4)

. .

wage of $9 per hour. Many of those
women took a day off work Friday
to attend a news conference at PCC
Rock Creek at which the award
was announced,

"The enthusiasm, determination.
and skills these women have are
tremendous," said Mary Wendy
Roberts, Oregon Commissioner of
Labor, whose office nominated the'
PCC program. "This is one of the
best programs I've ever seen to
improve the work force."

The year-old program is a part-
nership among PCC, the Oregon
ilereau of Labor and Industries

prenticeship programs, private
inch ry, trade unions and Ore-
gon's Adult and Family Services

. .1 111

. t
.. r

. I
t

:
t 1

ail
'117to ' .", ((f.;;L:i 'rf;tiiv.!A t' . .Division: business and industry 'at PCC Rock,During their traiiiibOtudents ,..:1;Creek, recently attended an awards

,

build a houte afterilearning'.convi.:6: ceremony'? in..Washington, D.C.,
struction, mechanicarand,'electri-; during whictOhe winning pro-.
cal skills. They alsou.stUdy Sex dis- ..granis were honored.
crimination laws, learni.about "Our original goal was to make

, working near hazardous Materiali, ';. thti. students adequate, but wecomplete math and Te'a d g ..found instead.. they became excep-
instructioil, .and undergo .strength,.: .:tional;'' Said SMith,' who worked in
training. the'construction. industry for 16

The program alSo exiioeei stw
dents to related.workin welding, 'Studenfs nOt.,,Only learn basic
aviation mechanics', auto'body '..skills;-'she;i'aid.but also develop
repair and diesel mechanics. work. habitiFSuch as punctuality

FCC's program was one-Of,Cnly and. the proper attitude required
four winners nationwid in:the for "successN1 'careers. Students'
business-41bl category,.Gail ;. high motivation is evidenced by theSmith, direcWf the prograni, and fact that 87 ono° students admittedMarjorie Carson, associate dean of t.:.last year ComPleted.the program.i ; L

.

-Fifty.five .women enrolled thi
fall, with a waiting list of 27
women seeking admission in th
tIlture, FCC officials said.

Donna Boyd, 52, of -Portland i
among those entering their secon
week of the program this fall. Sh

, seeks a career in constructio
trades "because I want to be a

..example to my children and grant
children."

Boyd said she had held sever;
jobs in the past, ranging trot
office-related positions to driving
taxi.

"Now I nt to change and it
somethin lly ei0y," she salt
"I love w ing outdoors and
went something I can gro910.")

t3
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B-FIT given nationa

A
The U.S. Department of Labor re-
cently awarded six programs for
their innovation in training the fu-
ture workforce. The LIFT award,
1..abor Investing For Tomorrow,"
(held at far right by B-FIT Director
GaN h ) honors B-F1T's suc-
cessWIacing 100 women into
the trades last year. Below, John
Fulton, B-FIT instructor, demons-
trates for the new group of B-FIT
recruits. B-FIT is now part of the
Standard curriculum at Portland
Community College and has an
applicant list of more than 200
interested women. ;

4.
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a

award
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1CC program gets 'LIFT' from award
ty KEVIN HARDEN

Portland Community College's B-FIT pro-
ram celebrated its "women power" last
4:ck with an award (ruin the U.S. Depart-
-lent of Labor.
Alm nil three doz.en gra(l(I.ltC u id partici-

ants in the cmistructim hidostry training
Togrom joined VCC and state officials Fri-
lly morning at the Rock Creek campus to
lebratc the 1.1171 I.abor Investing For
A-morrow America award present(-d io
idSelifyinlier by I Lahr)! Secretary 1..11-
devlir Dole.

program is alnitit all the issues 111.0
Intl is focusing on right now," said

I.FIT program director.

ter skills, physical fitness and jobsite ex-
perience.

Women in the program build a house and
work on other construction projects. Nearly
90 percent of the program's graduates havejobs in the construction industry, most
starting at $9 or better an hour for entry.
level wages. -

1S-FIT was one of 16 programs across the
nation to receive the Lll7r America awards
from Dole. More than 520 programs werenominattqt h+r tia. national honor. l'Cr's
plograni was one of only four in the cduca
tional categoi y that ireeived the award.

Fifteen representatives front the constrtic
bon indostiy, labor union.s, sociol service
agencies and state organizations work withBuilding Futures in Industry and the college on an advisory colimUttee toettkirle,e year-old 'prograWthat "prcwP guide. the-program.... -a sixartonth training program at Itt.s Must of Ow praise fin plogiain tameCk Creek campus for women interested in from college and state officials who said itrsui hg careers in most construction was a good start to breaking down barriers

"I feel that one of the best ways to irn-
prove the work force is to open the doors
of opportunity for women and minorities
through apprenticeship," said state Labor
Commissioner Mary Wendy Roberts. "Many
of the women in tf*e B-FIT program haVe
eil her become .appreotices or declared an
interest in a specific .apprenticeship pro-
gram.

"For the '90s and beyond,we need a work
force that is equipped to learn, prepared for
change. prepared to apply new technulr:gy

competent, skilled, motivated. fulfilled.
and committed to Me highest s!aii

dards of work excellence." she said.
11.1:1.1. began mote than a year ago

,IMO, 18.month U.S. Department of E2J
cation demonstration proiect. PCC Com9
buted an additional $100,000 Irrin-kindse,r.vices and the college will absorb the

gram's entire budget beginning next year
Funding for the program could be indes. Included in the training is clectri- to "non-traditional" roles for women in the 2 I/mechanical skills, mathematics, compu- work force.

See PCC, Pam! 22



PCC pro ra
B-FIT has placed
in jobs 90 percent
of its graduates
IRSUSAN HEREFORD
Correspondent. The Oregonian

ROCK CREEK A single moth
er of four children, Jennice Taylor
is entering the building trades
through a special program that
gives women a leg up in electrical
and building construction careers.

"I wanted something nobody
could ever take away from me,"
said Taylor, who recently got a job
as an electrician's apprentice. "I
could get that in the trades."

Taylor, who lives in Hillsboro, is
one of 48 women who recently
graduated from the second class of
the 1yehrold B.FIT Building
Futures in Industry and Trades
program.

The program is a cooperative
venture between Portland Commu
nity College. Oregon's Bureau of
Labor and Industry apprenticeship
programs and Adult and Family
Services, trade unions and private
industry. Located on PCC's Rock
Creek Campus, BFIT has had a 90
percent placement rate for the 85
women who have completed the
program.

Upon I. er graduation in June,
Taylor w is accepted into an elec.
trical apprenticeship and is now
working for Marine and Industrial
Elcctr . a Portland electrical con.
tracting company. Her starting
wage was S14.10 an hour.

lt will take her four years to
earn a journeyman's license from
du. stair. hut in the meantime Tay.
tor will earn regular pay increases
while receiving onthejob training
and attending night classes.

Q itahherger, director of
appi :eship and training for the
state liureau of Labor and
initubarv. was witn tho 48 fs.1:1

el s o en s ar careers
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fort they had built in Southeast
Port land.

"This is the work force," he
said. "You're seeing it right here. If
we don't develop it, nurture it and
transinon it, we will be doing our-
selves a tremendous disservice."

Work force to change
By the year 2000, the work force

Rahberger refers to is expected to
bOmarkedly different ilom dle ono
now.

According to demographic stud-
ies, the *-.; American worker
ente.. ie labor force will be
female, ..anority, immigrant and
older.

Rahberger said the B.FIT part-
nership developed in Oregortwis a
ploneerhig trades program for the
country.

"To the best of my knowledge,
this is the best program of its kind
in the nation," he said. "The model
they have developed can work not
only for women, but for immi-
grant and minority populations as
well."

The key to success lies in the
Intensive, short.term program
designed by the college and its
partners.

Gail Smith, B-FIT director, calls
it "learning by total immersion.
They're here seven hours a day,
five days a week for six months.
This is a much faster pace than the
traditional college schedule, Our
goal is to get them ready for other
training."

B-FIT gives the women 230
hours of instruction in construc-
tion and mechanical/electrical
basic skills. They concentrate on
trades, math, blueprint reading,
safety, hand and power tool use,
materials, basic electricity, trou-
ble-shooting, mechanical devices
and repair and maintenance.

They also put in four hours a
week working out in the Rock
Creek gym for overall body. condi-
tioning and upper body strength.

Other program areas include
classes on communication, prob-
lem solving, goal setting and job
search skills; cardiopulmonary

uscitation and ant aid; micro-

Jennlce Tay Ica
tain Boy Scout
programs after

=UK

SUSAN HEREFORD
(iett) of Hillsboro and VI Bryant of Portland work on construction of the Scouter's Moun-
fort In Southeast Portland. Both women have been accepted Into apprenticeship trade
completing the &FIT program at Portland Community College.

4,
'
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SUSAN HEREFORDB-FIT program members break for lunch during construction of the Boy Scout fort In Southeast Portland.

coputer instruction; and work-site
training.

According to Smith, the first
year of operations far exceeded
their expectations. The target goal
was to graduate 80 percent of the
class and find jobs for 70 percent of
the trainees. While the graduate
percentage was slightly higher, the
number of women finding jobs fol.
lowing the program completion
reached 90 percent.

2 3 t ; -

The response to the program
has been overwhelming. B-FIT has
a waiting list of 215 women, culled
from the 600 women who have
attended orientation and informa-
tion sessions.

"Even more stunning is that
entry-level wages are much higher
than we expected," Smith said.
"Many of the women are entering

itwork force with $11 to $14 an
r wages. Our expectation was..

$7 to $0. The pre-program median
wage averaged MAO an hour."

The B-FIT graduation was Tay .
lor's first. "It's important to me
because I'd never had one," she
said. "rve wanted to go to school
for 18 years and now it's my turn.

"My B-FIT graduation Is an
incentive for my two teen-age sons
to follow through. They see Morn
out there roughin' it. They've seen
another side of me."

ao./a.../IN
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National Notes (continued from page 9)

Dole Leaves Labor Post
Labor Secretary Elizabeth Dole resigned last

month to take over as prtsident o' the American
Red Cross.

A vocal supporter ofcommunity, technical, and
junior colleges as VA key factor in strengthening the
nation's economy, Dole was the highest ranking
woman in the Bush adminisuation.

alpimmal

November 6, 1990

Congress Starts Tech-Prep
Continued from page 1

formed, or arc building, "two plus two"
consOrtia with their nearby high schools should
put their state vocational education agency On
notiee that theY expect to be considered for this
.year's"tech Prep funding. (In other Wiords,
don't sit by waiting to bc invited into the
program.)":.,

Ai the accompanying table .shows, TRIO
and theSupplemental Educational Opportunity
OranialIoreaped large "peace dividends."
TRIO was inereased by $92 million, and SEOGbi $61 million over last year's levels.
'NV ;The Strengthening Instil utions program (Part
A) re4elvd the largest Title III increase, almost

*The tiirld for Improvement of Postsecondary
Ethication (PIPSE), which has bein able to show
Congress a high success rate for projects it funds,

,1

.t
Outgoing Labor Secretary Elizabeth Dole was a Champion of community, technical, andJunior colleges. Dole, right, recently presented a "Litt America" award to PortlandCommunity College's, OR, "Building natures In Industry and TradesProgram," citing thecollege's pertnership with local employ ars to help prepare women la the trades. WithDoleis Gall Smith, director of the program.

2 ;1
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was increased 25 percent, to $14.6 million.
And funding is continued for two other

community college interesic- the Veterans
Education Outreach Prugram (VEOP) and the
Cooperative Education program-despite
White House requests to "zero them out."

Thanks la egely to Tech-Prep, total funding
for vocational education (Perkins Act) exceeds
S 1 billion for the first time. At $1,003,792,000
for FY'91, it is $74 million over last year's
level, Tlie total includes S3 miMon for
consumer/homemaking education, as well as
the $63.4 million for Tech Prep.

Funds for the Adult Education Act were
increased some 40 percent, with support for
state programs boosted from SI58 million to
$201 million.

The $565 million increase for Pell Grants.
while pegging the max:mum grant at $2,400,
includes $36`.; million to cover shortfalls from
prior years.

141110111111MIlDMIIMINII111LYIIMIIIINVe...*..../d1.0

Fr91 EDUCATION AND TRAINING FUNDS
HIGHER EDUCATION Acr

I. Student Aid

FY'90
Final

Admin.
Request

Conference
Agreement

Pen Cants (1V-A1)
.1.805 115.2771P 5.31086*5E00 (IV.A2) 459M 459M 520 MCWS (IV.C)
602M 602M 595 MNigtea Loans (Cap. Contr.)(1V.e) I35M (56 Mincome Colningent Project (IY.D) o 9S1 i.5M 4 9MSS10 (iV-A3)
59.M

63 5MOSL (1V.131
3 82613 3 3680 5.1011TRIO liV.A4)
242 M 270M 133 7M11. Cettgarlcul Programs

Student Literacy Corps (1.1:0 3 M 5 M 5 4MLibrary Ttsining
M 9 M MResearch Ubraties (11-0 5.7M 5 'rM 5 9MLibrary Technology

3.7M 3 7M 3 9N1StrengasenIng Institutions (III.A1 82.9M Rh bbi 87 8MREM's (111.;13).. ; 93.4M 9:5.4M S9 5M:Wes* old
Etikettaistberstit0140(AA,17.9Mtz.-1,4i.33 r%4vett, atm %jilt:Mimi Outre%ch (IV./12) SM 11.5M

/N1School/Caw Par:nets/not (V;41). 3 M. 1 Mlnterrntllnal Studies (VI). 34.7M 34.7 40 MPulbright.11sys Act. 5.IM 5.1M 5.1MPrAltie, bsareouehaa autherily (VII.C) 30 M 3 M .30 Mlomat 3atteish Craw, Oct yr. (V11.01 :2.4m 20.9M 211.4MCooperative Education (11111). 13.4M 0 ,h4Mists: rat a



B-FIT STUDENT STATUS REPORT
MARCH 28, 1991

The following is a summary of the four B-FIT sessions beginningSummer 1989, through Spring term 1991.

ENROLLMENT/EMPLOYMENT STATISTICS CLASS #1 CLASS #2 CLASS #3 CLASS #4 TOTAL

Students Started 52 54 51 35 192Students Graduated 37 48 44Graduate Percentage
727. 88% 86% 82%Employment Goal (% of Grads) 707. 707. 70% 70%Actual Employment Percentage 817. 91% (Not available for 60 days after graduation)(30 of 37) (43 of 48)

PERSONAL STATISTICS FOR CLASS 1-4

Number of Children 218
Single Head-Of-Household 77%
Assisted By Welfare

337.Minorities
177.

Federal Financial Aid, and/or 417.
Scholarship Assistance
Through PCC Foundation

Note:
520 are on our active contact list.
35 have been pre-approved for Fall 1991 enrollment.
Pre-program wage average: $6.88/hr. Wage after graduation: $8.48/hr in training programs with earningpotential of $13.00 to #21.00/hr.

2:-4!;



NAME PRE-PROGRAM

OCCUPATION

WAGE PLACEMENT WAGE CURRENT STATUS

ADAMS Unemployed Unemployed Health, family
ADAMSON Light Industrial 5.05 Laborer 7.00 Quit 12/28; unable to reach
ALLEN Administrator 19.32 Carpenter Appren 8.00
AUEL Unemployed Not Available Available 10/90
AUST Real Estate Ccaim Drop 7/31/89 Drop 7/31/89
BAKER Clerical 6.25 (1)Flagger,(2)Landscaping 14.00 Lay off, documented attendance problems 6/90BANTILAN LPN 8.50 Naval Reseve 8.50 Availabe 9/90
BARKER Caregiver 4.00 Patient Care 4.00 Did Not Complete OJT, 7/90 Mechanics course in CALIFBATTILEGA Family Business 5.00 Self Employed 10,00 Bids contracts for counter tops Lloyd Willams CorpBAUMAN Machine Operator 9.35 Drop 1/11/90
BEVERIDGE Temporary 4,50 Did not complete

Did not complet OJT, no contact, no response to LMTCBRADBURY Dryfold 6.95 Electrical Appren 9.00
BRYANT AFS Maternity

Accepted Taper's Appren, pregnancyBRYANT Slavage 7.00 Finished second tern Back injury first term, completed second termBURCHELL Janitorial 4,50 Asbestos Abatement 9.40 Abatement Certificate, employed 4/25/90Cm.: Custodian 4,62 Laborer 6.50 Laid off after one week, back to janitorialCERVERRA Deck Hand 10,00 Deck Hand Samoa 12/14 12.00 Returned fr trip 5/28/90, Deck hand Mac', 6/18/96CHAMBCRLIN Postal Casual 5.50 Nurses Aid 4.75 Did not complete OJTCOOK Unemployed 0,00 Home Repair 7.50
COREY Assembly 7,74 Carpenter Apprentice 8.00 Moved, Eugene, ODOT OJT- Hwy workDAVIDSON Clerical 5.00 Electrical Appren NU 11.00 Wage approximate, Davis-Bacon/Other
DIEHL (GREEN)Clerical 6.00 Unconfirmed

Married 1/90, unable to contact re statueDOUGHTY Temporary 5.00 Painting PT 6.50 InterviewingDUFFY Maintenance 7.00 Millwright 13.52 Early placement 10/1/89DUNBAR Food Service 4,25 Unemployed
2/20/90 Daughter very illEVERETT Ofc. Mgr, 5.25 Relocate/Eugene Carpenter Appren/EugeneGALISKY Self-Employed 7.50 Woodworking PT 7.50

GILLLESPIE Sht Metal Shp 5.50 Edge Concrete 6.50 Terminated one week; InterviewingGIROUX Real Estate Comm Drop 8.'4/89
GITOME Janitorial 8.75 Drop 10/2/89 Health
GLOVER Waitress 3,35 Longshoreperson 15.00
GPAVELLE Baker 6.50 Drop 9/22/89

No contact
GRAY Food Service 6.50 Laborer 8.00 Dropped due to finances, place bv AGC in constructiorHARNER Waitress 3,35 Laborer 9.00
HARRISON Clerical 8,25 Not Available

Maternity LeaveHASS Clerical 6.00 Drop 241/v
,



NAME PRE-PROGRAM

OCCUPATION

WAGE PLACEMENT WAGE CURRENT STATUS

HENDRICKSON Unemployed Property Mgmt 7,50 METRO Appren/Waiting Dispatch
HIRH(OWER AFS Auto Mech Scholarshi 5.00 PCC Auto Mechanics Work/Study
LOGES Clerk 4,25 Laborer 7.00
KUSH Clerical 7.25 Electrical Appren NU 16.10
JOHNSON Clerical 7.00 Banking Clerk 7.50 Tapers Appren 6/90; working old job until dispatchj0Nr. Photographer 5.00 Drop 4/18/90
KEADY Driver 5.67 Drop 9/25/89
KEARNEY Clerical 8,00 Electrical Appren NU 6.50
KERRON Janitorial 4.40 Drop 8/18/89
EE Unemployed Waiting Dispatch 9.00 Electrical Apprentice NU

LITKE Unemployed Siding Installer 7.00
MACK Volunteer Flagging 8.00
MAENZA Clerk 5.75 Waiting Dispatch 8.00 Carpenter Apprentice NU
MC DONALD Janitorial 6.50 Drop 8/17/89
MCFARLANE Food Service 3.75 Food Service 4.25 No transportation, no license
MCWILLIAMS Bartender 6.00 DropDrop 1/18/90
MENICOSY Bookkeeper 5,00 Bindery Technician 6,00 PT Countertop installer trainee
MILLER Clerk 5.75 Const. Millwright 9.50
MONK Checker 11.05 Waiting Dispatch/checker 11.05
NAZARCHZK Focd Service 3.75 Waiting Dispatch

Carpenter Apprentice NUOWEN Noodworker 5.25 Electrical Apprentice NU 11,50
OWENS Landscape 4.50 Drop 8/18/89
PARCEL Visiting Nurse 4.94 Laborer 14.00
PARKS Ans, Serb. Oper. 5.00 Appren Interior/Exterior 7.45 Dropped apprenticeship after first weekPARSONS Parts Clerk 7.00 Waiting Dispatch 7.50 Not Available, 9/1/90
PATTERSON Tax Preparer 12.00 Laborer 3/89 9.0
PATTON Clerk 6.50 Clerk 7,00 Returned to former work w/benefits, 3 childrenPETERSONIC. Clerical 4.75 Drop 8/22/89
PETERSON,S. JTPA 5.46 Drop 10/30/89 Health
POST Houskeeper 3.75 Apprentice Carpelter U 7.25
POSTON Food Handler 1.00 Drop 11/1/89
POTTER Warehouse 6.00 Laborer 6.50 Terminated - 1 week
PRITCHETT AFS Welding Trainee 6.50 Terminated, too slow; interviewingRACHKO Production 6.25 Interviewing 7.50 HVAC/Alexsis Hotel Mainenance
REIGLE Medical Aide 6.72 Medical Aide 6.72 Carpenter Apprenticeship U; unable to find workRICH Waitress 4.00 Drop 8/31/89 Family
ROGERS Unemployed Siding Installation 7.00
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NAME PRE-PRObRAM WAGE PLACEMENT WAGE CURRENT STATUS
OCCUPATION

ROWLAND Collections 5.00 Electrical Appren 7.25 Union Electrical
SANDER Lifeguard 8 Drop 3/14/90
SAYLES Temp Clerical 6.00 Self-Employed UK Neil Kelly intern, no hire
SCHEER Caretaker 5.00 Werating Engineer Appren 14.00
SCHEFFER Mailroom 6.23 Drop 1/18/90

Accepted Plumber Apprenticeship U
SCHILLINGER Hygienist 17.50 Hygienist 17.50
SCHMIDT Maintenance PT 10.00 Waiting Dispatch 7.00 Electrical Appren U
SCHNEIDER Self Employed Electrical Apprentice 7,00 Electrical Appren NU
SETTLE Student 6.50 Self Employed/PT PCC 6.50
SHDREY Elect Installer Electrical Apprentice NU 11.00
SMITH Janitorial 4.00 Manufacturing 7.50
SNELL Bookkeeper 4.50 Laborer 7.00
SOLOMON Trainee 3.35 Detailing Trainee 5.75 (1)Webb Auto Body, (2)Speeds Towing w/ upgradeSTARK Waitress 4.00 Waitress 4.00 Does not want trade work
STEPHEN Landscape 5.50 Laborer 8.00 Several casual labor jobs
TAMERIUS Food Service 3.50 Lumber yard clerk 6.50
TARRO Sports Attendant 5.50 Laborer 7.50
TAYLOR AFS Electrical Apprentice 15.10
TERRY Trainer 9.00 Gofer, Sheetmetal Appren 9.50
TRACY Clerk 10.91 HAVC Scholarship/PT Clerk 10.91
UMSCHIED Clerical 7.07 Laborer, HE Operator 7.50 HE Operator RT/December; waiting dispatchVAN Nurses Aid 6.35 Drop 1/17/90
VANLOO Cook 7.00 Framer 8.00
VEACH Meter Reader 11.60 Electrical Appren U 8.50 Early Placement 9/29/89
VINSON Stock Trader Landscape/Commercial 9.00
WAGNER Clerk/Mgr 10.00 Carpenter Appren 6.50 Carpentry U
WALKER Sales 6.50 Property Mgmt 7.5u Several interviews, TML Contractors 5/25/90WARD Maintenance 5.00 Maintenance 7,00 Steamfitter apprenticeship 1/24/90WATERS Caretaker 3.15 Aviation Program

Available Fall, 1990
WEATHERSBY Food Service 7.36 Food Serv./Interviewing 7.36
WEST PT Maintenence 5.00 Ironworker A n 9.40 May switch to Electrical NU
WOODSONG Librarian 7.52 Electrical Appren 7.92 Electrical U
WRIGHT Clerk 5.00 Laborer 9.00

6.88731 8.47573



B-FIT, Building Futures in Industry and Trades

Advisory Committee Members

Charles Ganter
Education and Training
Administrator
5400 N. Basin Street
P.O. Box 3849
Portland, OR 97208-3849
Phone: 240-7116
* Committee Chair

Jean Stryker
Welfare Reform Manager
Adult & Family Services
2525 S.W. 'third, Suite 300
Portland, OR 97201
Phone: 229-5174
* Vice Chair

Ray Baker
Financial Secretary/
Bulagess Agent
Caelinters Local 1388
276 Warner Milne Road
Oregon City, OR 97045
Phone: 656-7716

Audrey Castile, Owner
S & L Landscaping
8100 S.W. Durham
Portland, OR 97224
Phone: 639-1395

Don Martin
.Office Manaoer
State Employment Agency
12901 S.W. Jenkins Rd.
Beaverton, OR 97005
Phone: 526-2707

Dan Faddis
Director of Training
Metro Electric
5600 N.E. 42nd
Portland, OR 97209
Phone: 287-0756

Jeff Triplett
Deputy Administrator
Apprenticeship & Training
Bureau of Labor & Industries
1400 S.W. Fifth Avenue
Portland, OR 97201
Phone: 229-6573

Ron Anderson, Training
Service Manager
Kay Turner
Oregon-Columbia Chapter
Association of
General Contractors
9450 S.W. Commerce Suite
Wilsonville, OR 97070
Phone: 682-3363

Donna Hammond
Journeyman Electrician
3973 N.E. Seventh
Portland, OR 97212
Phone: 288-2604

Tina Ainslie
Columbia Pacific Council
Boy Scouts of America
2145 S.W. Front
Portland, OR 97209
Phone: 226-3423

Julie Kallfelz
Education Director
Associated Builders &
Contractors, Inc.
Pacific N. W. Chapter
4815 S.W. Macadam
Portland, OR 97201

200 Phone: 241-4921

Audrey Parsons
Training Consultant
Local 701-AGC Training Trust
1529 S.W. 12th Avenue
Portland, OR 97201
Phone: 226-3551

Carl Sorensen
State Director Oregon
U.S. Department of Labor
1220 S.W. Third Avenue,
Room 629
Portland, OR 97204
Phone: 326-3157
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